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GOVERNMENT BILLS—Contd. 

The National Commission for Minority Educational Institutions 

Bill, 2004 

THE MINISTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (SHRI ARJUN 

SINGH): Sir, I beg to move: 

"That the Bill to constitute a National Commission for Minority 

Educational Institutions and to provide for matters connected therewith or 

incidental thereto, as passed by Lok Sabha, be taken into 

consideration." 

SHRI P.G. NARAYANAN (Tamil Nadu): What is the reaction of the 

Government? 

�� ������ :  �हM, %������ ���&'� �हM ���� �� ���� -...(Interruptions) Don't 

expect immediate reaction from the Government. Wait for it. (Interruptions) 

There is one amendment by Shrimati Sushma Swaraj for reference of the 

National Commission for Minority Educational Institutions Bill, 2004 to a Select 

Committee of the Rajya Sabha. She may move the amendment at this stage. 

����� ��4�� 5
��! (0A���4!) : ����� ��, �� #�� 2�C��� �� %� ��! �  �ह ��'�Q� 
>=�C� �� �ह� हE� – 

"That the Bill to constitute a National Commission for Minority 
Educational Institutions and to provide for matter connected therewith 
or incidental therewith, as passed by the Lok Sabha, be referred to a 
Select Committee of the Rajya Sabha consisting of the following ten 
Members with instruction to report by the 1st day of the next Session 
of the Rajya Sabha, 

1. Dr. Murli Manohar Joshi 

2. Maulana Obaidullah Khan Azmi 

3. Dr. P.C. Alexander 

4. Smt. Chandra Kala Pandey 
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5. Shri Tarlochan Singh 

6. Shri Sanjay Nirupam 

7. Shri C. Ramachandraiah 

8. Shri Tariq Anwar 

9. Shri P.G. Narayanan, and 10. Shri 

Uday Pratap Singh." 

 

����� ��, ह���� ��' �  ���E� ����� ��  �� �����  ��.Q�� �  �!�� 6� ह,, 0��  �� 
�� ����� 2o����'P ��  ��o�� �� ���E� ����� �� �� ह, $� .ह ����� �� ���.Q��� –�D�� ह� - 
�.��R� ���P � �.��R� �����P �� %� ��o�� �� 0��6 ����  ���E� ���� ह�, !���� �� 
���.Q�� 2o����' ����� �� %���� ���� ह,, .ह �ह �� ����� !6��� ह� ����� �, �� �� 
���� ��" �  � ह�.... 
 

(�� 2������� ��D���� ह��) 

 0����� ��, �� 2�� ��� �� ���� ���� हC� �ह�� 4�ह�� हE� �� �� ���.Q�� �ह 
%���� ���� ह, �� 2o����' ��  ���� ���E� �� ��� , .हM ���.Q�� �ह ����� �� !6��� ह, �� 
�� ���� �" �  � ह� $� �हC� m���� �`�� ह�, �� 2o����' �� ��=�� 2���� ���, !���� 
%��� �� `� �� ����� � ��� ���� ���- ���� �" �  �हM ��, ��� ��� �ह 2o����' #�� 
- !����, p�� &�� #.3���� ��, &�� p�� �`�� �� �� �� �ह� ��=�� ह,, �� `��� ��=�� ह, 
�.Q���P �� !��� ��, 0��� V�;� 6��? �� �� ह���� =� g�6 �������� �� 6* ह�, �� �� �ह 
��=�� ��� ह, �� ��! ��� ��� ���� �  >=�C� ���� ���� ह,, ��� .ह ��m� ��� �� ����� ��  
��4� #�� ह, �� ��m� ��� ��  �����, $� ��� .ह !�� ��� �� ����� ��  ��4� #�� ह, �� !�� 
��� ��  2o�/, 0� ��! �� �����Q� =� g�6 ����� ��, =��* ����� �� ��� ���� ह�, $� .ह�� 0� 
��!  � 44< ह��� ह,, �� �!6� ������� �� a� 01�� ह��� ह,- 26� ����� ��  ��=� �ह 
����� 4�ह�� ह,  �� &�� �ह ��! ���� .6+-�.'�W �� >���.� ���� .�!� ह, �� 0� .6X ��  !�6P 
�� �C!��� 44< ह��� ह, $� �हC� �.=�\� 44< ��  ��� =��* ����� 2�� 2�C'��� , 2�� 
��(���' ���� ह�- �(� 0� ��(���' ��  a� ������=@���. ����=���, >'����� ��"�!�, 
�����Q� ����=��� 2�� �� ����� ह,, �����  ��� 0�  ��! �� �, ����� �  !� ���� ह�, $� �(� 
.ह ��! =��* ����� �� 2�C'��� ��  ���, ��'��Q� �� 6,�-��'��Q�, ���� �  #�� ह,, $� 
0���  a� ���� ��=� 44< ���� ��  ��� ���� ���� ह� - 
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0��� �� ��, �� ��"� �ह��� �� �ह ����� 4�हE�6� �� �ह `� &�P �हM 2���� 6��? %� 
��! �� =� g�6 ����� �� ����� �  ��&�� &�� ��? # �ह ��! >=�C� �� ����, 26� �हC� 
�c�� �� �� �V!� ��� %�� >=�C� �� ���� $� �ह ���� �� %� �" �� ह!� =� g�6 ����� 
2�� ����+ �`� �� �� - 4E��� # #?���R� `� �� #�, %��!� # �ह ����� !��� �,1 6� 
�� #?���R� �� #� हC� ��! ��  �!� �`�� �हM ह,, �� =� ��6  ����� �� ���� ���- 0���  
��.�E� !�� ��� 2o�/ %��� ��� ���� ��, !���� .ह�� �ह ��! =� g�6 ����� �� �हM 6�� 
$� %��!� ह���� ह�� ��Q 6� ह� �� ह� %��� =� g�6 ����� �� �हM ���.� ���� &���� �ह 
�� ����P �  >�.Q�� ह, �� �� �� ��� ��! �� ���� �� �� �� =� g�6 ����� �� �हM ���� �� 
���� - &�P�� 0� ��� ��  =� g�6 ����� ��  ��=� %���  / �  .�� �� 4C��  ह�, %��!� �� 
2� %� ��! �� =� g�6 ����� �� ����� �� ��(���' �हM �� ���� - !���� �� �� ���� �� 
����� .�!P �� �ह >�.Q�� ���� �� 26� ��* ��! �� ��� �  ���� ह� ��� �� .ह =� g�6 
����� �  �� �हM �� ����, �6� �E��� ��� 2�� �ह�� �� �!�&� ����� �  0��� ��� ���� 
ह,- %���!�, 0����� ��, �� �ह ��'�Q� !��� #* हE� $� %��  ���� �� 10 ��� ��� ह�, #�� 
���  हP6�, .� 10 ��� ��� �������� �!P �� �!� हC� ह�- ���� �� !��� हC� ���� �ह o��� ��� �� 
��%�F����� ��  !�6 �!� ���� - ���� 0��  2 2c��s�� ��� ह� �CI=!� ��C��� �� �S!��� 
]�,�Cc!�ह ��� #��� $� T� ����� 2�.� ��ह�, �� ���z�� �� ह�, �� ��.��.�. �� ह� - 
���� 0��  �� �u I34�� Q�+ �� �� ��� ह� – ��.�.��. 2!�&��R�� - ...(�
���)... 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN (Kerala): Sir, what is this? (interruptions)  

����� ��4�� 5
��! : ���� 0��  2c��s�� ��C��� ��  ��� ��C��� �� �� ��� ह�- T� 
��!�4� g�ह $� .� %� ��� ��%�F���� ���'� ��  4������ �� ह, - ...(�
���)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. (Interruptions) Please sit down. 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0����� �� ...(�
���)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. Let me hear one by one. (Interruptions) If all 

of you speak at once, how can I hear? (Interruptions) Please sit down. (Interruptions) 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0����� ��, ���� �ह ��� �ह� �� - ...(�
���)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. Let me listen. (Interruptions) I 

will give you time. (Interruptions) Please sit down. (Interruptions) 
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����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0����� ��, ���� 2�� ��� �ह�� हC� �ह ��� �ह� ��  

...(�
���)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: �� ���� What is your objection, Mr. 

Premachandran? (Interruptions) 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: Sir, my point is, she is referring to the persons who are 
proposed to be elected to the Select Committee; and the names are on the basis of religion. 
They are Members of Parliament. But according to this proposal...(Interruptions) That he 
belongs to the Muslim community...(Interruptions) 

SHRIMATI SUSHMA SWARAJ: No, Sir, �C�� ��!�� �� ����� -  (interruptions) 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: Let me complete. My point is, what is the criteria? 

(Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You are not allowing me to listen to Members. Let 

me listen. (Interruptions) 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : ��, # �C�� ��!�� �  �� �� 2�� ��� E�� � �̀  - ...(�
���)... 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: What is the criteria for a Member getting elected to 

the Select Committee? Is it on the basis of religion? (Interruptions) 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0����� ��, �� ��! 2c��s�� ��C��� ��  �!� !��� �� �ह� ह, 
...(�
���)... 0����� �� ...(�
���)... 

SHRI SHAHID SIDDIQUI (Uttar Pradesh): We can't accept this, Sir. (Interruptions) 

�� ��!  ��"�� (�ह���GH) : ��, %� ���'� �� 4������ �� ��%�F����� ��, �,D��+ �� 
��%�F����� �� - ...(�
���)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Siddiqui, please sit down. 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : 26� �हM p&��U�, �� ���� ��'� ����&� �� �����6� -...(�
���)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is for me to regulate, you do not do it. 

(Interruptions) 
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SHRI NILOTPAL BASU (West Bengal): This is a perfect example of pseudo-

secularism, (interruptions) 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0����� ��, 26� .� p&��U� �हM ���� �� ...(�
���)... 

SHRI ANAND SHARMA (Himachal Pradesh) Sir, please allow me for a 

minute.... (Interruptions) 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : ��, ���� ��� �� E�� �हM हC* - 

�� 1�?  ��I : 26� # �� ���� �C�� ��!�� ��  �!� �   ...(�
���)... 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0���� ��, ���� ��� E�� �हM हC*, ��4-��4 �  ��!� �� �ह� ह� - 
when I am not yielding, how can you speak? (Interruptions) 

�� 2������� : #�� �� �C�E�6� - 

 �� 1�?  ��I : ]. �� .- 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I can't direct the Member as to what she has to 

speak. But if there is anything unparliamentary in her saying, which is not 

according to the rules...(Interruptions) You will be given an opportunity. 

(Interruptions) 

† �'. �C#� J�� �'! (�D�E $� �3���) : ��, #�� ��� �ह ��, ह� �� �C V �ह  - 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń :ø›Ÿ΅ ŘŦ΅ Śⁿ ŔΌ ÞÊ ¬ ÑŸ΅ ¥ Ķſ  śΉ  ¤ ¡ Þ Ńˆ  

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: How can I conduct the House if you go on 
interrupting? (Interruptions) 

����� ��4�� 5
��! :  0����� ��, ���� �C V ���� �ह �ह� ह, �� ह�  �ह p&��U���! �हM 
ह,- ���� ��'� �� .�� � ���6� �� .� %�� ����&� �� � , !���� �C�� ���� ��� �� �ह�� �  - ��� 
��� � 0Rह  ����� ह,? 0����� ��, 26� ��%�F���� 'd� � 0Rह  ����� ह, �� �ह ��! ह� 
��%�F����� ��  �!� ह� - ...(�
���)... �ह �� ��! ह� ��%�F����� ��  �!� ह, - ...(�
���)...  

�� ���ह � ��=J�� : * 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script.  
*Not recorded. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Shahid Siddiqui. please sit down. No, 

no...(Interruptions)...Nothing will go on record. Nothing will go on record. ...(Interruptions)... 

Mr. Shahid Siddiqui...(Interruptions)...No, no, this is not right. ...(Interruptions)...You know 

the rules. You cannot address the Member. Please address the Chair. If Members 

address like this, then how can I conduct the House? So, please address the Chair. 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0����� ��, ���� �� ���P �� !��� ��� �� .! �ह� o��� ��� ह, �� 
�� ����,��� �!P �� >����Q_. m���� �� m���� # ��� $� �ह� o��� �� �� ���� ��� �!� 
ह�- ...(�
���)... ��  �_� ���� �� �ह� हE�- �,�� %���!� �ह ��4� �� 4E��� 2� �ह ��! =� g�6 
����� �� �हM �� ���� �� �� �� ��  ��m� ��� �� �!,&� ����� �� ��� $� �!,&� ����� 
�,1 �� %� ��! ��  ���� >�.Q��P � �� ��� �.=�\� 44< �� !  - ��� .6X � �ह ��! 
>���.� ह��� .�!� ह,, 0Rह  �� %��� �C V (���� ह�6�, �� �हM ह�6�, 0Rह  �� �C V ����� %� � 
ह, �� �हM ह,, 0��� 44<  ���� �� �� ��4 �!,&� ����� 0I=�� �� ���� ह,, �!,&� ����� 
0��� �E. �� ���� ह,- 

�� 2������� :  &�� #�� �ह�� �� ��'� �E. ���� ह,? 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : %��!� ���� #��  ��o�� ��, ��� ��, ��.��� ह, �� �ह ��! �!,&� 
����� �� ��� - 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now we are taking up both the motions. We will give 
opportunity. Yes, Shri Saif-ud-din Soz. 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : �ह ��! ��m� ���  �� �!,&� ����� �� ��� $� .ह�� � %� � 
44< ह�, �� �ह ��! �ह�� ���� ���� ��  �!� !��� ��� - 

The questions were proposed 

�� 2������� : �����, ��'� �E. हC# ह,, ����=�� ��ह� �� ��'� �E. ���� ह,- That 

motion is taken into consideration. Mrs. Sushma Swaraj has moved a motion. Now 
discussion will take place. One-by-one motion will be put to vote. That will be the 
procedure. Yes, Saif-ud-din Soz. ...(�
���)... 

�� ��! ��"�� : �S� �� ��'� � ��! �ह� ह� #? ...(�
���)... 

�'. �C#� J�� �'! : ��* ���, # ��� �� �C���, �� %��� ���� �� ��! �ह� हE� - # ��� �� 
�C��� ...(�
���)... 

 

  ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń : ¥ Ķſ ¤ ¡ øÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  À ŗΦ  śˆ   ≡Ŷƒ Зƒ ¢ ›Έ Þ śŻŷˆ  ŗΨ ¥ Ķſ ¤ ¡ ÞÂ ĶǼ Ј Ķⁿ
  śŻŷˆ  ŗΨ.....Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ......  

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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�� ��! ��"�� : �� �C�� �� 2�C��� �� ���� 4��ह� iWe should also be allowed to 

speak on the motion moved by Mrs. Sushma Swaraj...(�
���)... 

�� 2������� : # �,1 ��%�- �,1 ��%�� # - ...(�
���)... 

†�'. �C#� J�� �'! : %� ��'� � ��! �ह� हE�, �� %�� ��'� � - ...(�
���)... 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń : ŕˇ ŗΈ ³ ¢  Ń ŕˇ ŗΈ Śˆ ¢ Þ›Έ Ã ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  À ŗΦ  Ń.....Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ......  
�� ��! ��"�� : �� ��"� �ह��� �� �>C. ���� ह, 0� ��'� � # ��! �ह� ह, �� �� �CW�� 

�� !��� #* ह, # 0� ��'� � ��! �ह� ह� - ...(�
���)... 

†�'. �C#� J�� �'! : �� ���P ��'� � ��! �ह� हE� - ...(�
���)... 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń : øÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  À ŗΦ  Ń ŕˇ ŗΈ Ã ŗΫ Ä ¬ ›Έ.....Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ......  
 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: This is the procedure. When the motion is moved 

...(Interruptions)... Now, it will be taken up for discussion, you can give your name. Then 

you can speak. ...(�
���)... 

�'. ����L� @�ह 
�I (23� � &�) : 0����� ��, �� %��!� �;� हC# हE� &�P�� �� # 
��� { हC�, �� �� �ह ������ ��=� �;� हC� ��, 2� �� �ह �,1� �हM ह,- 

�� 2������� : # �,�1� U!��, �ह �� � !�6E ह�6�, # �,1 ��%� -...(�
���)...  

†�'. �C#� J�� �'! : ����� #!�, �� #�� .���� �� ...(�
���)... 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń :  śˆ  Ĺ˙ Ķˆ Ä А ¤ ¡ ›Έ Þν Ķ˜ £ ĶŷǼ.....Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ......  
SHRI SANJAY NIRUPAM: Is he speaking on the Bill?...{Interruptions)... 

†�'. �C#� J�� �'! : �� &�� ���� 4�ह�� ह� ? ...(�
���)... �� #�� .���� �� 2�� �ह� 
�� ...(�
���)... 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń : é›Ό  śŢΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ Ń΅  Ķź΅ ÑΎ.....Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ......  ŗ΅ ŕυ З ¢  śˆ  Ĺ˙ Ķˆ Ä А ¤ ¡ ›Έ
......Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ......  

SHRI SANJAY NIRUPAM: I want to know on which motion if Prof. Soz is speaking ? Is 

it on Sushmaji's motion? 

†�'. �C#� J�� �'! : �*, �ह �CW�� �� �� ��'� ��, that is the rule, that is the 

procedure. 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń : Þ Ķ₣ ŕˇ ŗΈ  ĶΟ Ћ  ĶŶŪˆ ÑΎ ÞЙⁿ " Ńťźˆ Ä Ń Ê ¬  ± ¢ ĺΎ ¬ ÞÀ Ä ̄  Ê ¬  ± ¢ ĺΎ Ä"ø  

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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�� 2������� : # �,�1�, # �,�1� - ...(�
���)... ���� ��, # �\ �� �,�1� E 
...(�
���)... l want to explain. You see, both the motions are before the House. 

...(�
���)... # �,�1� - ...(�
���)... �� �� �;� हC# हE� �� # ��ह����� ����  �,1 ��%�-  
Both the motions are under consideration. So you can speak on both motions. 
...(�
���)... 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0����� ��, ��! � ����� 'C` ����, �(� ���P ��'� � !�6 
��! 6� - ��� �  .�g�6 ह�6� - ...(�
���)... 

�� 2������� : �\ �� # �,�1�-  

†�'. �C#� J�� �'! : �CW�� ��, ��ह���� �,D�� �� 0� ��%� �  ह�, 0RहP�� %���  �.��Q �  
�� �C V �ह� ह,, 0� � �� �C V ��!�� 4�ह�� हE� - ...(�
���)... �.�! �ह ह, �� %��� ��'� 
#��  ����� ह� ह� �� �� .! 0�� � ��� �� �ह� ह�- ...(�
���)... 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń :  ŗǼ ›Έ È ¬ Ä ̄  Ä  ╒ ³ ¢  śΉ  Ã ŗω ¢ Þ›Ό ›Έ  ŁΏ Ķˆ ³ ¢  ŗǼ  ←ŶΈ ÑΈ →ŧΈ ÞЋ ĶŶŪˆ
 øÃ ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ ŕ· ŗΦ ŘŦ΅ ›Έ  Ń ³ ¢ Þ ι  ĶŸ΅ ŘŦ΅.....Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ......  śŷΈ Ķˆ  ╒ ¤ ¡ ŕˇ ŗΈ  ĶΟ Â ¢ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ À ¢ ŗˆ
 ø›Ό  ι ̄   Í ¬  śΏ  ¢ ̄   Ń Śˆ ¢ » Ń¯  ŗΨ ŔΌ Þ ι.....ŵǿ ¢ ŀΈĹ......  

��. ���	� ��'ह� !'�� (0A� >��'): 0����� ��, 26� �.Q��� � 44< ह, �� ह!� %� 
� ��"� �ह��� �� ��!�� ह�6� - ...( l�.Q��)...&�P�� .� �.Q��� ��  �� ��|�'� �� ��� �� 
�ह� ह�, �� ह! 0��� ��!�� ह��� - 

�� �	
��  2#8  ��	 1�%& (�ह���[@) : ��, ��  �C��. ���� 4�ह�� हE� - ...(�
���)... 

�� 2������� : 2� �C��. ह� 6��, 2� ����=�� ��ह� ��! �ह� ह�- 

�� �	
��  2#8  ��	 1�%& : �!�&� ����� .�!� �� #��  ����� 2� �� � ह, 0� � # 
ह!� �.4�� �� , If I am a supporter of the Motion, how can I speak on the Bill along 

with that? Therefore, first decide on sending the Bill to the Select Committee. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Hon. Minister's Motion has been taken up. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Sir, procedurally, this is not correct. This is not 

according to precedents, because we always dispose of amendments at the end. 

†Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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����� ��4�� 5
��! : �हM, .ह �हM ह�6� - ��, ��"� �� �� ��ह� - 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Sir, the main objectives behind bringing this Bill, through 
the Ordinance route to which the hon. Member is taking objection, have been spelt 
out quite clearly in the Statement of Objects and Reasons attached to the Bill. It is 
evident as to why we have taken this route. 

The question of minorities and their right to establish their institutions is 

enshrined in the Constitution itself. It is a fact that this right is a right which 

transcends all other rights that anybody may have in this regard. That is the 

meaning of the Fundamental Right. In the interim period, for many years, the 

minorities enjoyed this right and there are hardly any problems. If there was 

any problem, It was 'judicial problem.' If anybody wants to take any provisions to 

court, he is free to take the matter to courts. People have been taking issues to 

the courts and decisions of the Supreme Court, on many issues, are before us. 

What made for special consideration and, therefore, this route selected was this. 

A meeting, on 3rd July, 2004, where more than 300 representatives of all minorities 

in the country, cutting across every consideration, was held here. A two-day 

discussion took place as to what was weighing in the minds of the minorities regarding 

their right to establish institutions as enshrined under the Constitution. This was 

an effort to ascertain what they felt to be the inhibiting factor. The CMP of this 

Government took this matter on a very high priority. Therefore, this dialogue was 

very necessary. And the fact that dialogue was given importance can be 

considered by this fact along that the hon. Prime Minister himself initiated it on 3rd 

July. And, in this dialogue, all the fears, apprehensions and anxieties of the 

minorities were spelt out. The question arose as to what we should do to give 

quietus to these apprehensions and complaints, and restore to the minorities 

their rights, as enshrined in the Constitution. Many of these apprehensions were as 

to how the Government, as such, dealt with these problems. And, what came up in 

this dialogue brought out it very, very clearly that the gravest" apprehension 

was there in the minds of the minorities that the Government that was there for the 

last 3-4 years tried to slight their rights and, in some cases, even trampled upon it. 

Two examples were given in this regard, about which I must inform the House. 

The first example was given with regard to the National Education Policy of 

1986, which is at the moment the prevailing national policy. No different policy has 

been enunciated after that. This was enunciated in 1986 by the late Prime 

Minister, Shri Rajiv 
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Gandhi, who took into confidence the entire nation and Parliament before this 

policy was made effective. In that policy framework it was mentioned that it 

provided for the establishment of a Monitoring Committee for Minority Education. 

And, this Monitoring Committee was duly set up on 28th July, 1995 for a three-

year term. This term ended in July, 1998. It is a very surprising feature—and 

in my view, even a shocking feature—that the previous Government which 

swore by the National Education Policy of 1986, time and again, the then hon. 

Minister of Human Resource Development used to mock at us, "I am following the 

policy of Rajiv Gandhi. Why are you criticising?" He used to mock at us in this very 

House, Sir. I want to tell him and this august House that this important feature of 

that policy of setting up a Monitoring Committee for Minority Education was 

given a goby by him and his Government when they failed to reconstitute this 

Committee when its term expired in 1998. This Committee, Sir, for the knowledge 

of hon. Members who might have not taken notice of it, was in fact reconstituted 

only on 7th August, this year, because this was very much a part of the National 

Education Policy. This was one apprehension, which every delegate to this 

dialogue voiced in a very firm and emphatic terms. Naturally, we had to take 

notice of it. The second was an example from your State, Sir, from Tamil Nadu. 

(Interruptions) 

SHRIMATI SUSHMA SWARAJ: He is from Karnataka. 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Believe me. He is from Tamil Nadu. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No; no. He is correct. (Interruptions) 

SHRI ARUN SINGH: I am saying Tamil Nadu'. (Interruptions) 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA (Jharkhand): Sir, he said 'your State'. 

(Interruptions) The Chair does not belong to any State. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I belong to one State or the other. 

(Interruptions) There is nothing wrong in it. (Interruptions) 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: The Chair belongs to the House. (Interruptions) 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Sir, all these apprehensions went into the mind of the 

Government when it decided that it has to go through the Ordinance route and 

not though the regular route as is being suggested now. 

The second example is this. Sir, the Karunya Institute of Tecnology and Science 

applied for a deemed university status on 17th March 2000, to the Ministry of 

HRD under section 3 of the UGC Act. For the information of 
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the House, I would like to read it out. It says, "The Central Government may, on 

the advice of the Commission, declare by notification in the Official Gazzette, that any 

institution for higher education, other than a University, shall be deemed to be a 

University for the purposes of this Act, and on such declaration being made, all 

the provisions of this Act shall apply to such institutions as if it were a University 

within the meaning of clause (f) of section 2." In other words. Sir, the only legal 

requirement for the Central Government to notify the Karuny Institute of Technology 

and Science as a deemed University was a positive recommendation from the 

UGC. This was the normal practice followed by the Government in all cases. 

The UGC, on its part, follows a prescribed procedure. I am taking the time of the 

House to make the House aware of what went into decision. The UGC, on its part, 

follows a prescribed procedure, including sending its own committee of 

experts to examine the Institute. In this case as well, Sir, the UGC sent its own 

Committee of experts, which included as many as five Vice Chancellors, 

including three Vice Chancellors of Technical Universities. The UGC 

recommended the case of Karunya Institute of Technology and Science for 

granting deemed University status after following all procedures on 24th April 

2001 to the Ministry of HRD. Thus, under the UGC Act, nothing remains for the 

Government to do expect a simple notification, with the approval at the level of 

Minister of HRD. Now,strange things started happening, for reasons that are not 

recorded on the files, for reasons, which I don't know, and for reasons, Sir, what the 

then Secretary to the HRD Ministry told to me on face. When I asked him, "What 

are the reasons for all this?" He told me, Sir, I cannot tell you anything." Now, 

when the Ministry, its own apparatus, the person who is responsible for running it, 

the person who is the statutory secretary says, "I don't know", then what do we do? 

The file says, Sir, I am speaking of my own information. After the UGC had given 

this recommendation, which was the only valid thing required, the AICTE took the 

unusual stand that all the courses already approved by the AICTE itself—it had 

previously approved the subjects, which the Institute was teaching—further 

needed to be accredited by the National Accredition Board, and, therefore, the 

Ministry of HRD chose not to act on UGC's recommendation. This is a step totally 

uncalled for. I will say it is totally*. It was taken with prejudice. And you want to 

now give us the lecture. Sir, the UGC protested that under the UGC Act, the 

AICT stand was not penable. I did not protest, the UGC 

*Not recorded. 
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protested it. Between April 2001 and 23rd June, 2004, till the present Government 

conferred the deemed university status to Karunya, no action was taken by the Minister of 

HRD. For three years, this was left almost as a forgotten case, dealing with minorities. 

One may well ask, was the Minister unaware of this? I would have preferred to say that, 

yes, he was unaware. I would have preferred to say. But the file speaks otherwise. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, it is one o'clock. I would like to take the 

sense of the House that should we continue with this and forgo the lunch hour. 

1.00 P.M. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Let him finish his speech ...(Interruptions)... 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: After the Minister's speech. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I will tell you why because the hon. Prime Minister is going 

to reply at 4.30 p.m. Before that we have to conclude the debate. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, we can forgo the lunch hour. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: What is the sence of the House? Should we forgo the 

lunch hour? 

DR. MURLI MANOHAR JOSHI: Sir, we can forgo the lunch hour... 

(Interruption)... 

THE MINISTER OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS AND THE MINISTER OF URBAN 

DEVELOPMENT (SHRI GHULAM NABI AZAD): Sir, we can forgo the lunch 

hour...(Interruptions)...�����  ����  ह�6�, !�4 ��  !�6� - 

����� ��4�� 5
��!  :  #�� ���� - 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Yesterday, we did it. 

SHRI GHULAM NABI AZAD: We have to complete everyday. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: There will be no lunch break. 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : �� !�4  forgo ���� ह�, �� ���� !�6 !�4 ���� 4!� ���� ह� $� 
�(� �ह�� ह� �� ��� �  %��� �ह_.EY+ �Cf� 01��� 6�� �� $� ��� �  ��* 0I=�� �हM ��- 
�ह ��� घ��� �� �ह� ह,, !�4 ��  ��� !� !� ���- 0���  ��4 �  >Q�� ��"� �� #��6�, �� .� 2�� 
�.�� ���� 4!� �����6�, 0���  ��� �(� %��� ���2 �� ! 6� - 
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SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Sir, the file says two things. And I am refreshing the memory of the 

hon. Ex-Minister, Shri Joshi. I don't accuse him of a lapse of memory, but he does have a 

selective memory. The Institution felt that it was being targeted for no rhyme or reason. So, 

Sir, it went to the Madras High Court to challenge this. The Madras High Court heard their 

case and directed that the Government should give a recognition to this institute within a 

month. The file only says as to how to deal with that direction, they did not send, but the 

Secretary wrote in the margin, "there is no hurry about it." What kind of signal do these notes 

send out? I would not like to say anything on my own, this august House is competent 

enough to judge. The hon. Minister only wanted that a very, very senior person should 

take up this issue and appeal against it, obviously, to the Supreme Court. Sir, as I said, it is 

with no pleasure that I am reading this out, because, normally, what goes on between the 

covers of files should not be discussed publicly. It is bad administration. But we are left with 

no choice, when people who are entrusted with responsibility, people who are given the 

responsibility under the Constitution to deal fairly and equitably with all kinds of citizens, take 

this attitude in matters concerning minorities. Sir, it is not that the hon. Minister still did not 

know about it. Many senior Members of Parliament cutting across the political persuasions 

wrote to the hon. Minister reminding him that injustice is being done. Some of these names I 

would like to place before this House—Shri Vaiko wrote on 25th May, 2000; Shri Denzil 

Atknson wrote on 23rd July, November, 2002; Shri Master Mathan wrote in June. 

Sangma wrote in April, 2003. 

SHRI S.S.AHLUWALIA Are wediscussing this matter?...(/nterruptions)... 

�� 2������� :  �&�U!�� ���� �� ...(�
���)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Let the explanation come after the 
speech...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI M.P. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI (Kerala): He has the proof. 

...(Interruptions)... 

�� 2������� : # �,�1� - ...(�
���)... 2� �� �� # 4C �� E ...(�
���)... 
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SHRI ARJUN SINGH: They wanted to know.. .(Interruptions)... I am not voluntary 

...(Interruptions)... The question came from them. Why? And who is going to answer 

it? ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Let the debate be over...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Let the debate be over! Ho...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Let the debate be over. You have full opportunity to speak or 

write... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: What will be left the debate be over?... 

(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: The question is very simple. Why is the Ordinance 

route. 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Pardon. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Why is the Ordinance route? 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: This is what I am answering ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: It can go to the Committee. It can be discussed in the 

Committee. It can come as a simple Bill...(Interruptions)... 

�� ���&� �6M�� (����� ��N�� 	'� O� �P�� ��)�	 �P ��Q��)� �9� ��� � 
��8��)�	 �P ��Q��)�) : 2ह!C.��!�� ��, ह� ���� ह, �� ���� ���  �C��� ��  ��� #�� 
��� �  # ���- ...(�
���)... ������ �� #.3���� ह� � ;� - ...(�
���)... 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: It is not a story. It is a spectacle...(Interruptions)... It is a spectacle 

of naked abuse of power against the minority ...(Interruptions)... It is nothing less 

than that, and so much so ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Let us discuss the serious debate on this 

...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You can have your seat, Mr. Ahluwalia ...(Interruptions)... 

You can have your seat ...(Interruptions)... Please sit down... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Don't try to shout me down...(Interruptions)... 
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SHRI YASHWANT SINHA (Jharkhand): But the hon. Minister, unfortunately, is 

being extremely provocative. He is being extremely provocative. This is not the way 

...(Interruptions)... This is not the way ...(Interruptions)... He just picked up views 

...(Interruptions)... One does not know which file he is refering to, and he is levelling one 

charge after another ....(Interruptions)... This is not the way...(interruptions)... If this is the 

way he is behaving then, I am sorry ...(Interruptions)... 

��. ���	� ��'ह� !'�� : 0����� ��, �� �ह ����� 4�ह�� हE� �� &�� ��"� �ह��� ��� 
�� �ह �����6� �� ���� ���+��! �  ����� ������h� %�=����E'� �� ��D� �E  �� �E��.?���� 
�� =���� ���� 6�� ? ...(�
���)...l will produce the entire list before the House as to 

how many institutions have been accorded the status of deemed universities during 
my time, and during the predecessor's time ...(Interruptions)... I have the whole list 
here. ...(Interruptions)... He is misleading the House ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am on my legs ...(Interruptions) Mr. Ahluwalia, please 

sit down...(Interruptions) I am on my legs. Please sit down. The Chair cannot say to the 

hon. Minister, when he is explaining, what he has to say, what he has not to say. It is his 

prerogative. At the same time, you have got the right to reply when you get your chance 

You have the right to demand whatever you are now demanding when your name will be 

called. There is precedence. There are rules. The Chair will not be able to direct a particular 

Member to speak in a particular way. So, it is their prerogative and their veiw point... 

(Intenruptions) Let us follow 
v
he rules. If you bring to my notice any rule, which is violated, 

then I will look into it and give my ruling ...(Interruptions) 

SHRI YASWANT SINHA: Sir, I am talking about the rules.  

����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0����� ��, ह� `c� �� ��� �� �ह� ह�, ���� 2�� ��'� ���� 
��� �� .! �� >3 � ���� ��  �� .�� 5?�� � `�, `��� �  &�P �हM #�� ...(�
���)... .� 
0��� �.�� �� ���� ह� ...(�
���)... 0��� �.�� ���� हC� ...(�
���)... 

�� 2�������  : 26� #�� �ह �.�! ���� �� ��  .�� 5?����� `�, $� 0��� �.�� 
4�ह�� ह�, �� .� �, �� �.�� ��, �ह �� �हM �ह ���� !���� .� �� �ह� ह�- ...(�
���)... 
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����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0��� �.�� ���� �� �ह ��!�.�R� �ह�� �� # 6�� ...(�
���)... �� 

}�( =�4 ह��� $� .ह �� `! ��  ���� �  ...(�
���)... introduction of Bill will be 

brief..(Interruptions) 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: Is this a brief speech that he is making? He is going through 

the whole history how the Ministry had functioned and he is quoting selectively 

...(Interruptions).. He has already taken forty minutes at the introduction stage 

...(Interruptions) 
 

����� ��4�� 5
��!  : ����� ��, �� 0RहP�� �ह� ...(�
���)... �� ���� ...(�
���)... 
�� 0RहP�� �ह� ...(�
���)...  

�� 2������� : ����� ...(�
���)...Why are you coming out of your 

seat?...(Interruptions).. Please be in your seat. 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : ����� ��%������ %�=����E'� �� ह��� ��D� �E��.?��� �����, �ह 
�हM ��� �ह� ह�, ...(�
���)... `c� �� !��� ����� �� �ह� ह� - ...(�
���)... 

DR. MURLI MANOHAR JOSHI: Sir, my simple question is, and my simple request is 

that the hon. Minister may explain everything, but he has no right to mislead the House. He 

should place facts before the House if he is discussing ....(Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTYCHAIRMAN:l agree. 

DR. MURLI MANOHAR JOSHI: If he is trying to place one fact, then he must explain how 

many minority institutions were given the 'Deemed to be University' status In those five-and-a-

half years. And, then, if he can prove that there was a case of ignoring the claims of the 

minorities, that will be justified. But, by citing only one case by ignoring more than two 

dozen cases, where the minorities' universities were also given 'Deemed to be University' 

status, why is he not giving full facts and the help that Ministry gave to the minority 

institutions? Why is he not coming with the full facts? What we did for the Jamia 

Humdard. He must be brief. A Minister is expected to place honest facts before the 

House...(Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: By this time, the hon. Minister would have completed the 

remarks... (Interruptions) 
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����� ��4�� 5
��! : 0����� ��, ��?�� �  &�� �!�� �� ...(�
���)... 26� .� �� 
�.�� �� �ह� ह� , �.�� �� �हM �� �ह� ह,, �� ��! �� �� �����'� �v� �g�6 ��  �!� 2�� �� 
}�( �����+  �� �ह� ह�, ����  .� �ह �ह� ह, �� (�%! ��  ��?�� �  &�� �!�� ��, .�%�� �� &�� 
�4~� �!��, �!�& � �� �� &�� �4~� �!��, 2��R�� �� &�� �4~� �!��- #� �� ����� �� ��! 
%�@���E� हC� ह� �� �� �M���'� �v� �g�6 ��  �!� ��� 6� ह� &�� ���� ��"� �� %� ��ह �� 
�.�� ���� �� �����+  ���� ��! ��� ह,? 4��� �� ����� ;�6� ...(�
���)... �� �.�! �ह 
#�� �� .�* 5��� � `� ...(�
���)... .�* 5��� R� `� ��  �.�� �  &�� (�%!  G� ����6� 
? (�%!P ��  ��?�� �  &�� �!�� ह,, &�� �ह ����� ���6�? ...(�
���)... &�� ह� 4C�ह� �� 
!F@� �� (�%! ��6��� ? &�� ह� �ह�� 4C�ह� ����� �� ? ...(�
���)... ��6�%� 4C�ह� ��  
(�%! , 2� .� �ह�� ��=��  हP6� ...(�
���)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please sit down...(Interruptions)... I am on my 

legs...(Interruptions)... 

����� ��4�� 5
��! : ह� 4��� �� ��.��� ���� ह� �� 4C�ह� !���� ���� �� (�%!  ��6�%�, 
�ह�� 4C�ह� !���� ���� ��=�� ���� - ��� �� ���� ��� ��� ह, ...(�
���)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: Sir, the Minister, as I said, has been irresponsible... 

(Interruptions). ��� �  ��� ���� �� �� ����� ह��� ह,, �� %� ��ह �� ��� �� 6� - ...(�
���)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. I am on my legs. # �,�1� U!�� 
...(�
���)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: And, if he decides to ...(Interruptions)... the House, we will 

reply to him. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Yashwant Sinha, you are a senior Member of this 

House. Please sit down ... (Interruptions)...I am on my legs. Is it 

the...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, as per the Rules....(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I would like to bring to the notice of the hon. Members 

that as per the Rule, at the time of introduction, the Minister will make a brief statement, and, 

the Minister will have an opportunity to give detailed reply at that time. Now, I would request 

the... (Interruptions)... 
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SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, the whole speech should be expunged. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No, no. There is no question of expunging. Where 

is the question of expunging. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, it is violation of the Rules.. .(Interruptions)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: Sir, you have just given the 

ruling...(Interruptions)... So, whatever he has said...(Interruptions)... This is 

clearly the violation of the Rules. All the details that...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No, no. I have not given 

...(Interruptions)...Please sit down. No, no...(Interruptions)... See, there is no 

ruling....(Interruptions)... 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): Sir, you are standing, and, 

whatever he is saying should not go on record ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please take your seals...(Interruptions)... I am on 
my legs, �����, �� �� �� �;� ह��� हE�, # �� �;� ह� ���� ह� - U!�� �,�1�- ...(�
���)... 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD (Bihar): Sir,  have a point of Order. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please sit down ...(Interruptions)... He has a point 

of Order. 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD: Sir, I would Ike to draw your attention to Rules 

121 and 122. Rule 121 says: "When a Bill originating in the House has been 

passed by the House, and is transmitted to the Council, the Bill shall, as soon as 

may be, be laid on the Table." 

And, the Rule 22 says, "At any time after the Bill has been so laid on the 

Table, any Minister in the case of a Government Bill, or in any other case, any 

Member may give notice of his intention to move that the Bill be taken into 

consideration." 

Then follows the motion for consideration, which you have already stated. The long 

speech which the hon. Minister is giving, is a highly provocative manner, is it 

permissible under the Rules? If that is not there, it should be completely expunged 

...(Interruptions)... It should be expunged completely. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: The whole speech should be expunged. This is 

strictly the violation of the Rules ...(Interruptions)... The whole order is changed. 
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�� 2�����  �� : # �,�1�, # �,�1� �� ...(�
���)... Do you want the Chair to 

rule, or, do you want to rule? ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI EKANTH K. THAKUR (Maharasthra): Sir, he has spoken. 

...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I have already said that the Minister has to make a 

brief statement. He is making ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: Sir, the Minister is also on his legs. He should 

sit down ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ����� ��
� (�ह���[@) :  0��� �� �ह���, ���� �E� !6 6* ह,, %��!� हc!� 
�� �ह� ह� - $� �C V �हM - 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please, sit down. Now, that the Minister has 

given a brief statement. It is an indication and it is to be followed. But what the 

Minister has to say, how much he has to say to convince the House, he has 

the right to say whatever before the introduction ...(Interruptions)... No, before 

the introduction... 

SHRI EKANATH K. THAKUR: But the Minister has no right to mislead the 

House...(Intenuptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, the long speech that the Minister is 

...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��! ��"�� : !���� �� �ह�, .ह �� ����!�� ;�6�, .ह �� expunge ���� �� {6� - 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please take your seats. Now, I will request the 

Minister...(Interruptions)... Let him conclude." 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Sir, I am...(Interruptions)...  

��  ������ ��*!+ : �हC� ह� 6�� ���'�- Sir, itshould not go on record �� �� 
�� ���'� ह� �ह� ह, , 2��� �� - 

�� ����- @�ह �& ��� (�o� >��') : 0��� �� �� ...(�
���)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is not allowed. %� ��ह 4���� ��!�� allowed �हM ह, - 

U!�� # %� ��ह �� 4��� �� address �हM �� ����, # p�� �हM �� ���� - 
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SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Sir, I will follow the direction from the Chair in letter and spirit. 
But, the Chair will also consider the fact that an unusual steps has been taken. Normally, it 
is not done, 'normally'. I don't question the right of the hon. Member to move a Resolution. And, 
in that Resolution, the presumption has been raised-presumption, otherwise the Resolution 
was not necessary- that perhaps the ordinance route was not necessary and it has been 
taken and the direct question was asked "Why was it taken". Now, Sir, should I say that 
right has been taken away? Is the House not entitled to know why you have taken it, 
because this is not an issue on which, in a fit of absent-mindedness, I did it? The 
entire Government's prestige is involved in it. The Cabinet would have not approved my 
proposal for the ordinance route if there was no substance in it, no strenght in it. So much 
so, Sir, even ...(Interruptions)... (�%! �� ह� ह, - 26� 4��� ���� ��  �� . (�%! ह� �� 
#��  ����� ��� ���� हE� - ...(�
���)... 

�� ��
 ���� ���  : �� ��"� ह�, ...(�
���)... 2�� 2�Q��� ����� ह�, ...(�
���)... 

�� 2������� : # �,�1� - ...(�
���)... 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY (Karnataka): Sir, I have a point of order... 
(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: What is your point of order? 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir, Clause II of rule 235 says, "Whilst the Council is 

sitting, a Member shall not interrupt any Member while speaking by disorderly 

expression or noises or in any other disorderly manner; shall not obstruct proceedings, 

hiss or interrupt and avoid making running commentaries". They including the former Minister 

are making a running commentary...f/ntem/pf/onsj. After your ruling, there are still 

interruptions. ...(Interruptions). So, Sir, let the hon. Minister continue his speech... 

(Interruptions). 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: Sir, there is only one thing which I want to 

remind ....(Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Apteji, you are a senior Member. You know the 

rules...(Interruptions). 
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SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: I am mentioning only one thing that we are 

discussing here a Bill, and the discussion is initiated by the Minister in respect of a Bill. We 

are not discussing a file where a right to reply will come. You have said, "You have a right to 

reply". Reply on what? On the Bill or on the file? Therefore, let that file be not a matter of 

discussion; let the bill be a matter of discussion. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY (Pondicherry): Sir, the hon. Minister is 

...(Interruptions). He is advising ...(Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Narayanasamy, you please take your seat... 

(Interruptions). 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Sir, as I said, I will put an end to this ...(Interruptions) 
0�����  �ह���, ���!���C  ��  ����� ��  �� ���� ��0 ��`.!���Q �� �� %� ���Q �  �!��, 
��-��-�� 0��� ��� �� �C� �!� ह��� - ...(�
���)... 

�� ��.��. �ह	�
��	� : ��! � �ह� �����- ��! � �ह� �����, �हC� ���� (�%!  
����� ;�6�  ...(�
���)... 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Now, in this background, Sir, ...(Interruptions) 2ह!C.��!�� ��, 
��� �} �� ��� !���� - # �� ...(�
���)... 

�� ��! ��"�� : %��!� E�� �.W� �!�&� ����� ��  �� ��� ���� ह� ���� (�%c� ��� 
���  - # ���� (�%c� 2�� !� &�P G �ह� ह� , ह�  �� G�� �����, ह�  �� ����� ����� - 

�� �!�8� @�ह : ������ 0����� �ह���, %� \[1�E�� �  ��� �C!�* �� ���!F6 �हC� 
��,���! ��- �ह���, ��� ��  �!� ह�  ���E� ����� ��, 0� ��  ��>�j����l� �� ]� �� �� ���� 
��>ह '�� ��� ��� 6� ह� - �� &�� ���E� �� �ह�� &�� हC# ह,? 0� !�6P �� 0��ह�Y ���, �� �� �� 
4��  ���� 6�� - %��!� 0� �� �� �ह �C��. �� $� ह���� �� �ह ��[�W+ �� �� 26!� 
��, ���� ��'� �  %� ��ह �� ���P �� C���.\IA � ह� ]� ���� �� %� >��� �� ��I=��� 
,�� ���� �� �S�� � ह�, %��!� �� �&� �� 5?�� � ��  ` �  !��� ��� ���� ��&=� 
��, ����� *�� �  �ह %(, I&�. ह� ���- �(� %� ��ह �� 4��  �ह�� #��, .� ���'� ��  �� ���� 
��� �� �� �E�����! 4,����� ह� , he will look into it, $� 2�� ��� ���� #6� �� ��� ��� - 
%��!� �ह 5?�� � ��  ` �  !��� 6�� $� �, ����� �� %� 5���j� �� 2>E. ����, !�� ��� 
�� %�� 2>E. ���� - 2� %�� �ह�� ��  2>E. ����, �ह ���� ��s.�=� ह, - 

�� 2������� :  T� �!.�� 0(+  ��! #U�� - 

�� ��
?� @�ह� : ��,  !�4 - 
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�� 2������� : �हM, .ह (��6� ���� ह,- 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : ��, �� # �� ��� �� EV� �� ह� �� �� 2�� ��� ��� -  

�� 2������� :  # �� �ह�, .ह ह� ����� ह�, !���� ...(�
���)... 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE: There is a limit. ..(Interruptions)... Superman of this 

House or what.(interruptions).. .ह ���-��� �;� ह� ���� ह� - 

�� 2������� : �हM-�हM , # �,�1�, U!�� - 

��  ������ ��*!+ : # ह!�  0Rह  ��1�%� - 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : �;� ह��� ��  ���� ह,, ��� �� �;� ह��� ह� - 

��  ������ ��*!+ :   ��, �ह &�� ह,, �ह �C�ह �� 4! �ह� ह, - ...(�
���)... ���� �� ��!� 
�� �ह� ह�, ह�0� �  �C�ह �� ��� ��� �� �ह� ह� - ह�0� �  %� � ��* �� @�! �हM ह, - ह� �C�ह �� 
���� �� �� ��� �C���-�C��� �� 6� ह� - ���� ��, �C�ह �� ���� �� �.W� � ��� ���� �ह�� ह,- 
...(�
���)... �� ��h, #* , ��! ��� - ��, %Rह  ��1�%�-  

�� 2������� : # �,�1� - He is going to make a speech. (Interruptions)... # 'C` 
����� - 

��  R���� ��*!+ : �� �� �� �हM �,1 6�, ह� �� �हM �,1 6� - 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : �� �,1P, ह� �;� ह� - 

�� 2������� : 2� �� �;� हE�, %��!� # �,1 ��%�- ...(�
���)... 2ह!C.��!�� ��, 
U!�� �,1 ��%� - 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : �हM ��, .ह �ह�� ह� �� �;� ह� ���� हE� - ...(�
���)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Dipankar, whether he sits or not, but I am standing here 

...(Interruptions)... you should sit down. 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: Sir, it appears that both of them are hungry, Let us 

have a lunch. (Interruptions) 

SHRI BALBIR K. PUNJ (Uttar Pradesh): He cannot be given monopoly rights for 

disrupting the House. (Interruptions). He wants monopoly rights for disrupting the 

House.(lnterruptions) 

�� 2������� : C�� ��, # �,�1�-  

�� ��. ��. �ह�	
��	� : ��, �ह #  ���+.�ह� �� ���!.� ����� - .ह �ह �ह� ह� �� 
2हC!.��!�� �� �� %qV� ह��� ह,, ��� ह� ���� ह�- 2�� ��*, �;� ह��� ��  �!� �� %��h 4��ह�, 
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���� 4��ह� - # �� !� !�,  �;� ह� ��] ...(�
���)... �;� ह��� ��  �!� �C V 4��ह� - 
...(�
���)... 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: Sir, I believe both of them are hungry. 

(Interruptions) 

 †�M	��� S�C �$� *�� 1!�� (�T � &�) : �� �S��� %��h �� ��� �� �ह� ह�? 

 

ΈΈΈΈ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗ :é›Ό  ι ̄  Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ А Ћ ŃΉ ¢ Śˆ Â ŗ΅ ÑΎ  
 

��  2������� : �S!��� ��, # �,�1�- �S!��� ��, ����� # .k �� �!ह�� ���� - 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: Sir, my only conclusion is that both of them 

are hungry, can we have a lunch? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please. 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: Sir, I seek to oppose this Bill because I find that it is 

cosmetic and hypocritic. Sir, I remember an old adage, 

“'��� � .W<�� 6�+��, .W+�� .W<�C, ��:=.�P, ��घ: - 

��4P .��� � �C `��, .��� � ��QC : ���_��.” - 

�ह���. ��� �� �C V �हM ���� ह,, .� ���  m���� ���� ह� $� ��� �� �C V ���� ह,, .� ���  
�� ���� ह, - %� ���� �  �� 0��ह�Y # ��  ����� ���� 4�ह�� हE� - ��, ��.��.�. ����� �� 
2�� ���+��! �  �S!��� #��� ��C�� '� (�0v��'� �� ��R�� ���� हC� , 352 ��%�F���� 
%�=����E'R� �� 69 ���;, 65 !�� 39 ह��� �� ��� �� - ��� ह��� ����P �� �F��<%��'� 
��  �!�  ��� �� - ���;� V�"�]� $� ह���� V�"P �� =�F!��'U� �� - 0�E+ ��� ��� �� ���, 
�� %���  ���+��! �� 84 !�� ��, 0�� 11 ���; ����, ��� � ��0 �(�� ������� �� ��0 
�C�!� ���ह� ��'� �� ]��!� �DU!�� �  ����- %���  ��� ���ह��� ��.��.�. �� �हM ��, 
&�P�� “.��� � ��QC: ���_��.” ...(�
���)... 

�� 2������� : '��ह� ��If�� ��ह�, U!�� - # �� ��� ह,- �� #�� ��� #�6� �� 
���!�6� - 

�� �	
��  2#8  ��	 1�%& : ��, %��� �हU�u� �� �� �E��� 2��!��, %� �?!��� � ��  
���F��+ �  ह�  - 1977 �  �� ���� ��h �� '��� #��, �� �� =����E'� 46th

 �� �� � ��! 
1978 �E. ���� 6��, ����  #?��! 338 �d���E� ���� �� ��� हC* - Article 338 provides 

for a Commissioner for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. By that 
amendment, it was proposed that there shall be a 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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Commission for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, and it was also proposed that 

there shall be a Commission for the Minorities, to be known as the Minorities 

Commission. 

Sir, it is a matter of record that the Scheduled Castes and Schedules Tribes 

Commission amendment was passed but the Minorities Commission amendment 

was not passed because of the Members of the other side. Therefore, this that they 

opposed a Minorities Commission getting a constitutional status, and now they are 

bringing forward this Bill, exposes their hypocrisy. &���� 0��� �C V ���� �हM ह,- ��WY 
���� ह,- �C ! ��!��� %��� l�.ह�� p�� ह, �� “'��� � .W+�� 6�+��” - Sir, this Bill actually 

is not for minorities.. It is for minority institutions, which, in the present circumstances of dearth 

of professional colleges and demand for seats, want to make money. Therefore, this Bill 

is to favour these institutions, which want to make money, 

If I come to the legislation per se, I find firstly, it is unnecessary. We already have the 

National Commission for Minorities Act 1992. This Act makes provisions for the protection 

of the interest of minorities, minorities education, minorities welfare, and if at all, they wanted an 

authority to deal with even the affiliation of minority institutions, one simple amendment in that 

Act might have been necessary, might not have been necessary. But if you want to make a 

show that you are doing it for the minorities, you must bring a Bill with fanfare. That is what 

is required. Therefore, my first objection is that this is an unnecessary Bill. My second 

objection to this Bill is, it is patently mala fide, and the mala fides are writ large on the 

statement as to why an Ordinance was issued. The statement makes a mockery of the 

concept of Ordinance-making power under article 123 of the Constitution. It is a power 

which is termed as an emergency power, which is termed as a power to be exercised when 

the Parliament is not in Session, and there are circumstances, compelling reasons, which 

require to resort to this power. Now what is the urgency which is spelt out in the 

proclamation? 

"In view of the commitment of the Government in the National Common Minimum 

Programme,..." 

-on the basis of which they came to power six months ago- 

"...the issue of setting up a National Commission for the minority educational 

institutions was a matter of utmost urgency." 
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No circumstances are referred to, not even mentioned! And this is done on 11th 

November,2004. Normally, the Parliament sits from the week commencing from 17th 

November or so. They did not have any Legislative Business; therefore, the Session was 

cut short to three weeks. If the Parliament were to sit on 17th November, what was the 

urgency to issue an Ordinance on 11th November? Therefore, my attack on this Bill is on 

the basis that it is a Bill mala fide not for the purposes for which it is sought to be 

enacted. 

My more serious objection to this Bill is with reference to Article 30. The source of 

Minority Institutions' rights is Article 30. The way that Article has been used and interpreted by 

the courts, it has become a privilege to be a minority in this country because you are above 

law, because you are above regulation, and, therefore, if you are an institution, with the 

label 'minority on it, you can do whatever you like, ...(Interruptions)... 

 †�'. �C#� J�� �'!  : ��* �� ����D! �� ����� - 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń :ø śŻΜΎ ¬  Í ¬ œšΈ ¢ ŅųΎ ¢ Śⁿ Ј ŗ΅  

 
�� 2������� : ��� ��ह�, # %� � ��!�� .�!� ह�, � ? %� .k ��! !����6� - 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: Even the Ramakrishna Mission was tempted to 
claim the 'Minority status because it found that it was a matter of privilege to be a 
minority, to be above law. But that is about Article 30, which is a larger issue. What I am 
pointing out is, the Statement of Objects & Reasons says that the Constitutional guarantees 
are there, but still justice is not being done. And then the Act goes on talking about the 
minority institutions by defining them in clause (g) of Section 2. The Supreme Court has 
consistently held that for an institution to be a minority institution, it has to be established and 
administered by a minority. 

The definition contemplates only the establishement of the institution. The definition is 

silent about administration, what is mentioned is "established or maintained" 

"Establishing" or "maintaining" is one thing, and "administration" is totally a different thing. 

Administration part is missing from the definition. Therefore, the definition is vitiated with 

reference to 

Article 30. 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script 
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There is another definition, and that definition is of 'minority'. 'Minority' is 

something which, as the Act says, will be decided by the Central Government. 

How can the Central Government decide about what is stated expressly by and is 

interpreted, as such, by the Constitution and the Supreme Court. For an 

institution to be a minority institution, as I said, it is a matter of establishment and 

administration, and for a minority to be a minority in this country, one attribute is, 

minorities contemplated in this country are only two, religious and linguistic. The 

Supreme Court has held that this is not a matter of all-India conception, but since 

we have linguistic States, the reference to a minority or the concept of minority is 

referable to a State, not all-India. That is the majority view of the Eleven Judge 

Bench and that is binding on us, until we have a Constitutional amendment. That 

view says, "A reference to minority is necessarily with reference to a State. A 

community is a minority community within a State". Now, how can the Central 

Government decide that? If at all a Government has to decide, it will be the State 

Government which would decide. Therefore, the definition of minority is such that 

the Central Government would do what it wants without reference to article 30 of 

the Constitution and with a clear danger of this action being unconstitutional. 

My next objection to this Bill is on a very small point and I will not elaborate 

on it. There is a sub-clause in clause 25 of this Bill. This clause is given the 

specious name of "power to remove difficulties". In other words, by this clause the 

Executive wants to take over the legislative power of the Parliament. This is 

notorious in Administrative Law. It is known as the Henry VIII clause and that 

is a clause by which the Executive wants to take the initiative from Parliament. 

This clause is introduced in this small Bill. What are the difficulties that you can't 

foresee? If such difficulties arise-fortunately, our Parliament meets very 

regularly—we can find solutions. It is not like the British Parliament in the days of 

Henry VIII. So, why is this Henry VIII clause which is draconian in nature? It 

really demonstrates the attitude of those in power. 

Now, the aspect of minority institutions, in a wider context, has to be looked 

at from the point of the recent history of the field of education. There we find 

that, during the last 20 years, with the demand for professional colleges growing, 

with the State not in a position to have as many professional colleges as is 

necessary to meet the demands of students-it started with Karnataka and 

Maharashtra picked it up early, followed by Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu-

professional colleges became a business; 
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open up private unaided professional colleges, charge any fees you like, don't give any 

infrastructure, don't give any facilities and earn money. That has happened during the last 20 

years. The matter went to the Supreme Court. At one stage, in 1993, the Supreme Court laid 

down some principle. Since the Government did not do anything, the Supreme Court, in 

the Unnikrishnan case, laid down that there would be free seats, there would be payment 

seats and there would be support to the poor by way of the rich paying half the fees of the 

poor. All that happened. The institutions went to the Supreme Court claiming that they are 

minority institutions and that they have a right to admit their own students on the basis of 

the decision of the Supreme Court in St. Stephens case. The Supreme Court tried to find a 

way out and also, in a way, kept ways out for the institutions, from time to time, providing for 

what are called the management seats through which money was earned. 

Sir, in Mumbai, this concept of minority and majority has been given a perverse meaning 

when we find that Mumbai is the capital of Maharashtra. So, Marathi is supposed to be the 

language of the majority. In Mumbai, institutions run by Gujarati-speaking, Sindhi-speaking, 

Punjabi-speaking and South Indian languages-speaking people are working. They never 

bothered to claim this. Everybody was governed by the University Act, by the statutes under 

it, by the UGC and now by the IMC and the AICTE. Incidentally, I do not want to go into that 

discussion. The AlCTE's approval is considered, by the Superme Court again, to be above 

the approval of the university or the UGC. Even if the university approves it, if the AICTE 

does not approve it, you cannot be a technical institute. Therefore, reference to the AICTE is now 

inevitable. That is what the Supreme Court has ruled. 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: I would like to point out one thing that each of these courses in 

this institution had been approved by the AICTE. That should not be forgotten. 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: I am not on that. But whether a reference to the 

AICTE is necessary, undoubtedly it is. I am only on that. Since colleges earn money, we 

have nothing for the students. From St. Stephens, 50 per cent students will be of a particular 

community which as established the institution. In Andhra Pradesh, we had the spectacle 

of students getting converted so that they could get admission. This was brought to the 

notice of the High Court by the Andhra Pradesh Government that this has happened. They 

gave statistics. This is almost embracing 
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another religion so that your bigamy becomes legal. There are social 

ramifications also of this attitude by which colleges were run. In these 

circumstances, the Supreme Court in the case of T.M.A. Pai and then again in 

the case of Islamic Academy of Education brought out a formula. They said that 

there should be a quota for the minority students. It may not be 50 per cent; it 

may be less or it may be more. If the particular situation of the college is such 

that there are more minority students, then it need not be 50 per cent; it can be 

more also. But apart from that, the minority institutions would have their own 

admission procedures and the management will have certain remaining seats 

to fill in. * Sir, cases demonstrated in courts. ...(Interruptions). 

SHRI ANAND SHARMA: Will you yield for a minute? 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: You will have your say when your turn 

comes. 

SHRI ANAND SHARMA: When I am speaking, I normally yield. Even 

yesterday I yielded. 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: I yielded to you the other day. 

SHRI ANAND SHARMA: I will just take a minute. Sir, what is being referred 

to here are the Supreme Court rulings and that the Supreme court*. This 

should not go on record. I think it is a very serious matter. It is highly 

objectionable. 

SHRI M.P. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: Sir, it is highly objectionable. 

SHRI ANAND SHARMA: Sir, he is casting aspersions on the highest court of 

the land. This forum is not meant for that. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I will examine the record. 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: Sir, this is not an aspersion. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I will examine the record. 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: This is an interpretation to which I am 

entitled and I have said this before the courts. It is not that I am speaking here. 

I have told the court that this is what is happening. 

SHRI R. SHUNMUGASUNDARAM (Tamil Nadu): He cannot say it here.  

*Expunged as ordered by the Chair. 
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SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: In such circumstances, whether the 

college is properly run with proper infrastructure, with necessary teachers, 

with necessary equipment, becomes necessary and there comes the role of 

both the university and the AICTE. 

Now again under the orders of the Supreme Court—these days the 

administrations are run by the Supreme Court almost—every university now 

has a Master Plan. In that Master Plan, the student population is visualised 

and according to that the nature of colleges, the number of colleges, the areas 

where colleges are necessary is to be spelt out by the university. In that, 

colleges are permitted to grow or permitted to be affiliated. In such 

circumstances, the needs of the area are irrevocably connected with the 

establishment of a college. Now, if that is so, a university becomes a problem 

for an institution whose motive is not catering to education. Therefore, now, it 

is provided for a university of choice. Why? This country has so many 

universities. Universities function according to certain norms. Every university 

has its own standards. Mumbai University has its own standards. Pune 

University has its own standards. Aligarh University has its own standards. 

Every university has its own standards. And within that area, those standards 

prevail. Now, to say that I will stay in that area but I will have a university of my 

choice, is a perversion of your choice and it is not in the interest either of 

students or of education. And the list, in the Schedule, that is made for 

purposes of this choice is almost a case of res ipsa loquit. I will read only this 

much. "Colleges all over India seeking affiliation to a university of choice"; and 

what is the choice today given by this legislation? The University of Delhi is 

almost for an apology; the North-Eastern Hill University in Dibrugarh; 

Pondicherry University; Assam University, Nagaland University, Mizoram 

University. I will not say anything more on this. 

Sir, therefore, this choice of university has nothing to do with the 

independence or the protection of minorities. You want to come out of rules; 

you want to come out of restrictions which are necessary for purposes of 

standards. So, go to a remote university. The remote university has no 

experience of such types of colleges and, therefore, it is very easy for you to 

convince them. This is not a matter of minority education at all. This is a 

matter of institutional vested interest. And I am, therefore, opposing it. 

Sir, today, insofar as minority institutions and education in them are 

concerned, there are several unanswered questions which, in fact, it is 

necessary for the legislature to answer. And if the legislature does not 
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answer, the Supreme Court is there to legislate. While deciding the earlier 

cases which I mentioned, the Supreme Court has kept five questions 

unanswered which are really basic to matters of education. I would just point 

them out and I would urge that, in fact, if the Minister has some interest of 

education in his mind, let him legislate on this. The first question is: what is 

meant by religion? Article 30 talks about religious and linguistic minorities. But 

what is religion? Can a sect or a denomination claim the status of a religion for 

purposes of claiming minority status? The law is not very clear. Therefore, 

Supreme Court had referred this issue to a larger Bench. But they did not 

answer it. The other question is: What are the indices for treating an 

educational institution as a minority educational institution? Is it a minority 

educational institution because a person of minority established it? Or, is it a 

minority educational institution because it is administered by persons of 

minority? Question is raised; it is not answered. The third question is: where 

can a minority institution be operationally located? Can such an institution in 

one State admit students of their community from other States? This has 

happened. You establish a university in Andhra Pradesh, claiming to be a 

Tamil minority institution, and then admit students from Tamil Nadu. Can you 

do that? That is the question which is raised, and which continues to be 

unanswered. And who becomes a member of the management of the minority 

institution? Is it those only from one State or from all States? Is it possible for 

an institution to claim minority status in a State when, in fact, it is managed by 

persons belonging to other States where they are not in minority? The 

question is, whether such an institution is really a minority institution. Can a 

non-minority in one State, a linguistic non-minority in one State, claim minority 

status in another? Sir, there, while discussing or dealing with the question of 

minority education, it is necessary to answer these questions otherwise, the 

law as it stands will be taken disadvantage of by these institutions which even 

today they are doing. 

Sir, there are certain wider implications which I want to point out to this 

august House, and those implications are, why is this protection to the 

minorities? Ultimately, if the society is to be a society as a whole, then this 

protection to the minorities which should lead to that integration of all the 

sections of the society and, then, sir, I have to point out two things. One is, the 

international document which talks about minority rights, particularly the last 

declaration, namely, the Declaration of the Rights of Persons belonging to 

National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic 
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2.00 p.m. 

Minorities, 1992. Incidentally, Sir, our country does not have any national or 

ethnic minorities. We are one people, but we have religious and linguistic 

minorities. But, in a preamble to this Declaration, what the United Nations say 

is, "Emphasising that the constant promotion and realisation of the rights of 

persons belonging to national, ethnic, linguistic, religious minorities as an 

integral part of the development of society as a whole." So, protection of 

minorities is an integral part of the development of the society as a whole. If 

we continue to segregate everything, are we going to achieve that? That is 

one question on the basis of this. 

Sir, we have two reports. One is by the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development, which was reported in September, 2001, 
where they suggest that education system should not just be fair to minorities. 
They should promote a spirit of equality and tolerance among ethnic and 
cultural groups. Then, there is a Report on minority rights in education in 
Estonia, Latvia, Romania and Macedonia. It is concluded that learning apart, 
2!6-2!6 does not encourage living together and that, there is a danger of a 

strictly mono-lingual, mono-religious, mono-cultural or even mono-racial 
approach leading to ghettoisation of minorities. 

Sir, looking from the national perspective, I believe, while talking only about 

minority rights, we must consider that ultimately we don't want the minorities 

to be ghettoised, but it should be a matter of equality and tolerance among all 

the communities. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Apte, you have already taken 30 minutes of 

the allotted time to your party. There is one more speaker from your party. 

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: Lastly, there is one sad aspect to this. 

Why is this unnecessary legislation which really is mad, or, is there any 

method in this madness? Sir, I believe, when I look at the performance of this 

Government during the last six months, I would say this. You repealed the 

POTA; you gave prizes to Isharat Jehan, posthumously, who was a terrorist, 

died along with the terrorists; you offered five per cent reservation on 

communal basis to the Muslims; you glossed over the threat of Bangladeshi 

infiltration. There is a reply given by a Minister to a House of Parliament, which 

is sought to be negated by a statement outside Parliament Sir, we have an 

NGO claiming to be an NGO which is, in fact, 
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not an NGO but a private limited company with allegations that it is funded from Saudi Arabia, 

and the president of that NGO sits on several prestigious committees of the HRD 

Ministry, and their slogan is accused must be punished. So, we want the law of this 

country to stand on its head when the law says that an accused is innocent until he is 

proved to be guilty in a competent court. 

†�'. �C#� J�� �'! : ����]� ���%� � �S� ह�? 

 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń : ι Â ŗ΅  ĶΉ  śΚΏ ĶŢſ  Ä ¢ Ћ ŕΎ ¢é  

SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: You want to say that an accused should be 

punished. I believe, there is a method in this madness. (Interruptions) 

 †�'. �C#� J�� �'! : ����] �� ��� ����� ;�6� -  

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń :ø ĶΡ  Í ń  ĶΉ ĶŢſ Á ĶΉ  ĶΟ  Ä ¢ Ћ ŕΎ ¢  
SHRI BALAVANT alias BAL APTE: I believe, there is a method in this madness and 

this kind of an approach will not integrate anybody, but will divide the country. This you 
are doing only for the purposes of gaining temporarily some votes because those votes 
are not going to last you for long. Thank you. 

����� 6?,�	� ����& (I34�� ��6�!) : ������  0���� �ह���, �� #�� $� ���z�� 
��h �� #���� हE� ��RहP�� 2�� ��� �� ह!� �C�� ��� ����, &�P�� �C�� #� ���� �� 
2_��.3�� ��g�6 �  ���� ��- �� 2�� E.+.�h .k� ��  �!� �ह�� 4�ह�� हE� �� �� #� %��� �;� 
���� �� ��� �� �ह� ह� �� 2�� ���� �� ���� �� �ह� ह�, .� �E��P ��  �!� ���� ���� �  ���� #6� 
�� $� 0��� ��� �C��� हC� �C�� ���-��� �ह� ��� # �ह� ह� �� �� �C� ���4 ��  घ�P �  �,1�  हC� 
ह��� ह�, .� �E��� ��  घ�� � _�� �हM ����� - �ह���, #� ह� �� 2_��� 2ह� �.W� ��[@�� 
2c��s�� ',/�Y� ��=�� #��6 �.Q��� , 2004 � 44< �� �ह� ह� ���� ������ ���. 
����Q� ��"� T� 2�C+� g�ह �� �� �' ���� ह, - ��"� �� 2�� ���� ���Y �� ��ह� 4!� 6� ह� �� 
#'� ���� हE� �� ��� !� �ह� हP6� - �� ��"� �ह�� �S�E� ह� .� ��� !� �ह� हP6� - �� #'� ���� हE� �� 
��"� �� .�� # ����6� - 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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�� ����� � 5 : �S� �� ��� !� �ह� ह� ? 

 

 �� 1�?  ��I : �� �� ��! �ह� ह,, 0���  ��H� !� �ह� ह� - �E��� ��6�` �� ��  �!� 
V�; ���� ��-  
 

 �� ���&� �6M�� : .ह ��6�` �� � V�; ���� ह,- ...(�
���)... 
 

 ����� 6?,�	� ����& :  .� !� �ह� ह� $� 0Rह  ��� � 6� - # !�6 �� ��"� ��, #��  
��"� ह��'� �ह�� हP, p�� �हM ह��� �� - %���!� ���� �ह� �� �� # ���� ह,, .ह �E��� �� #'� 
����� ...(�
���)... 2�z��� �हM ����� ह� &��? &�� �� ह� ��� ����� ह,? �* ��H� ह��� ह,- 
...(�
���)... 
 

 �� ����� � 5 : ��� �� �� ह� ह��� ह,- 
 

 ����� 6?,�	� ����& :  �� �हR�� �� ��� �हM �� �ह� हE� - 2�z��� �हM ����� ह� &�� ? 
...(�
���)...2�! �  %���  ��� ��'��� �ह� ह, �� �� 2�� ��!� �� 2�+ ����!�� ह� - ��� 
'd� �� �� 2�+ #�� ����!�� ह��� ह,, # ����! !��� ह�, �ह�� ��H� �� ��H� ह, �� ���, �ह 
# ����! !���� - %�  ��! ��  �..�YP $� ���YP �� 0f�3� $� ���YP �� �..�Y ���� हC� 
��"� �� �� ����� ह, �� ��[@�� R�E��� ���� ���+u� ��  �� ��6 �  �� 2c��s�� ',/�Y� 
��=�� #��6 =���� ���� �� 0��Q ह,, �� 2c��s�� l��.����� ��=���P �� �� Rn�� 
2c��s� �'/� �� �����Q� �'/��.�P, �.�'[� ��6���P $� ��C��� ��  ����]� ��  ��� #����� 
2��� �,1�P �  2c��s�� ��C��� Z��� !D�� ��� �� �� �� �ह� ���6 � �� �.4�� ��� 6�� ह,- 
�,�� ��"� �� �� 0��Q �  �!�� ह,- 2c��s�� ��C���P ��  >�����Q�P Z��� 01�� 6� �.��R� �CfP 
�  �� �� �Cf� %� ���Q� �  0��� >��� �� 6�� ���.,Q���� 6������P ��  ��.�E� 0��� =.�� �� 
',/��Y� ��=���� =���� ���� $� 0Rह   4!��� �  0���  Z��� �ह�E� �� 6�� ��1��* �� �� - 
 

2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) ��D���� ह�� ) 
 

�Cs� ��=�� 0��� ��� ��  ���� �.3.�.��!� ��  ��� �ह���� >�U� ���� ��  �.W� �  ��- 
�C V �.��?�[� /�"P �  ��m� �.3.�.��!�P �� /�"�� 2�Q������ $� 2c��s�� ����s�� 
�� IRn� ह��� �� �G�� �� �ह 2�+ हC# �� ��=���� 2�� ��� ��  �.3.�.��!�P �� ����� ह��� �� 
2.�� >�U� �हM �� ���� ��- %�  �.W� �� �, �ह �ह�� 4�हE�6� �� ��� ह� 2o����' ��  
���+� �ह� �ह� ह�- ���� �" 'C` ह��� ह� .�!� �� ���. �� �� %����� �� !���, !���� %� ����Q 
�  �;� 6������ �� ��� ��� �� �� �ह�E� �� �ह� �� , �� 0�� #��  ��� ������ 4�हE�6� - 6C���� 
$� ��' ��  �C V ��6P �  2c��s��P �� �'/� ��=��]� ��  ��� �� �C V घ��, ��� 
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����  affiliation >�U� ���� ��  ����Q �  0Rह  �� 2�C�.Q��� ह� �ह� �M, 0�� ��  ���Y ������ ��"� 
�� �� �ह 2o����' !��� �`�� !6� ह�6� - ह� 0� ��!� 2o��� �� �E! �हM ���� �� ���� ��  
%��ह�� �  ��� ���C�� ��6 ��  ` �  ��� ���� ���6� - �� ������ >4�� ��o�� 4�� –4�� 
�� “ ���� 0�� “ �� ���� !6� �ह� �� , ����  ह� 4�� 4�� �ह� �� $� !�6P �� ����=�� 
�C'�C�� 2ह��� ����� �� �ह� ��, !���� ह���� �ह �� �� ��' �� �o��C6�� 2�Q��� �� ]� �� 
!��� �� �ह� �� $� ��+���, �C'���� ��� 2c��s��� � 2_��4�� 2�� 4�� ���� � �� - 
��' �  �ह ��हS! �� �� �� ��� हC* 6�� �� ���� ���.� ��C[�P �� 2�Q� ��� �� ���� �� 
$� 0�� �� –��  �� ��� ��!� ���� �� - �.Q�h , �.����� ����� �� �!��� ��� ���� 
$� �C!� #� ethnic cleansing �� ����' �  ���� >��� �� ��* ������ �हM �� - 26� �� 
���� I=������ ��' �  ,�� �हM हC* ह��M �� '��� ��"� �� �� %� ��ह 5��� � ��  ` �  �ह 
�.Q��� !��� �� �`�� �हM ;�� - �� '��� ��ह��� �,�� �� quote ���� 4�हE�6� ��RहP�� 
�!�� ह� – 

 “ �CID�'� ��� –� –�!� ह� �ह� ���� ��  ��!�(  
 ��* �,��� �  #� �� ����6� ��  ��!�( -  
 

 �� ��हS! ��, 0��  �ह 5��� � !��� 6�� $� ह� 0� spirit �� ���ह�� ���� ह�, 
���� spirit  �� �f���� ���� �ह �.Q��� !��� 6�� ह� ��' �  ��हS! ��, ह� %� ��� �� ���� 
�� ` �� 2����� �हM �� ���� ह� - �� 4�� �� �`� �ह�� 4�हE�6� �� %� �.Q��� �� ��m�P �  
�'/� ��=���P �� �� =.��A�� ह�, 0��� ���� ह� ���� ह� - ��Rह  2�� ��m�P �  affiliation �हM 
��!�6�, .� � n �� 0�� >�U� ���� �� ���'' �� 6� - ह��� ��"� �� �� %� ����Q �  ह! �� �M $� 
������ ��"� �� �� ��'�Q� ���� ह,, ह�  E�� 0D��� ह, �� 0��� �.Q��� �  �� �Vn �ह 6� �� , 
0� � �C V � �C V ��� !6 ���6� - g��C �� �ह �`� �ह�� 4�हE�6� �� �C V �<U� ����P $� 
������P �� �`�� ह� -  
 

 0���o�/ �ह���, ह���� ��' �  �ह�� �.�.Q >��� �� minorities ह�, �ह �.Q��� 0� 
����  2�Q���P �� �/� �� ���'' ��� – 4�ह� religious minority   ह� linguistic minority ह�,    
ethnic minority ह�-�� �ह ��! �� ह� ���6� �� ��� ��EहP ��  >�����Q�P �� !��� $� !��� 
���4�� �� �`�� ह�6� -  

 �ह���, �� �ह �`� ����� 4�हE�6� �� &�� ��� minority groups �� %��� �C�.Q� 
$� �हE�!�� ��!�6� ? �.Q��� �  minority institution �� ����W� ���� हC� �� �6ह $� �ह� 
6�� ह,, ���� �� quote ���� 4�हE�6� - ����W� %� >��� ह, – 
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2c��s�� ',/�Y� ��s�� �� ��R� ��* �ह��.��!� �� ��=�� 2��>�� ह, �� 2c��s��� � �� 
���� l�Ik �� l�Ik –��Eह Z��� =���� �� 2�C��/� हP -  
 

 �� p�� �ह� ���� ह, �� !6�� ह, �� ����W� �� �C`��6 ����  �� ���� ह� - �ह 
>�.Q�� ��� ��� �� %� ����W� �� ���� �� >��� �C`��6 � ह� - ��.M �4.Wh� ����� �� 
�� �� 0�� ���� 4�हE�6� �ह�� �!�� हC# ह� – 

 

 �V�� { /�"P �  I=�� �.3.�.��!�P �� �ह���� ���� $� ��ह!�]�, 2�C�E�4� 
����P 2�C�E�4� ������P, �V�� { $� 2c��s�� ��Eह �,�� ������� ��EहP ��  �!� हC �4 
$� ������]� �  �G���� ����  'ह�� $� ������� ��EहP ��  2��� 0q4 �'/�]� ��  �!� 
2.��P ��  �.��YP �  l��U� 2������ �� �� ���� ��� -  
 

 �� ��4�� हE� �� %� !�� �� E�� ���� �  �ह �.Q��� �हC� ���6� ��� ह�6� -  
2c��s�� �'/� ��=���P �� ��;�� 0Rह  2�Q� #QC��� ����� �� �`�� ह�6� - %� 
�.Q��� ��  �� ह���  � �.��R� ��m�P �  �S�E� 2c��s�� l��.���� �'/Y ��=���P �� ��Q� 
�� Rn�� �.3.�.��!�P �� ���� ह��� �� ��=�� ��( ह� ���6� - %���  ��� %� ��=��]� � ��m� 
�����P $� 0���  �.3.�.��!�P �� ��* ����"Y �हM �ह�6� - %��� �ह ��4� �� �ह� ह, �� 
�� Rn�� �.3.-�.��!�� �� ���� ह� ���� ��  ��� 2c�s�� �.3.�.��!�P �� ��ह�� ���/Y 
��! ��� 6� $� %��� 0��� Z��� !� ���� .�!� ��/� >Y��!�P �� $� 0��� ��!�� .�!� 
���z�P �� $� �ह_. �G ���6�- �ह���, �� �ह �ह�� 4�हE�6� �� 2�� �� �हC� ���� p�� 
�.3.�.��!� ह� �� �हC� ह� 0��/� �'� �  ह�- �� Rn�� �.3.�.��!� ��!� ���� ह�, 0Rह  �<U� 
Q����' �� ��!�� ह,, !���� 0���  ��-���. $� 0���  ���+u�P � ��* ��6���� �हM ��� 
���� ह, - ह� ��� ��=��]� �� �� Rn�� �.3.�.��!�P �� ��;�� �� >�.Q�� ���� �� �ह� ह�, 0���  
��-���. �� ��D������ �� ����� �� E�� ��ह ����!�� ह�6� - �� �ह�� � �ह �� ����� 4�हE�6� 
�� ���.Q�� ��  2�CqV�� – 30 �  2c��s��P �� 2�� ��=�\ ��, 2�� �D�� $� 2�� �'/� 
��  %����� ���� ��, �� ����_. ���� 6�� ह,, 0��� �ह(��� $� ��.�!� ��  �!� 2� �� 
��* �C�/� �.4 �हM ��- �ह #��6 �� �C�/� �.4 �� ��6� �� �हM, �ह ��'� �� �.W� ह, - 
%� ��! ��  $� ��-��� ह!E ह�, ��� � �� #�� o��� #�?W� ���� 4�हE�6� - %���  ��� ह� 
�� �ह �� 4�हE�6� �� ����� %� ]� �����6� �� ��4� - ह!� ��� �� �ह ह, �� ह���� ��' �  
���������� ��=��� �हC� ���P �� 4! �ह� ह�- �ह���, ���� 2�C��Q ह, �� %� %�I=���E'R� �  
l�.�����Y �V� ��  ��.��� �� � ह�, %� ]� �� ����� �� o��� ���� ह�6� - ...(�� �� 
घ�%�)... %���  ���Y  ह���� �'/Y ��=��]� �� �� �हC� ����� I=��� ,�� ह�6�, 0�� ����� �� 
>�.Q�� �� ���� ह�6� - �, ����� ��  6C����' � �̀ 6� &�P�� ह���� ��' �  �'/� �R��,R� 
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�!=� �  ह,, %��!� >����'� �����P �� �� �� �(� � �  �!�� ���� 4��ह�, ����� ��  �!� �ह 
����� �� �`�� ह, - ����� ��� �ह ह, �� %� ��! �  6 �.3.�.��!�P ��  ��� �!� 6� ह�, %Rह  �� 
�G��� �� �`�� ह,- ��� ���� ��m� �����P �� ��� ��  %�I=���E'R� �� 2��-'�� �C�.Q��� 
�� ���6� �� �हM, ��* � ��* 2�C�.Q� �`� >�� ह�6� - 
  

�ह���, #� ह��� �हC� ह� �`�� �Cf� �� ]� ����� �� o��� #�?W� ���� ह,- ह���� ��' 
�  #� �Ck ����� 2�+-l�.=�� 4! �ह� ह,, ����  �'/�  �� ����� �� .=�C �� 6* ह� - �� 
������"� ���� ��  �'/� �� 2�Q���, ह� ��C[� �� �E!�E� 2�Q��� ह,, %� 2�Q��� �� ह���� 
��m� l�.=�� $� �����, ��* %���� � ��  - p�� �  #� �ह �`�� ह, �� 0q4 �'/� ��  /�" � , 
�� ���� � ���� ��ह ����"Y ��� ��� - 0��� ��!6�� �C��(�  �� ���� � ��� !6�* ���, 
�����  4!�� ह���P >������, 0q4 �'/� ��  >�6Y �  ���� �� `� �ह� ह, - �� 2�� 2���� ��� 
#Q� ���� �  �ह�� 4�हE�6� - ���� �  .�+��� 2�+��",  ������", �����" ��� 0��� /�"�� 
��R���]� �� �����, �'/� l�.=�� �  ��!�. ��  ���� ��! �����Y �� ह4�� ���� 2_��� 
�CI3�! ह�- &�E�� ��  �C>��� ��. ह�����j �� �ह� �� �� ह���� �'/� ��=���P �� 44< .�=��.� 
��.� �� ��+'�!�]� ��  �S� � ���� 4��ह� - ह���� =�E ! $� ����� �.3.�.��!� ���  
���ह���� ��!�. �� >�u�� �� 2�6 �� 6� �� ���� �� ह� ���� �E� �'+� �हM, �Ic� �� 
0�+I=.� �ह��h $� �ह��6� ह��� ��  ����WEY+ 2ह��� ��  ��� ����,��� घ���]� �� 6�� �� 
�C� ��� 6�- 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the National Commisson for 

Minorities Education Institution Bill, 2004 is a laudable measure. And, I stand to welcome 

it. It is after a long time that justice is being sought to be afforded to the minorities in India. I 

am happy that this Bill came after a long debate, especially in a convention where intellectuals 

drawn from the entire country, from every nook and corner of India assembled for a 

two-day convention in July, 2004. The hon. Minister, Shri Arjun Singh, sat throughout the 

discussions and heard every delegate, every intellectual, and every expert with rapt 

attention. I was amazed; I had not seen that kind of situation before. I have been in the 

Parliament of India, in both Houses, for a long time. I had never seen such a vigorous 

debate taking place on a Bill that had to later on come to Parliament of India. I am happy 

today and it is my privilege to congratulate the Government for its commitment to the Common 

Minimum Programme, where they had promised this measure. I am especially thanking the 

hon. Minister for his 
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keen interest and for piloting this important measure before the Rajya Sabha, 

this time. It is a historic measure. It will be remembered long in the annals of the 

history of constitutional procedures and in the history of justice system, 

particularly justice that was required to be afforded to the minorities of India. What 

makes it a great privilege for the hon. Minister for Human Resource Development is 

that it is after 56 years of Independence that this relief, this genuine relief has 

been afforded, to the minorities. Although there was a provision in the 

Constitution of India, yet no action had been taken up to this moment in practical 

terms. I quote this article. It would have remained only in the Statute Book 

without having the opportunity of implementation. I quote section 30 of the 

Constitution. "All minorities, whether based on religion or language, shall have 

the right to establish and administer educational institutions of their choice." 

This measure remained on this 'social Bible'. Our Constitution has worked well. So 

many amendments, umpteen number of amendments have taken place. But this 

provision in the Constitution of India had never been implemented so far. This is a 

laudable step that the hon. Minister for Human Resource Development has taken. 

This reflects his commitment to implement the Common Minimum Programme. 

This is, therefore, his privilege that he has taken this historic step of historic 

importance and introduced this Bill, which I hope will be passed with a majority 

vote. There is full justification for this Bill. I hope minority institutions will, now, be 

able to seek genuine relief which had been unlawfully denied to them. I will not 

go into the issues that were raised by my colleague from the BJP here. I will also 

not go into what the hon. Minister had told this House earlier how it was 

unlawfully denied to the minorities, when it came to recognition of their 

institutions; when it came to affording them relief of affiliation of their institution 

in this country. And, a word of mouth was much more powerful than the written 

orders from the Ministry of Human Resource Development. Now, I will briefly come 

to this Bill itself. It is a very well drafted Bill. It is very comprehensive, but brief. I 

congratulate the hon. HRD Minister for this also because this has happened 

under his close direction and supervision. I did not move any amendments 

because I thought the hon. Minister could take notice of what I am saying. In 

clause 4(1) it has been said, "A person shall not be qualified for appointment as 

the Chairperson unless he". And clause 4(b) says, "has been a Judge of a High 

Court". I would say, why it should not include a retired judge of the Supreme Court 

also? If we restrict to retired judges of High Court, it would not be good. 
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The hon. Minister may consider it, whenever there is time, for the future. This Bill has 

laudable features in clauses 12(2) and 12(2)(d). Society will be grateful for them 

because. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA): Mr. Soz, there is a meeting of the 

Speaker and I have to go there. So, with the permision of the House, can I request Mr. Fali S. 

Nariman to take the Chair till I come back? Do I have the approval of the House? 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Yes. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN) in the Chair] 

SHRI SURESH PACHOURI: Sir, I have this opportunity of congratulating him on 

occupying this Chair. 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN-SOZ: Congratulations, Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir. It is a great privilege 

for me particularly. Sir, I was coming to two very important provisions of the Bill, which are very 

laudable. Clause 12(2) says: "The Commission shall, for the purposes of discharging its 

fucntions under this Act, have all the powers of a civil court trying a suit and in particular, in 

respect of the following matters, namely." The provisions have been listed there. Then the 

provision in 12(d) is also very laudable. It says, "subject to the provisions of sections 123 and 

124 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, requisitioning any public record or document or 

copy of such record or document from any office; "These provisions will give teeth to 

this Commission, otherwise, there are so many commissions, which cannot operate 

properly. Under clause 13,1 have a suggestion. It has been provided in the Bill, 'The Chairperson 

shall exercise such financial and administrative powers as may be vested in him by the rules 

made under this section: Provided that the Chairperson shall have authority to delegate such 

of the financial and administrative powers as he may think fit to any Member or Secretary..." I 

would say, 'or Secretary", may be deleted because Secretary is a different category. Member is 

a different category. The Chairman has to delegate. He must delegate to other Members. 

There are two or three Members. Secretary is an official. Today we may find that it is possible 

for the Secretary to carry out the orders of the Commission, but there are difficulties. So, 

these are very important powers. This should be delegated to the Members and not the 

Secretaries. These are the brief points about the Bill. 
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There is one more thing which I want the hon. Minister to consider. It is about 

Annual Reports. There are so many institutions in this country. So many hon. 

Members have raised this question in both the Houses that Annaul Reports do 

not come. They are not forwarded in time. So, I would suggest that for the year 

that Annual Report is getting prepared, it must come within three months of the 

next year. If it is provided in the Act, then the Annual Reports will come in time. I 

have myself seen that the Minority Commission Reports did not come for years 

and we had to raise voice in the House. Therefore, at some distant date, the hon. 

Minister may kindly go into these suggestions. These are the brief suggestions. 

It is a very good measure and the Bill has been very well drafted. So, Mr. 

Vice-Chairman, Sir, I saw how the hon. Minister was disrupted and it was a very 

painful situation in my heart and mind because the Opposition Party, 

particularly, the BJP has a different perception of governance. I would say, in due 

course of time, they will have to change that perception of governance. They 

will have to be a national political party of a nation state. And there are so many 

friends sitting on those Benches, I have great respect for Shri Jaswant Singh, 

who, at the moment, is not here. Ultimately, Mr. Chairperson, Sir, it is the question of 

perception of governance. Janab Arjun Singhji represented this perception of 

governance mention because he has a perception of this Government. As for 

BJP, its perception was explained by Jaswant Singhji to a friend of his and I 

quote very briefly. I quote, "I also found trouble some the way Islam fit into 

Jaswant's woridview-or, more to the point, the way it seemed to be inherently at 

odds with his concept of Hindu civilization. By implication, while Parsees, 

Christians, and others qualified as welcome additions to the Indian melting 

pot...(Interruptions) muslims did not." 

�� ",����- ���- (0;���) : ��, %� �.W� ��  ��� %��� &�� ����Q ह� ...(�
���)... 
��, ��� �.W� � �ह ����� ह� �ह� ह,, 0���  ��� %��� &�� ��* ����Q ह,? ...(�
���)... 

THE VOICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): Let him finish 
...(Interruptions)... Let him finish ...(Interruptions)... We are aware 
...(Interruptions)... 

 †�'. �C#� J�� �'! : 0�� � ��! �ह� हE� - ...(�
���)... 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń :øÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  À ŗΦ  Ń Śˆ ¢  
 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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�� ",����- ���- : 26� �C V �� ��!�� ह,, ���� �� ��� ��!�� ह, ...(�
���)... %��� 

��* >����6��� �हM ह, ...(�
���)... 

PORF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: I have great respect for Jaswantji 

...(Interruptions). 

SHRIMP! ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: Sir, the Member has a right. 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: I did not interrupt...(Interruptions)... 

�� ",����- ���- : �� �� �ह�� हE� , #��  ��o�� �� �ह�� हE� ...(�
���)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): Please listen to him. 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: "For example, in his paean to Hinduism, Jaswant noted 

how this most polytheistic of the world's great religions included a dizzying array of female 

goddesses. ...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN) Prof. Soz, may I just tell you one 

thing? This debate is on a particular Bill. Therefore, I would request you 

...(Interruptions)... 

PORF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: I am telling you it is a perception of governance 

...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): Let us not have all these 

dissensions ...(Interruptions)... 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: Just one line. ...(Interruptions)... I will skip 

...(Interruptions)... 

"What concerned me, in hearing it from Jaswant, 

�'. ����L� @�ह 
�I : ������ 0���o�/ �ह���, �� ������ ��.R� g�ह �� �� ��� !� 
�ह� ह�, 0���  ���� �  �C V �ह�� �� ह!� 0Rह  ����� ���� 4��ह� - 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: It was what it implied about the BJP's ideology and, 
therefore, about the party's approach of governance." ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ",����- ���- : �� ��%������ �� �������� ����� ��  �!� ...(�
���)... ��, 26� �ह 
���F�+ ह�6� �� ह� �� �P! 6� - ...(�
���)... 
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PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, if they take their seats, I 

will conclude within two minutes ...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): We will ask the 

Chairman whether it is proper for a Member to be named ...(Interruptions)... 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: This was what Jaswant Singhji talked to Talbot. 

This is reported in the book ...(Interruptions)... not ...(Interruptions)... This is 

connnected with the BJP's ideology of governance... (Interruptions)... It is in Talbot's 

book at Page 134...(Interruptions)... 

PROF. R.B.S. VERMA: Has he the authority to discuss... (Interruptions)... Please 

speak on the Bill. (Interruptions)... 

†PROF SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: They are not prepared to listen to the truth... 

(Interruptions)... 

�� 6C` ���� �� ��� ��!� �ह� हE�, # �'��( ����  ...(�
���)... 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń : ĂśΚŹ΅ ̄  ŏά ŃŪΨ ¤ ¡ øÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄   κ ¬  ¬ ĶΎ А őΉ ĶΉ Ä ŃΆ ›Έ.....ǿ ¢ ŀΈĹŵ......  

 

PROF. R.B.S. VERMA: Please speak on the Bill. 

�� ",����- ��- : 26� 6C` � ��! �ह� ह�, �� 6C` ��6 �ह��C� � �� ���!� - 
...(�
���)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): He is concluding in four 

minutes. 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: Sir, I have quoted from Talbot's book. The BJP 

must understand and appreciate that we are a pluralistic society and Prime 

Minister and other Ministers who went abroad recently came to know visibly that 

India is appreciated there for its commitment to democracy, for its commitment to 

secularism, for its commitment to pluralism and they should understand 

pluralism, as explained by Jawaharlal Nehru in his great phrase, "India's unity 

lies in its diversity." And they are not accepting if; so, I want to tell them, 

understand and appreciate what I have to say on behalf of Allamah Iqbal just 

one couplet because you go selectively to history... (Interruptions)... You don't 

take a comprehensive view on that. 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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�� ",����- ���- : ��, &�� %Rह  %�  ��! ��  �.W� �  ह� �� ���C� ���� �� �S�� 
��! 6�� ह,? ��, �ह घ�� #IA��� ह,- ...(�
���)... # ह��� &�� �'/� � 6�-  

 †�'. �C#� J�� �'! : 2(��� ����� ह, #�� ��� �हM #�� - ...(�
���)... # ��;� 
�� 6S� ��� - ...(�
���)... ��;� ����� �� ���'' ��� - 

 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń :  Ķƒ ¡ ›ω ŘťŶˆ  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡ Ñ΅  ι ¥ Ķſ А ³ ŗũ ¢......Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ......  ̄  ŗ˝  Ķˆ  ¢ ° ŗ₣ ¤ ¡
  Ä Ń΅.....Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ......ø Ä Ń΅ ňˇ ŗ΅ А  śŷŹťŶˆ  ¢ ° ŗ₣  

Mr. Vice-Chairman what Alama Iqbal said is relevant today and it was relevant that day. 

...(Interruptions)... I recommend them to understand and appreciate Chisti 

(Interruptions)... 

SHRI RUDRA NARAYAN PANY: He is educating the BJP. 

...(Interruptions)... 

�'. �C#� J�� �'! : %� �  &�� ����� ह� ? Why are crying. ...(Interruptions)... I will 

concluding by saying his couplet. ...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): When your Members speak, you 

educate the other side. ...(Interruptions)... You educate the other side. 

...(Interruptions)... 

†PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: This verse promotes India's unity. 

...(Interruptions)... 26� �ह ���� ह, �� �.�;� �� !E�6� - 26� #�� ��� �हM #�6� �� 

�.�;� �� !E�6� - 
 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń :ø ĶΠΉ ŗ·  Ń΅  ¢ ̄ Ä  ŗΨ  ĶΡ  śΏ ¬ ڈ   ¡ ›ω  ŀŷũΧ  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡  ŃΆ ¢ ø ĶΡ Ã ŗ· Ń΅  ¢ ̄   ¢ Ä  ŗΨ  ι £ ¢ Ńǿ ÑΎ  ŃΆ ¬ ڈ 

 

. THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): You address the Chair. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI RUDRA NARAYAN PANY: He is trying to educate us. 

...(Interruptions)... 

†PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: I wish you could understand this. 

...(Interruptions).:. ��0 .�%� 4������ ��, �� �� s.��� ��हD�� �4=�� ह, $� ����� 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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��6�ह � �हR�E, �C�!��� , ���-�� !�6 ���� ह,, ��, 2c!��� %���! �� �ह� ��, 0RहP�� 
�� @� �� ��� ��!��� ��, ‘�4=�� �� ��� ��h � ,6��  ह� �C����, ���� �� ��� 4�� �  
%���� �� 6�� 6���, ���� .�� .ह� ह,, ���� .�� �ह� ह�-’ 2� #�� �CI3�! �ह ह, �� # %� 
4��P �� �>����� �हM ���� - 

 ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń ± ŗˆ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ ŏδˆ  Ńũδ Ä Ń : ДŪǽ  ŀŶŧΈ ÑǼ ¢ ŗǿ  ŗǼ ÑΎ  Ńˆ Þ Ń ›Έ ± ŇǼ  śΉ  ДŪǽ Þ Ńˆ ‹Έ źǽ Ňέ ¢ Ä  ↓ũΈ
₣ ĶŸ΅  śΉ  À ĶŠ΄ ¢ ÑΈ ύ˜ Þ Ńˆ Þ›Ό  śƒ  ĶǼ ¿ ŗ· ķˆ Řųˆ Â ĶŶŵũΈ  Ä ŀŷΌ  Ń Ç ĶΡ ̄  ¬ А ŕǼ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  ŗ΅ Ê ↓ŷ΅  śΉ  Ã ŗω ¢ Þ Ķ

 Þ Ķ₣  ĶΎ κ ¬  ¬ ĶΎ" ŕ˙ Ä  ¢ ↨Έ Þ ĶΎ ĶΡ ĹźΆ  ĶΟ ¥ ¬ ĶŠ˜ ›Έ ŕŶǽ ŇǼ  śΉ  őΉ ĶΉ Þ ĶΎ Ķŷˆ ŐǾ Á ĶŰδ  Ń ›Έ ± ŇǼ  śΉ  ДŪǽ
 ι ŚΌ Ä ŕ˙ Ä  ¢ ↨Έ  ι ŚΌ Ä "ø śƒ  Ń΅ ›ω ĺΎ ¢ Śˇ Ê ↑Ύ ¢  ŗ΅ Ã Ä ≡ǽ Â ¢ ¤ ¡ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ œΞŪΈ А ¤ ¡ £ ¢  

 

I stand for India's unity. ...(Interruptions)... I stand for India's unity. 
...(Interruptions)... Many, many thanks. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): Dr. Malaisamy, you are next. Now, 

please listen to him at least. ...(Interruptions)... 

Let him speak. ...(Interruptions)... Don't indulge in this cross talk, please. Let us 

have some order. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY (Tamil Nadu): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, there may not be much to 

dilate for me in as much as the earlier speakers have dealt with enough, and what all I wanted 

to say they have already said. However, I would like to touch upon some new areas that they 

have left out. Sir, for anything and everything to be undertaken. ...(Interruptions)... He should 

sit here. ...(Interruptions)... 

�'. ����L� @�ह 
�I : ��, ह�0� �� ��. '� ह, �� =��� =�4 ���� ��  ��� �,1�� �C� 6�, 
�6� T� �,(C f�� ��� 2�� =�4 ���� ��  ��� 4!� 6� ह�- 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): There is no such rule. There is a 

convention, but there is no such rule. Please, let us not have this cross talk. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: Two essentials are required-one should have a vision for which 

there should be a mission. In other words, one should 
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have an objective and there should be a means to achieve this objective. As far as this Bill is 

concerned, from the action initiative, the Bill has come in shape and it will be enacted very 

soon from the action aspect of it, we welcome the Bill, in as much as it is the policy of the 

AIADMK to go all out of support the interests of the minorities and minority 

institutions, particularly our great leader, who is the Chief Minister as well as the General 

Secretary of the Party, is very keen in protecting and promoting the interests of the Minorities and 

their institution. Sir, under these circumstances, we are inclined to support the Bill. But, at the 

same time, we have got our own reservations on how it has been brought forward. I mean the 

backdrop or the background, with which the Bill has been brought, and the same has been 

rightly highlighted by the NDA allies. I was keenly listening to the Hon. Minister when he was 

giving introductory remarks about the Conference of the Minorities on 3rd July, in which the hon. 

Prime Minister and the hon. HRD Minister were the cynosures. Sir, he was telling that a 

consensus was arrived at in the Conference. What has emerged has been drawn, by way of 

the Bill, or, the Legislation. Sir, it cannot be correct at all because in the Conference, the 

Prime Minister was able to say about the Bill and the National Commission for the 

protection of the minority educational institutions. As such the spadework, or, the desk work 

could have already been over. Thus the fact that they had carved out certain ideas thereafter 

in the conference cannot be correct. Secondly in the Conference they had invited all the 

secular allies of UPA and asked them specifically to send their representatives even if 

the leaders could not come. But, it is on record, Sir, that only representatives from the 

CPM and the JMM parties were present. No other party's representative was present, 

particularly, the BSP and the Samajwadi Party, who were claimants of protecting the 

interests of minorities, had not been either called, or, even if called, were not present. 

SHRI SHAHID SSDDIQUI: Samajwadi Party was not invited. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: What I am trying to highlight is that the secular recipe... 

SHRI ARJUN SINGH: Sir, I am trying to clarify the misconception. Only the parties 

recognised by the Election Commission as national parties, were called, except the BJP. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: Sir, what I am trying to dwell upon is that the 
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action initiated is okay, but the objective behind this is something different and 

it has got a hidden agenda. As attributed by others, it is more political and 

time serving, particularly keeping U.P. in their mind. Sir, this is one aspect. 

Now, coming to the Bill, according to me, it is not adequate. It is not 

comprehensive. It is proposed in haste, bypassing the norms of UGC, AICTE 

and MCA, etc. That is my first point. My second point is that they have 

prescribed the qualifications for the Chairman of the National Commission. 

They have said that one should have been a High Court Judge. Sir, I have got 

the greatest respect for judiciary in which you are also involved. But, I do not 

know the reason why in every Bill, in every enactment, they are so enamoured 

for High Court Judges and Supreme Court Judges. There are umpteen 

numbers of retired big wigs of statutory authorities and constitutional 

authorities and brilliant civil servants. But why they go for High Court Judges? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): Dr. Malaisamy, you -

have two minutes more. Try to finish in two minutes. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: I have no problem. Sir, as far as the qualification 

prescribed is concerned, my point is: why High Court judges alone, and, why 

not the Supreme Court judges. 

Sir, therefore, the provision warrants an amendment to the effect that either 

it should be a High Court Judge, or, even a Supreme Court Judge, or, it can 

be worded 'not less than the rank of High Court Judge'. It should be better for 

them to prefer a High Court Judge, or, a Supreme Court Judge for which there 

should be a scope in the provision. 

Sir, my second point is that the term of the Commission has been 

prescribed for five years. Sir, normally in a statute like this, it will be provided 

that one will hold office for a period of three years, or, five years but subject to 

a maximum age of either 60,65 or 70 years. Here, you have not given any 

maximum upper age limit at all for the Chairman, or, the Members. If that is 

the case, can you appoint a person of 95, or, 95 years of age? Sir, it has been 

a practice, to fix maximum age limit. When one grows old and old he becomes 

physically and mentally sick. 

THE VICE CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): There is another point 

of view that they also become wiser sometimes. 
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Dr. K. MALAISAMY: Wiser cases will be very few. Serenity will set in. So, why 

don't you prescribe the maximum age of 65 years, or, even 70 years? (Time 

bell). Sir, I am concluding. I will take one minute more. Normally, you will be 

very considerate. 

Sir, coming to the functions, according to me, they have limited the 

functions of the National Commission. There are umpteen number of interests, 

rights and duties of the minority institutions where as the Bill mainly speaks 

about the affiliation with scheduled universities for which the recommendation, 

or, the view of the National Commission is final, whereas all other minor 

functions are advisory. 

So, according to me, tomorrow, umpteen number of areas will arise to the 

effect when this Act, or, the enactment is silent. In such a situation, what are you 

going to do? Are you going in for an amendment at that time, or, are you going to 

appoint a new Commission? In other words, you ought to have thought about it in a 

comprehensive way while framing the Bill. 

Sir, finally, I would like to say about the composition of Chairman and two 

Members. I very much like that a person, a representative from the minority 

institutions that too a well-informed, a desirable, competent representative of 

the minority institutions should find a place in the composition of the 

Commission. That is my point At the end, I thank you for having given me the 

opportunity to speak on this matter. 
 

 †�� ���ह  ��=J�� : .�%� 4������ ��ह�, �� #�� �हC� 'Cu6C��� हE�, �� #�� �C�� 
��!�� �� �S�� ���� - �� %� ��! �� �ह���� � , ���+ �  ��! �ह� हE� $� �� �� ��� �ह �ह�� 
4�ह�� हE� �� �ह �� ��! ह�, �ह �� ���'� ह,, �ह �� ��%������ ��  ��C�� '� �� ���!� ह,, �ह 
��%������ �� ���!� �हM ह,, �ह %� ��' �� ���!� ह, $� �ह �������� �� ���!� ह,, &�P �� 
26� ह� ��%������ �� , %� 15 >��'� !�6P �� �V;� �� 6�, %Rह  #6� #�� �हM � 6�, �� ��' 
�� ��  ��ह���� z�� ह�, .ह `��� ह,- ��' �  26� ह�  #���.�� �� !;�� ह,, 26� ��' �  
�V;�� �� !;�� ह,, 26� ��' �  �,�.�+��� �� !;�� ह,, 26� ��' �� %&���.M '��d�� �  
!��� ह,, 26� ��' �� �� �C� �.� ����� ह,, �� ���� ��' ��  !�6P �� #6� !��� ह�6�, .ह 4�ह� 
��%������ ��  !�6 हP �� �������� ��  हP - 

0���o�/ ��, �CW�� �� �� ��� � �C�� $� ��* ����� �हM ��, �� V���-�� %��� 
����� �� �� # %��� ��%������ �� �.�! �� ���%� - �ह �C�!��� $� �uI34�� �� 
�.�! �हM ह,, �ह %� ��' �� �.�! ह,, ���� �� #6� !� ���� �� �.�! ह, $� %��!� �� 
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#��  ��o�� �� ������ ��"� ��, 2�C+� g�ह �� �� �C������� ���� हE� �� .ह �ह ��! !�� ह, - 
�ह ह!� ��� ह,, V���-�� ��� ह� �� ��%������ �� ��C�� '� �� ��( o��� ���� 6�� ह, - 
���� ����� �ह ह, �� ह� ��!� �� %!��, �� ह���� �V;�� ह, �� �� ह���� ����! ह� �� �� 
# ����� �� !��� ��� ���� ह� �� # #���� �� !��� ��� ���� ह� �� # �q4� �� !��� 
��� ���� ह� �� $��P ��  �.�! � ��� ���� ह� %� ���� �.�!P �� �� ह! ह, .ह �'/� ह, - 
%��!� ह�  ��%������ ��  !�6P �� �'/� E�� ���� �� m���� ���� ह�6�, 0Rह  �'/� ��  �,��� �  
#6� !��� ह�6� - �ह �हR�C=��� �� �`�� ह,, �ह ��%������ �� �`�� �हM ह, - �ह �� �ह�� 
4�ह�� हE� - !���� �� ��� ह� �ह �� �ह�� 4�ह�� हE� �� �ह �� ��! #�� ह,, �ह �c�� �  ����� 
6�� ह, - �� %� ��!  �� �हC� m���� �C' �हM हE� - ��� ��ह� �� �हC� ����( ��, 0RहP�� �हC� o��� 
�� G� ह�6�, �.Z�� #��� ह,, !���� �� 4E��� %��  ��� हE�, %��!� �C�� %��  �हC� ���� ������ 
��� #* - ���� �;� ��� �ह ��� #* ह� �� �� ह� ��%�F����� �� ��� �� �ह� ह� �� �� 
�ह�� 4�ह�� हE� �� ��%�F����� �� ��ह �� ह��� ह� – �� �� �'/� ��  �,��� �  #6� ह�, p�.��� ह� 
$� �E���, �� �'/� ��  �,��� �  �V� ह� - #� �� ��!� ह���� ����� ह�, .ह 0��� ह, �� �'/� ��  
�,��� �  �V� ह� - �� ह� ��� �� �ह� ह� ह��� p�C�� '� ��  %�I=��E'�� ��,�� �C�� �ह�� ����� 
�� �� �CI=!� ��%�F����� ह,, 0��� ��!� ह�* =�E ! �� p�C�� '� ह,- #� �� 2!�6G �CI=!� 
�C��.?��� � , ������ ���!�� %=!����� � , ��. ����� हC�,� �F!�� �  �C�!��� 40 >��'� �� 
�हM ह�, &�P�� .� ह��� p�C�� '� �  # ह� �ह� � �ह� ह�- .� !�2� p�C�� '� �  `� �ह� ह� - 0��� 
|�t-#0� ��� �हR�C=��� �  ���� m���� ह, - %��!� 0��� ह�* =�E ! �� �'/� 4��ह� - # 
6�;� �� घ�;� ��  #6� ���Q �ह� ह� - %��!� �� �ह�� 4�ह�� हE� �� %� ���'� �� �� 6,�� ह�, 
0��� # �ID>ह ��. �����, %��  #, �� ह�* =�E ! p�C�� '� ह,, >�%��� =�E ! p�C�� '� 
ह�, 0��� �� %�&!E� ����� $� 0��� p�(�!�'� �� �� �.�! ह, , 0��� �� %��  ����c. 
����� .��� �ह 6C��ह� ��!m�� ह�6� - �� �ह 6� �� �C�!���P �� �C[����Y ह� 6�� 
��%�F����� �� �C[����Y ह� 6��, !���� ह�   �C V ��!�� .�!� �हM ह, , ह�� 0��� (���� �हM 
ह��� .�!� ह, - 26� (���� हC �4��� 4�ह�� ह� %� ��' ��  �ह� �  �� �(� ��4� �� �� ��C�� '� ह,, 
0� � #�� o��� ���� ह�6�, .ह� ह�  �हC� ���� ��&��  ह�- 

�E��� ��� ह,, �� p�(�!�'� �� - 2� p�(�!�'� �C��.?��� �� ��!�6�, �हC� 2qV� 
��� ह,, !���� p�(�!�'� �� ह!� 2�! ��!� ��.].��. !��� �� ह��� ह,, %�I=��E'� �� 
%=��Id!' ���� �� ह��� ह,, %�I=��E'� �� ����� �� ह��� ह, $� .ह�� � �हC� m���� ��&��  ह� 
- #� �'/� ��"� �� �� ����� �� ��� �����  �� ��%�F����� ��  �.�! � (�%!P �  &�� ह��� 
ह,, �� 0��  ���� �हM 4�ह��, !���� �C�� g��6� ��  ह� ��� �, �4� �� #� ��, 
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�� ����' ��I=u����'� �� ����� ���� ;� ह,- ��c!� �C��.?��� �� 6�c� �,��!=� ह��� ��  
��.�E� �C�� �S��� !��� ��  �!� ��I=u����'� �� ����� ���� ;� ह, - ���� �q4P �� 
��I=u����'� �� ����� ���� ;�� ह, – ����' ह�, ��%! �, ��=��,��� - %��!� �C�� ��!E� ह, 
�� �� ह� ह�* =�E !P �� %=��Id!' ���� 4�ह�� ह� , �� ह� �C��.?���� �� %=��Id!' ���� 
4�ह�� ह, �� ह�  ���-��� � ����� ��&�� ह��� ह, - p�(�!�'� �� �.�! �� #��� �  #�� 
ह, - #��� �  #�� ह���� ��!� ह! ���� �� ��� �� ह,, !���� .ह�� �� हC �4�� ��  �!� ह�  �� 
��&��  ह,, �� ��=�� �� `��.�  ह,, 0��� �E� ���� ��  �!� �ह ���'� &�� ���6�, ��� �����  �� 
%��� �d��! ���� �� ���� ह,, %� � 2�C+� g�ह �� �� ��� ���� 4��ह�, %� � ��4�� 
4��ह� $� %���  �!� 2� �� H� !��� 4��ह� - 
 

 �, �ह �ह�� 4�हE�6� �� #�� %��� ���� ��'R� ��  ���� �  �ह� ह, �� �ह ���'� 
�,@! 6.�+� � �� 2�� ���� ��'R� ��6� - �, �ह �ह�� 4�ह�� हE� �� ��%�F����� ���'� ��  
ह���� 4����,� ��ह� �ह�� �,1� हC� ह,, ��%�F����� ���'� �;� 0D���P �� ����� 6�� ��, 0�� 
�;� ह,���� �� 6* ��, #� �� 4�ह� %��� ����� �ह� ह� �� 0��� ����� �ह� ह�, 0��� 
����+ �� �?!��� � �� �� �' �हM ���� 6�� - &�P ?&�� 0��  ��* p�� �;.� �q4�* ह,, 
��� �� �?!��� � �� �� �हM ����� &�P ��? ह��� ��%�F����� ���'� %��!� ����� �� �� 
.ह %�&.���� ���, �ह�� ��I=u����'� ह�  �ह� ह,, 0��� �� ��� $� 0�� %� ह�a� ��  ����� 
�� , %� ��' ��  ����� �� , !���� ह��� ��%�F����� ���'� �� ����+ �� 1��� �=�� �  ���, 
0�� �ह�� ��� ह� !�� �हM - %��!� �� �ह�� 4�ह�� हE� �� %��� ��� =�,�E��� ���'� �हM 
� 6� �� %��� ���� � '�� �� �� .ह� हT ह�6�  �� ���%�F����� ���'� �� ����+ �� #� 
�� ह��� #�� ह,- 

ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê ŃˇŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê ŃˇŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê ŃˇŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ""""ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢ " " " " :  śŷ· ŗΦ  śŹΜΈ  śΉ  ¤ ¡ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ̄  ¢ ŅΆ  Ńųˇ Ĺυ  ĶΟ ¤ ¡ ›Έ ÞķǾ Ķ¯ ‹Έ źǽ Ňέ ¢ Ä
 œſ  ŗǼ ÑΎ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ ¥ Ķſ őΎ ¢ ›Έ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ã ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  À ŗΦ ›Έ ¦ ̄  ŗίˆ Þ›Έ ĹΎ ĶŶǾ А œſ ³ ¢ ›Έ ø ĶΎ ¬ ō΄ ŗΈ  ĶΟ

Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ÑΎ Þ ι ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ  ĶΟ ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢  ╒ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  ŗǼ ÑΎ Þ ι ŕŪδŶΟ  ŗǼ ÑΎ Þ ι  ĶΟ ňά ¬ ³ ¢ ÑΎ Þ ι ›ω ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ  ĶΟ 
 Â ¢ Þ ŗ΅ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ŔΌ  ŃΆ ¢ Ñ΅ Ã ŗδ΅ ø ι ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ Śⁿ  ĶΟ Є ̄  ŗťźΈ ÑΎ  ̄  Ä ¢  ι ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ15 Þ ╓ ›Ź΅ ̄   ¢ ńŹѓ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ŀūδ 

  ŃΆ ¢ ›Έ ňά ¬ ø ι Д΅ ̄  Ç Ä Þ ι ⅜ Ä ŃΆ  ŀŷΈ Ĺŧ¯  ŗǼ А ňά ¬  ̄  Ä ¢  ĶŢųΎ ¢ А ňά ¬  ŗΨ Þ ╓ ŖΎ ¬ ›ω  śΉ  ¡  ╓ ¡ ›ω ¢
  śˆ   ¬ ¢ Ä őŷƒ ¡ ›ŶΌ  ŃΆ ¢ Þ ι  ĶΉ ń·  śˆ ̄ ڈ    Ä őźſ ›Έ ňά ¬  ŃΆ ¢ Þ ι  ĶΉ ń·  śˆ  ŕ  Í ńŹѓ ›Έ ňά ¬  ŃΆ ¢ Þ ι  ĶΉ ń·

  ĶΉ κ  ╓ ¡  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ╒ ňά ¬  Í ̄  Ķˆ  ŗΨ  ι  ĶΉ Ķŷſ  ̄  Ä Ķ  ↑ˆ őΎ ¢  ŗ΅ ňά ¬  ŃΆ ¢ Þ ι  ĶΉ κ ›Έ Ê ŀ¯ ŖΎ ŗũδ΅ ¢  ŗ΅ ňά ¬
øÃ ŗΌ  ╒ Є ̄  ŗťźΈ  ĶΎ  ŗΌ ¿ ŗ·  ╒ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  ι Ķǽ Ç Ä Þ ĶΡ ŗΌ  
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 ¤ ¡ Ñ΅  Ķ₣ ¶ ¢ →˜ ¢  Ķŷƒ ¢  Ķˆ  ĶǺ ŗŹǽ őΎ ¢ Þ Ķ₣ ›ω ¶ ¢ →˜ ¢ Ј ŗ΅  ̄  Ä ¢  śŹΜΈ  Ń ¥ Ķſ А Ћ  ĶŶŪˆ ÞЋ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢
 ¥ ̄  Ķⁿ Þ ι À ¢ ŗˆ  ĶΟ ňά ¬ ³ ¢ ÑΎ Þ ι ›ω À ¢ ŗˆ  ĶΟ ŕ“ Ń΅  ̄  Ä ¢ Â ĶŶŵũΈ ÑΎ ø śΚΏ Ķŷſ ĹΈ À ¢ ŗˆ  ĶΟ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  ŗ΅ ³ ¢

 ╔  ╓ ¡  ŗ΅  ¬ ĶŠ΅ ̄  ĶŠΈ  ŗ΅ Ћ ŘŴŷˆ ŕǼ ̄  ¢ Ћ Ê →ŷΈ  śŻΉ ĶΈ  śˆ  ŔźΊ ¬ ĶΈ  ╒ ¤ ¡ ›Έ  śŻ· ³ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ι À ¢ ŗˆ  ĶΟ  śΉ  ĶǼ 
  ĶźΆ  ĶΎ ¬ Â ĶźΊ ¬ » Ń˙ А ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢ А Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ Ñ΅  ι Á ŀ΄  Ķˆ  ĶǺ ŗŹǽ Þ ι Á ŀ΄  ύφ ÑΎ ø›Ό  śΏ  κ œſ ÑΎ Ç Ä Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΎ ¬

 ŕ  ¢ ńŹѓ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŗǼ Þ¨ ύ˜  ĶΟ  śŵŻũΈ  ŃΌ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ  ĶŷΉ ĶΈ  ¢ ↨Έ ø ι ¤ ¡  ŗǼ  ĶΎ ›Ό œΏ ĶũΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŗǼ  ĶΎ  ι
  ╒ Ã ŗΨ ̄  ŗ˜  ĶΎ ›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ  Ńųź·  ŗ΅ Ã ŗю ¤ ¡  ĶΎ ›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ  Ńųź·  ŗ΅ Ê ¬ Ķſ ¡ ¤ ¡  ĶΎ ›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ  Ńųź·  ŗ΅  śˆ  ̄  ŀΈ
  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ╒ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ›ŶΌ  śŻ· ³ ¢ ø ι  ĶŪųˇ Ç Ä  ι œǾ  ŗǼ  ĶΟ Ã ŗ· ¢ ŗˆ  Í ̄  Ķˆ Â ¢ Þ›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ  Ń À ¢ ŗˆ

Ç ¬ ĶΎ ±  śˆ  Ĺ΄ Ķ˙ Ê ̄  ŗΧ  ĶŪųˇ А Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ ÑΎ ø ĶΡ ŗΌ  ĶΉ κ  ╓ ¡ ›Έ Â ¢ ŀźΈ  ╒  ĶŪųˇ ›ω ¢ ÞБ ŗΌ ЗΎ ¬ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± 
 Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ Śⁿ ÑΎ ŚΌ ⅜ Ķˆ ›Έ ŕųź· øÃ ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ›Έ ÑΎ ø ι ›ω ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘ А Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ÑΎ Þ ι ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘

øÃ ŗΌ ›ω ´ ŗǿ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Ĺυ  śˆ  œſ ³ ¢ ›Έ ø ι  ĶźΆ  ĶΎ Ķŷſ ›Έ Ê ŀŵǼ ÑΎ Þ ι  ĶΎ ¡ œſ  ŗǼ ÑΎ Ñ΅  śΉ  ķǾ Ķ¯  ± ŗˆ 
 ÞÃ ŗΌ  ĶźΉ ›Έ ³ ¢ ÑųΉ ŗǽ ›Έ ŕųź· Þ›Ό ŚΈ ¬ ¡ Â ¢ Ä ¬ Ä Þ ĶΡ ŗΌ  ĶΊ ń  śˆ  Â ĶźΊ ¬ Ĺυ  śΉ  Ã ŗω ¢ Þ ι А ŏά ŃůΨ Ĺυ
 А  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ŔΌ ķǼ Ñ΅  ι Ј ¡  ŃŮΫ ÑΎ ŚŶΟ Ê ńſ  śˆ  ķˆ ø›Ώ ¡  ŃŮΫ Ã ĶźŶΟ Ê ̄  Ķˆ Ĺυ ›Έ ³ ¢  śŹΜΈ  śŻ· ³ ¢

 Ä ¬  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ›Έ  ŗΨ ›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ  ŗǼ őΎ ¢ ø›Ό Ѓ ŗΌ А ª Ń˙ ----- Þ ι  ╓ ¡ ›Έ Â ¢ ŀźΈ  ╒
  ι  ĶΟ Â ¢ Ç Ä Þ ι  śŷΈ Ķˆ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ÑŵŻũΈ  ŗǼ ¨ ¡ ø ι  śŹΝź ›Έ Â ¢ ŀźΈ  ╒  ĶŪųˇ  ŗǼ Ê Ńˆ Ä ¬  ̄  Ä ¢  ι ŇΫ ¢ Ä ŁΎ ¢
  śŹΜΈ  ŗΨ ÞА ŕˇ ŗδǺ ЕũΫ ¢  ╒ ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢  ŃΏ ĶΌ ›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ ŔΌ ķǼ  ŗΨ ø›Ό  śŹΝź ›Έ Â ¢ ŀźΈ  ╒  ĶŪųˇ  ŗǼ

 ŗǼ Ñ΅  śŻΜΎ ¬  śŷΛ΅ ŔŵũΈ È ńΆ Śŵ˜ Śⁿ ¨ ¡ ø ι ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢ А À ŗųˆ ¢ Ј ĶΌ ÑŵŻũΈ  ĶΟ ³ ¢ Þ ι  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ŔŵũΈ 
 Â ĶŶŵũΈ ›Έ ο ĶΟ ‹ũǾ  Ń΅ ¢ ®  ↓΅ ¢ ڈ Þ›Έ ÑźΈ ύˆ ¢ ÑźŵΈ ÑůΈ ĶǼ Þ›Έ Еˆ ̄  ŗδΉ ŗά30 Ñ΅ Ã ŗδ΅ ›Ό ›ω Śⁿ  ŀūδ 

Â ¢ Þ›Ό  ι ̄  ½ ̄  ›Έ ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢  ̄  Ä ŗ· Ç Ä Þ›Ό  ι ̄   Ķ ›ω ŚΌ ¡ ›Έ ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢  ŃΏ ĶΌ Ç Ä ĺΎ ̄  ¦Ô ¡ ¤ ¢ ̄  ĶΟ  ڈ 
  ╓ ¡  ╒  Í ° ŗŹΆ  ŗ΅ Ê ° ĶΡ ¤ ¡ ø śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶŪųˇ А À ŗųˆ ¢ Ј ĶΌ  ŗ΅ Â ¢  śŻ· ³ ¢ ø ι Ç ¬ ĶΎ ±  śˆ  ķˆ ›Έ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ
 ³ ¢ Þ śŻΜź΅  ŗũγźϊ ↑ŶΟ ¤ ¡  ŗ΅ ³ ¢ Þ ι ĺŶźΆ  ŗǼ  ĶΟ ŕŪδŶΟ ³ ¢ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ›Έ  śŻ· ³ ¢ ø›Ό  ι ̄  È ŀΉ Ķſ

 À ŗųˆ ¢ Ê ŃŶΏ ¢ Ń Þ ι ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢ À ŗųˆ ¢ Ј ĶΌ  ŗǼ Þ¤ ¡ ›Έ ŚųΉ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻΜź΅  ڈ ŗŵųΉ ¢ Śⁿ  ŗ΅ ³ ¢ Þ ι ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢
affiliation ›Έ ³ ¢ Śⁿ  ŗ΅ ³ ¢ Þ ι À ¢ ŗˆ  ŗǼ  ĶΟ resolve Ñ΅  ╓ ›Ÿ΅ ÑΎ ø ĶΡ ŗΌ ¥ ł·  śΒ  Ç ĶŷΆ ÑΎ ÑΉ ̄  Ä Þ śŻΜź΅ 

 ›ω Ç ŀΏ Ķ ›ŶΌ Þ ι ›ω  κ ¢ Ä  śŷŵΈ ŘŦ΅ ›ŶΌ ŕųź· Þ ĶźΆ  ŗΌ Â Ń΅ ЕŪΨ  ĶΟ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ Þ ĶźΆ  ŗΌ Â Ń΅ ЕŪΨ  ĶΟ Ã ŗΫ ĶŶŵũΈ
  śΉ  ŗΌø ι  κ ¢ Ä  
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  ĶŷΎ ¬ Â ĶźΊ ¬  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡  Ń ³ ¢ Þ ι ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢  ŗǼ А  śΝΚΉ  Ń  ŗΨ Þ›Έ ŐǾ  ╒ ňά ¬ ³ ¢ ›Ό  śŢΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ĶŦŷφ Ç ŀΏ Ķ  ŃΆ ¢
ø›Ό ›Ţ΄ ¬ Ê ̄  Ķˆ Ĺυ ›ŶΌ Ã ĶΌ Ä Þ ĶΡ ŗΌ  

 Þ Ńˆ  ι ¥ Ķſ Ê Ńˆ Ä ¬affiliation £ ¢ øА affiliation Þ ĶΡ  śŵΈ  śˆ  Еˆ ̄  ŗδΉ ŗΧ  ŕųź· Þ ι ¥ Ķſ ŚŹǽ ¢ Ĺυ
affiliation ЕũΫ ¢ Þ ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ  ĶΟ  śΉ  Ń΅ ňŵŠźţˆ ¢  ŗ΅ ŕˇ ŗδǺ ЕũΫ ¢ Þ ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ ĶΟ Śˆ  Ä ¢ ŕΎ ¢ ÑŵŻũΈ œ¯ ¢  śŵφ  śˆ  

  śˆ   śŲ∆ Ń˙ Ň΅ Ñ΅  ĶΎ ĶŢſ  śΉ  Ћ Ê →ŷΈ  ĶŪųˇ ¨ ¡ ø›Ό ›Ţ΄ ¬ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Ĺυ  Ń Ã ĶΌ Ä  ̄  Ä ¢  ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ  ĶΟ  śΉ  Ķŷſ  ŗ΅ ŕˇ ŗδǺ
Ό  Ķź΅ ›Έ Ã ŗŵΏ Ķ  Ń À ¢ ŗˆ  ╒  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ •ю Þ Ń Á ŀ΄  ŃΌ  ╒ Б ŀΉ ±  śŹΜΈ ŕųź· Þ ĶŢΌ Ķǽ ›ω  ĶΉ ĶǼ ›Έ ³ ¢ ›Έ Þ ι  Ķƒ ŗ

  ╒  śΉ  ŗΌ ĺũ· ŁźΈ  Ł· ŗΆ  śˆ  Еˆ ̄  ŗδΉ ŗά ŚŵΌ ¬ ø ι  ¢ ń  ĶΉ Ń΅  ĶŷΈ Ķˆ  ĶΟ ŕŪδŷźŶΎ Ńųˆ ڈ ´ ŗΈ Ķǿ őΎ ¢ Þőƒ ¨ ¡  śˆ
Έ Ķˆ  ĶΟ ŕŪδŷŶΎ Ńųˆ ڈ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗю  Í ↨Έ ø ι  ¢ ń  ĶΉ Ń΅  ĶŷΈ Ķˆ  ĶΟ ŕŪδŷŶΎ Ńųˆ ڈ  śŻ·  ╒  śŷΚ· Ê Ń΅ ŗΫ  śŹΜΈ  ¬ ŗǼ Ä Ķſ  ĶΉ Ń΅  Ķŷ

  ĶΉ Ń΅ ŇŵŠźţˆ ¢  ŗ΅ Ã ŗ· ŗųˆ ¢ Ј ĶΌ ķǼ Ñ΅  ι Á ŗŵůΈ  śŹΜΈ  śŻ· ³ ¢ øőţźŶţũˆ ÞĺŷŵΏ Ķˆ Þ›Ό ´ ŗΈ Ķǿ ø ι  Ķƒ ń
 ø›Ό Ѓ ŗΌ ›Ţ΄ ¬ ЗŢ΅  Ń Á ŀ΄ Á ŀ΄ ›ŶΌ  ŗΨ ›Ό  śŢΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ Ń΅ ŇŵŠźţˆ ¢  ŗ΅  ≡ţˆ ̄  ŗδΉ ŗά ŔΌ ķǼ ø›Ό  śŢΕ Ķǽ

affiliation ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  śΉ  ¤ ¡ ›Έ  Ńǿ ¡ ø ι  Ķƒ ¡ ›Έ  Ńǿ ¡  ŗΨ  ι À ¢ ŗˆ  ĶΟ  Ã ĶΌ Ä ŕųź· Þ ι А ¥ Ķſ А  śΉ  Ń΅ œǾ ÑŵŻũΈ 
 Þ ĶΡ  Í Ń΅  Ķź΅ ŕŪδŶΟ ÑΎ  śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  Ń΅  ̄  Ä ¬  ŗ΅ Â ¢ Þ›Ό ›Ǻ Ä ĶΟ ̄  А  śŢˆ ¢ ̄   ŗǼ Þ›Ό ›Ţ΄ ¬  ŗǼ ›ŶΌ  śŻ·  ╒  śŷΝŷφ őƒ
  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻΕ Ķǽ  Ķŷǽ ŗˆ  Ń ³ ¢ ø śŻΕ Ķǽ І Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ  ŗ΅ Ћ ŘŴŷˆ ŕǼ ̄  ¢  Ń ³ ¢ Þ ι  ĶŢųˆ  ĶǼ  Ķź΅ œΎ ŀŠƒ  ŗ΅ ³ ¢  śˆ   śŲ∆ Ń˙ Ň΅

źΈ ¢  śŻ·  ╒ ³ ¢ø śŻΕ Ķǽ І κ ĺŷźΈ Łŷ  
 А ³ ¢  śΉ  ¤ ¡ Ñ΅  ĶΡ Ã ŗΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έrecommendation À ↓ŷźˆ ŕŪδŶΟ ÑΎ Ñ΅  ι  ĶŸ΅ ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ 

 З ¢  ŗ΅ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  Ä ŗΆrecommendations ‹Έ źǽ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ╒ ŕŪδŶΟ  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ ø ĶΠΎ ¬ 
 Ä ŀźΈ ¢ Ê ńſ ŕŪδŶΟ  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ Þ›Ό  śΏ  ŗΌ  śℓźſ Ã Ķϊ ķǾ Ķ¯ ¨ ¡ ÞŚ₣ ЙΆ Ê ¬ ĹźŤźǾ Ê ńſ  śˆ  ¢ Þ Ķ₣  ĶźΆ  ĶΎ Ķŷſ  śˆ  Ã

 é Ã ŗδ΅ ø ĶźΆ  Ķź΅ ›ω ňδ ›Έ őƒ ĺŷŶź· ̄  Ķ  ŗ΅ ¦ ̄  ŗΧ ̄  А ³ ¢ Þ ŗΌ ŚΌ ̄   ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А Â ¢  ĶΎ  ŗΌ ŚΌ ̄   ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ŚųΉ ¢  ι Ķǽ őƒ
  Ķź΅ é śŢΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ĶŢſ ›ω Śⁿ  ŗ΅ ĺŷŶź· ̄  Ķ ÑΎ  śũΖ Þ ι Ј Ķ‘ Ê Ä ń΅ Śũά ¢ Ј ŗ΅ ›Έ ³ ¢  Ķź΅ Þ ι Ј Ķ‘ ›Έ ³ ¢  Ķź΅ ŔΌ

  ŗ΅ ňά ¬ ³ ¢confidence ŕŪδŶΟ  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  śΉ  ŔΌ é Ķ₣ Ã ŗδ΅  ĶΎ Ķŷſ ŕŪδŶΟ  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  śΉ  ŔΌ é śŢΕ Ķǽ  Ķŷź· ›ω ›Έ 
  ╒ ³Ô ĶΌ ³ ¢  śˆ  ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  Í Ń΅ ÑŢ  ĶΟ ³ ¢ Þ ι  ĶΌ ̄   ŗΌ ŕŪδŷŶΎ Ńųˆ ڈ Ã ĶŸǼ Þ Í Ń΅ Ê ŃΏ ¢ ŗųΉ ¢ Ç Ä Ñ΅  Ķ₣  ĶΎ Ķŷſ  śŻ· ³ ¢

 ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  śΉ  ŔΌ ŕųź· Þ śŹ΅ ̄   śŷΈ Ķˆ  ╒ ňά ¬ ³ ¢ Þ śŹ΅ ̄   śŷΈ Ķˆ Þ ι  ĶŹ΅ ̄  ›Έ  śŢũΦ  Í Łŷ₤  ŗ΅ ¦ ̄  ŗΧ ̄  А ŕŪδŶΟ 
 А ³ ¢  ŗΨ  ╓ ŖΎ ¬ ŕŪά ± ŗΧ Ê Ńǽ ŗδǺ  śţˆ ¢  ŃΆ ¢  ŗ΅ ³ ¢ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ›Έ  śŻ· ³ ¢ ø›ω  śΏ  κ ŔΌ Ś₧΅ Ã Ķϊ  śˆ  ¢

recommendations ø ι  ĶΎ ¡  Ķƒ ŗΌ ¨ ¡  ĶΟ ¦ ̄  ŗΧ ̄  А ŕŪδŶΟ  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  ŗǼ  ĶΡ ŗΌ  ŃŪǾ ŚΌ Ä Śⁿ  ĶΟ   
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN) Mr. Siddiqui, you have got two 

minutes. 

SHRI SHAHID SIDDIQUI: Sir, please let me continue, because I am talking on 

specific points. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): Right, right, please continue. 

 †�� ���ह  ��=J�� : ���'� ��  �,D��+ �� ����� %��  ��(+  3 ��� 6* ह�- �� �ह�� 4�हE�6� 
��"� �� ��  �� %�� # �� �� �� 7 ���� $� %��  ��%�F����� p�C�� '�! %�I=��E'� ��  
�� �� �� 3 �C��%��� ह��� 4��ह�, ����� ��!E� ह� �� z��0� !�.! � 0��� &�� ���(�c��� 
ह��� ह, %�I=��E'R� �� 4!��� �  $� p�(�!�'� ���� �  - .� ����� ��+ �� ����� ह� - �� �E�� 
ह��� ह,, .हM ����� ह, �� ��!�( �ह�� ह��� ह, - %��!� # ��� ��=� ����� $� 
��%�F���� ��C�� '� %�=@��E'� ��  �� �� �� ��� �C��%��� %��  ��� ����, %��� �हC� �`�� 
ह� �� %��  ���� �हM 4�ह��, ��"� �� �� �� �ह�, $� !�6P �� �� �.�! 01��� - �C!�* �  �� 
�FR(� � �C!�* 6* ��, 0��  ����.��� ��h �� ��ह� ��� 6�� - ���� �� �� ��ह� ��� 6�� 
- 0���  �C��%��  �� �हM �C!�� 6� - ......(�
���)  ��* ��� �हM, ह�  �� �हM �C!��� 6�� - 1�� 
ह,, # �� ��� ����, !���� �C�� �� ��� ���%� - ��  ......(�
���) 

 ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ  : » Ń¯ ›Έ ³ ¢  ¬ ¢ ŀůΨ А ³ ←ŶΈ  ╒ ŕŪδŶΟ3  ĶΡ Ã ŗΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ›Έ ø ι ЙΆ ŚŹ΅ ̄  
 Ŕ΅  śˆ  Ŕ΅ ¤ ¡  śˆ  ¢ Ñ΅  śˆ  Ћ Ê →ŷΈ7ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ›Έ ³ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻŹ΅ ̄   Ŕ΅  śˆ  Ŕ΅  ╒  ≠ˇ ŗδǺ ЕũΫ ¢ 3 

  Ķź΅  ŗ΅ Â ¢  Ń À ŗδ·  ŁΉÔ ¢ ŃΆ Ñ΅  ŗΌ Á ŗŵůΈ  ŗ΅ ŕǼ Þ›ŻΌ Ķǽ  śΉ  ŗΌ  Í ŀŷΏ ĶŶΉdifficulties  ŗ΅  ≠ˇ ŗδǺ ЕũΫ ¢ ø›Ό Ѓ ŗΌ 
  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Έ  śΉ  ύǽaffiliation Ñ΅  ι  ĶŢΉ ĶǼ ŚΌ Ä Þ ι  ĶŢŷφ  Ķƒ ŗǼ  ŗǼ ø›Ό  śŢŹťŶˆ  ŗ΅  ¬ ̄  ¬  ĶŷŢǼ Ç Ä ø›Έ  śŷ∆ ¬ 

 ¡  śŻ· ³ ¢ ø ι Ѓ ŗΌ Ã ĶŸ΅ ŏδŵųƒ Ŕ΅  śˆ  Ŕ΅  ╒ ŕˇ ŗδǺ ЕũΫ ¢ ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻΜź΅  ╘ ŀˆ ¥ Ķˆ ¤
  śΉ  Ћ Ê →ŷΈ Þ ĶŢΌ Ķǽ ›ω  ĶΉ ĶǼ ›Έ ³ ¢ ›Έ ø ι ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘ Ĺυ А ³ ¢ Þ›Ώ ĶǼ  śŹ΅ ̄  ›Έ ³ ¢  Í ŀŷΏ ĶŶΉ ‹ƒ
΅ Є ̄  Ķ Ê ¬ ¢ Ä ¨ ĶŶˆ ›Έ ³ ¢ ÞŚ₣ ЙΆ Ј ύſ ŇΫ ŃűΫ ĶΟ őΎ ¢ ›Έ Ј κ ŗǼ ø ĶΎ Ķ₤ ¢ À ¢ ŗˆ Śⁿ  śΉ  Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ̄  Ä ¢ Þ ĶŸ΅ Śⁿ  ŗ

 ø ╖  śΏ  ύſ ›ω Śⁿ  Í ŀŷΏ ĶŶΉ  ╒ Â ¢ ø ĶźΆ  ĶŹ΅ ̄   ŃΌ Ķſ Śⁿ  ŗ΅  ĶšǼ Ķⁿ ø ĶźΆ  ĶŹ΅ ̄   ŃΌ Ķſ.....Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..... ¥ Ķſ Ј ŗ΅
 ›Έ ø śΚΏ ĶŢſ ¥ Ķſ őΎ ¢  śŹΜΈ ŕųź· Þ śŻŹ΅ ̄  ⅜ Ķˆ őΎ ¢ ¤ ¡ Þ ι őź₤ ø ĶźΆ  ĶΎ ύſ ›ω Śⁿ ›ŶΌ Þ›ω

.....Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ .....  
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): Do not'answer him you 

do not have to answer him. 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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 †�� ���ह  ��=J�� : ��, �� �� ��� !����� हE�, $� ��%�F����� �� ��C�� '� �� 
�C�� �ह� हE� - ���� E�� ��.� 0��� �'/� . ��'� �.,!� � ��  �!� ��?� �ह� ह, -  !���� ���� 
��� �� ���� 6��, &�P�� �� ����.��� ��h �� ��- %� ��ह �� ��� �����. ह�6�, ��� %�� 
��ह �� �.,�� �ह�6�, �� �� %� !�6P �� �ह�� 4�हE�6� �� ��� *������� �� # ��� �� 6�, �� 
0��� (���� #�� ह� ��!�6�, ह�  �हM ��!�6� - ��R�C ��� # %� ��ह �� ��%�F���� ��  
�.�! �, ��C�� '� ��  �.�! �, ��' ��  �.�! �, �����. �� ������� �� 6�, �� 0��� !D�� 
��� �   # ��* U.��%H� =��� � ! 6�, �हC� �C' ह� ����6� �� ह��� #�� ���� ��  ��� 
��; ����, !���� 0��� #�� (���� ह��� .�!� �हM ह, - ......(�
���) �� ����,��� ���  
�ह�� ह� ��  # �.,!� � �� �C V ��� �हM �� ����- #��� � , �� �ह�� 4�हE�6� �� 
2c��� �!� ��%�F����� ह�, �V;� हP, ����� हP, 26� ह�  0� ��� �� #6� !��� ह,, 0Rह  
0��� �6ह ��!.��� ह,, �� ��(+  ���'� ����� �� $� ��%�F���� �� ��� ���� �� �ह �हM 
ह�6� - ह�  �(�����. p&'� �� �� =��� ����� ह�6� - ����,��� �S� � ह�  �(�����. p&'� 
�� ��( ���� ह�6� $� ��� ��ह �� %��!�� �  ���'�! ��'! %&.,�!�� ���'� ह�, 0� 2R��� 
� ह�  ��� ���� ह�6�-  �� %� ��ह �� ���'� ह��� ह, �� �(�����. p&'� �� !��� 4!�� 
ह,, �ह ����� ह, �� ���� %!���  �  26� ��%�F���� 20 >��'� ह, �� .ह�� � =�E !P �  20 >��'� 
&�P �हM ह,? (, I&@�P �  20 >��'� &�P �हM ह,? 26� �हM ह,, 0���  ���YP �� ����� ह, $� 
���Y ��� �� 0�� E�� ���� �� ���'' ���� ह, - 0� %R=���E'�� ��, 0� ���6�� ���� .�!P 
��, �.�! ���� ह, �� �CDह��� �ह�� ��%�F����� �� ��>,� ��'� &�P �हM ह� �ह� ह, - %� >��� �� 
���'�! $� ��'! %&.,�!�� ���'� 2����� �  ह,, %��!,� �  ह�, ����� �  ह, $� 5=@��!��   
�  ह� - �हR�C=��� �� �� %� ��ह ��  ���'� �� �`�� ह, &�P�� �� �� ��%�F���� ��  !�6P �� 
�S������ �हM ��!�6�, �� �� .� #6� �हM # ���6� - .� 0q4 �'/� �� ]� #6� �हM �G �� 6� - 
%��!� �� #�� �ह �ह�� 4�हE�6� �� %� E�� ��� �� ��4�� 4��ह� �� ��%�F���� $� 
���S���� ��  %� ��! �� ���! �� ह� %� �FR��U� � #�� ��  �(�����. p&'� ह� - �(�� ��. 
p&'� �, �� ह�, �ह ����� �� ��� ह, &�P�� �(�����. �&'� ह� %� �Cc� ��  ��!P �� %!�� ह, 
-  ......(�
���)  # 2qV� ��� �� ���+ �हM �� , %��  #�� ��'��� ह, - ��� # �ह� 
��� �� ���+� �हM ���� ह�, # ��(+  ������� ���� ह�, �� �� #�� �ह�� 4�ह�� हE� �� %��� 
�C���� #�� ह� ह�6�- ह� ������� �हM ���� ह�- #�� ह�  �हM �C!��� �(� �� ह� %� ��! 
�� ���+� ���� ह� - ह� %�  ��! �� �ह� �हM ����� ह� �(� �� ह� %� ��! �� ���+� ���� ह�, 
&�P�� ह� ������� �  �.3.�� �हM ���� ह�- ह� F����. �(�����. �&'� �  �.3.�� ���� ह�- 
QR�.�� - 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� (#R� >��') : 0���o�/ ��, 2�C+� g�ह �� ��%�F����� ��  
�!� �� ��! !� �� #� ह� ��, 0��� ���+� ���� हE� $� 0���  ��� ह� ��� ��, 0��� �हC� ह� 
%m�� ���� हE�, &�P�� 1991 � , �� �� !�� ��� �  ��, �� .� �4. #�.��. ����=�� �� - �� .� 
��%�F����� ��  �हC� ���� �� �� - !���� #� �C�� 2(��� ��  ��� ��!�� ; �ह� ह, , &�P �� 
0q4 R����!� ��  %!,.� ���� ��4 ��  Z���, ��%�F����� �� �'/� ��  ���� �  %��� =[� 
����,&'� ����� �� ��!� ह�- 0� 0q4 R����!� ��  �����&'� �� �� , �हR�C=��� �  
��%�F����� ��  �!� &�� ���� ह,, #���� ��  56 .WX 34�� �� , #� ���z�� .�!P �� #�� 
��!� ह,, �(� �� ��� #��, �C`=� #�� - #� T� 2�C+� g�ह �� �� �� �ह� EV�� 4�ह�� हE� ��  
�हR�C=��� �  #���� ��  ��� ������ 35 >��'� �C�!��� =���� �� - 25 �� � 6.�+� � ��  
�Fd� �  �� - 0���  ��� #� �� ह� !�6 ����� ह� �� .� �� � �� �F������� ��  z�m�C��� #� 
�हR�C=��� �  �हM ह,- #� ��C�� '� �  !� !  $� �Fd� �  ��� 6� �� .� �� � �� �हM ह, - 
�हR�C=��� �  ���� m���� हC�E �� ���z�� �� �ह� ह,- ���z�� ��  `! �  ह� !�6 ��� ���� ह�   �� 
�F������� �� &�� ��!� ह, $� &�� �हM ��!� ह,- #�� >��' �� �&��! ह�, 1995 �  �� 
4Rn���E ����C  ��ह� 4�( ����=�� ���, 0��� ह!� #�� >��' �  ��(+  29 %������g�6 �F!�� 
�� ����  �� ��(+  �� %������g�6 �F!�� �F������� ��  �!� �� - 0���  9 ��! ��  E�� '�����! 
�  238 %������g�6 �F!��� �  �� 31 �F!�� ���� �� ��� हC# - �� p�� %��!� ��!�� हE� &�P�� 
��� `!� �� ���� 2qV� �ह�� ह, �� 0��� ��4 �� 2qV� �ह�� ह,- # �ह�� �,1�  ह� $� `! 
���� ह� - !����  �CDह��� ���� �  #� �� '� ह,- #� �C�!���P �� ���z�� �� ��=� ���� ह,- 
!���� ����� ��=� �हM ���� 0���  ����� �  ��.��.�. �� हC�E �� �  ����� �F!�� �� 
���'� ��!� ह,, .ह ह� !�6 ����� ह� - #� �ह�� �C�!� ���ह� ��'� �� �,1�  ह� - �� #� 0��� 
�Q�* ���� हE� �� 0���  ����� �  �F!���� ��  �!� ��%�F���� ��  �!� �� ��� हC# ह, .ह 
�हR�C=��� �  2R� ���� हC�E �� �  �हM हC# ह,- �C�C�� #Q� >��' �  �हM �Ic� �3��� �  �� ��� 
हC# ह,, 0� ����Q �  .ह�� ��  4�( ����=�� ��ह� ��!� ह� - ����� %��� ,�� ���� ह,, ��� ह� 
!�6P �� %��� ,�� �हM ��!� ह,, &�P�� ���� ��( ह,- # �F%� �� �� ��%� ��� �ह� ह�, 
�E��� ��%� �हM ��� �ह� ह� - #� ��%� ��  �� ��%� �  �C�!���P �� * #� �� �हR�C=��� �  
�� ��� हC# ह,, �� .......(�
���) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): That word will be 

expunged. Just one minute. Mr. Basha, there was a word which you uttered. 

You withdraw that word. 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : 2qV� ��� ह,, �� - #� 0��  �C V �� .......(�
���) 

SHRI SHAHID SIDDIQUI: Sir, that stands for wise people. 

*Expunged as ordered by the chair.. 
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3.00 P.M. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN): That word is withdrawn. 
 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : �� �� #���� #* ह, �हR�C=��� �  226 �����! �F!�� ह�, 
0��  �� ��(+  6 �F!�� �C�!���P ��  �!� ह� - ������ 22 �F!�� �uI34��P ��  �!� ह�, ���� ��  
��� ��  �!� ह� - ��, �� %��!� ��! �ह� हE� &�P�� #� %�� �� ��!E� ह� �ह� ह,, #�� �  �� �� 
��R�! �F!�� �C�!���P ��  �!� �हM ह, - #���� ��  ��� #� ����� �� ह,, &�P�� �� 
.......(�
���) �����Y���� ��, �ह �q4�* ह, &�P�� #�� �;.� !6�� ह, , &�P�� #���� 
��  ��� 40 ��! हC�E �� �� ह, #�� - #�� हC�E �� �� .�ह �� #� �C�� ��!�� ; �ह� ह, - �� 
��! ��, ��h �� ह���, �� �� 2�! �� �ह� हE� �� �हR�C=��� ��� ��&�� �� �ह� ह, �� ���6� 
�� �F������� �� ��� !��� $� 0��� ��!�� ���� �� ��� �� !�6P �� ���� ह,, &�P�� #� 
�6,� ��!�� ��  �हR�C=��� ��  (F�,� ���.+ ����� �G� ह� �� # ��! �ह� ह�, .ह 6c( �  ���� 
ह���� �C�!��� ��*, �� ,�� ��� �ह� ह,, #� 0�� ��  ���Y ह� -  
 

(2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) ��D���� ह��) 
 

 # 25 ��! ��  ���.+ ��� �� ���� ���P, ����� ,�� ह,, �� 6c( �� #�� ह, - 
%��!� ��, �ह 4�ह�� हE� �� �F������� ��  ��C�� '� ��  �!� ����� ��� 4Rn���E ����E  ��ह� 
�� ���� ह, $� 0��� ह!� �� ��.��. ������. �� 1983 �  हC�E �� �  #� �� 0� ��� 0RहM ��  
'��� ��  �S��� ���t������ (�%� � ������'� ह!� �(�  �हR�C=��� �  ह���� =��� �� 'C` हC# 
��- ��.��. ������. �� ���� $� 4Rn���E �� .�ह �� #� #R� >��' �  �D�C�! ��%� �हM 
हC� ह� - ��-�� `!� �,1�� ह,, �� `!� �ह� `! ���� ह, .ह �� �� !��� 4!�� ह, - #� �� 
�(� �� ��� ��.��.�. �� ����� ��  �S��� ह���� �E��.?���� ��  �!� �� ��� हC# ह, ��, �� 
!�6 2�� %� ��! �� 0��� ��0�|� �(&� ���� .�!� ह� - %� ��! �� ���0|� �(&� ह� �ह� ह, - ��. 
�C�!� ���ह� ��'� �� ��  ��� �  ���0|�  ��! �� 6* ह�- # ��!�� �� �� ��  - 0RहP�� .���R� 
��  �!� #�� >��' �  %������g�6 ��!�� ���� �� ��� ���� ह, - �ह �q4�* ह� - 0��� ���� ��( 
ह� - !���� %��� ���� �  ��� ह� - �� Vह �E��.?���� !��� ��  #�� ह� - ��, %� Vह 
�E��.?���� �� ��� &�� ह, ? E�� �हR�C=��� �  ...(�
���)... 
 

 2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) : #��  ��!�� �� ��%� �_� ह� 6�� - 
...(�
���)... 

 �� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : ��, �� ��%�F����� �� ��C�� '� ���� ह,, �� 
��%������� �� ��C�� '� ��  �!� %��� `c� ���� �� �`�� �हM ह,  - ��, �� ��"� �� �� �� 
��� EV�� 4�ह�� 
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हE� �� =.�g�6 E! �  �,��� ��  �!� ��%�F����� �� ��!� ��!�� ���� �� ��� ���� ह, �� %��  
��!� �,�� - .ह 0��  �,��6� �� �E��6�, 0��� �� ��!E� �हM ह,- %��  ���'� ���� �� ��� �ह� ह, 
- �� ������ 2�C+� g�ह �� �� EV �ह� हE� �� # %���  �!� �S� –�� (� � �� �ह  ह�? # %� 
��! ��  �V� ��%������� �� ��C�� '� �� =@,�� ���� ��  �!� ����� (� � �� �ह� ह�? #�� 
��!� �,��� �� ���'� �� �� ह, - 4�� ��� .ह �,��6� $� 0���  ��� .ह ��!�� �ह� �हM 4!�6�, 
.ह �(� �E� ����6� - ��%�F����� ��  �q4P �� 2qV� ��!�� ��!�� 4��ह� - ���� #�� 6C����' 
ह, �� # ����  �� ����� (� � # %���  �!� �� �ह� ह�, # ����� ,�� ��%�F����� � �4+ 
���� ��  �!� �,��� ह� ? �, %���  ���� �  �� ��� �ह �ह� हE� �� �ह�� ह���� � @! .&( ��0IR�! 
ह� - � @! .&( ��0IR�! �� ��%������� �� ��C�� '� ��  �!� (� � ���� ���� ह, -6.�+� � 
#( %����� �� 1972 �  %��� z��� ��!�� 'C` हC* �� - #� 32 ��! ह� 6��,  %� 32 ��!P � , 
�हR�C=��� ��  E�� �C�!���P ��  �!� � @! .&( ��0IR�! �� 30 ���; `�� ���� 6�� ह,- �ह 
�� * ह, - #� �� #�� ���� ��( ह�? ...(�
���)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA): I don't think that this is a 

parliamentary word. ...(Interruptions)... Listen to me. ...(Interruptions)... Listen to 

me. Anything 'unparliamentary' will not go on record. The word* is not a parliamentary word. 

Please don't use that word. 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : ��, ह���� ��� �� हC# ह,, .ह� ह� �ह �ह� ह�- ...(�
���)... 

2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) : *2��?!��� @� .�+ ह� - %��!� �ह �����+ �  �हM 
����6� - 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : ��, �हM, �हM * �� ��!� ह,, �� * हC# ह, - ह� !�6 �� * 
��� ह� - ...(�
���)... 

2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) : *�ह� �हM ह, - #�� �ह� �� *���� ह, - 
...(�
���)... whatever he had said, I have said, "If it is 'unparliamentary', it will not go 

on record." 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : ��, * 2�?!��� @� 'd� �हM ह, - ...(�
���)... 

2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) : 1�� ह,, .ह 2��?!��� @� .�+ ह�, �� �����+ �  �हM 
����6� - ...(�
���)...  

*Expunged as ordered by the chair. 
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�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : ��, ����P ��  �!�....- 
 

 2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) : 2qV�, #��  ��!�� �� ��� ���U� ह� 6�� ह,- 
...(�
���)... 
 

 �� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : �� 0��� ��!�� �हM ��!� ह,, �� .� �� ����P �� 
��( 6�� ह� - ...(��� �� घ���)... ����P �  �q4� %��!� 6�� ह�, &�P�� 0Rह  ��!�� ह� �हM �� 
6* ह, - �� ��.��'� �� �� �C������� ���� हE� �� #� 0RहP�� ह���� �D�C����  ��  �!� ��=�� 
��!� ह,- 0RहM ����P �  ��. �C�!� ���ह� ��'� �� �� 2qV� ��हS! ����� ह, - 0��  
����<%��'� ���� ह,....- 
 

 2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) : Excuse me. �� ���� - �� ���� - # �C��� 
ह� �हM ह,- ...(�
���)... if you don't listen to me, nothing will go on record. 

...(Interruptions)... Why don't you listen to me? ...(Interruptions)... Please bear with me. I 

want to clarify that* is an unparliamentary word. Anyway, you complete it now. This is the 

last sentence; you please complete it. 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ����  : ��, ��! �!� ह,, �� �C V �� ह� ��! ���� ह� - ...(�
���)... 
 

 2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) : # �C V �� ��! ���� ह�, !���� �?!��� � �  
�हM ��! ���� ह� - 26� ��! 6�, �� �����+ �  �हM ����6� - ...(�
���)... 
 

 �� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : ��, ह� 56 ��! �� �� �ह� ह�, %��!� #� ह�  �;�� 
�� ����!�� �� - 4�ह� * �� ह� �� !�6 हC�E �� �  #�� ह� - !���� �� m���� ��� 4!�� .�!� �हM ह,- 
ह��� #��� �� ��!E� ह, �� �S� �� ����� � , ��RहP�� ����� ��� ���� ह, - �� =��� 4!��� ह,, 
.� �C�!���P ��  ��+ �� ����� ह� - ...(�� �� घ�%�)... !�6P �� &�� ��+ ह�, �� 0���  ��+ �� 
�हM ����� ह� - %��� हC�E �� m���� ��� 4!�� .�!� �हM ह,- 

 2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) : 2qV�, 2� # �_� ����� - 

 �� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : ��, #� �C�!���P ��  �!� ...(�
���)... ��, 
�हR�C=��� �  ह� �हM, E�� .c�+ ��  2��� �हM �� ��%�F����� ��  �!� ...(�
���)... 

 2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) :  �S!��� ]�,�Cc!�ह ��� #��� 2� # 
���!� - ...(�
���)...  

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� :  0���  >�z�� ��  �!�.... 

*Expunged as ordered by the Chair. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA): No; you can't continue like 
this. You have taken double the time. ...(Interruptions)... This is not fair. Nothing will 
go on record.* 2��?!��� @� .�+ ह�- ...(�
���)... 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : * 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA): Now, nothing will go on 

record. 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ����  : ** 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA): Nothing will go on record if you 

insist on speaking like this. 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ����  : ** 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA): I am telling you that you have 

taken double the time. Nothing will go on record. 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ����  : ** 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA): No, please stop him. He must 
learn the manners. ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ����  : ** 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA): Nothing is going on record 

now. Mr. Azmi. 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ����  : ** 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY(Andhra Pradesh): Sir, he has concluded. 
...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA): It is my ruling. My ruling is 

final. I do not want him to continue. 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ����  : ** 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : ��, �� 2��!�� �� ��D�� ��! �ह� ह�- # 0��� ��!�� �हM 
�� �ह� ह�- ...(�
���)... �� V��� ��h �� ��=� ह� - ��%�F���� �� ��D�� ह�, 0��� 

*Expunged as ordered by the chair.  
**Not recorded. 
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��!�� ����� - ...(�
���)... �ह &�� ह�? #�R� '�< �� ��!� �� �� ���� �� ��� �S �,� ; 
ह��� ह, - �� 2��!�� �� ���� ��! �ह� ह, �� 0�� ��� ���� ���� ह, - ...(�
���)... 
 

 �� ����� ��
� : &�� ����� ह, 2��!�� �� #.�� ? ...(�
���)... 
 

 �� ���ह  ��=J�� :  2��!�� �� #.�� ��� �� ���� ह, - ...(�
���)... 
 

 2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) : �S!��� $���Cc!�ह ��� #��� - 
  

  †�M	��� O�& �$�ह *�� 1!�� : ��ह��� .�%� 4������ ��ह�, 2��!�� �� 
#.�� %�'�-2c!�ह ��� �हM ���6� , 0��� ��Q� ����! �ह ह, �� �C�ह �� !��� '�� �� 
���� m���� 2��!�� ��  �C��%��� 2ह!C.��!�� ��ह� %� ह�0� �  ��!�� ह� - %��!� 2��!�� 
�� #.�� �हM ���� .�!� ह,, ���(u ��ह� - 
 

ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈ""""ňά ¬ Ń ÑźΊ ŀΈňά ¬ Ń ÑźΊ ŀΈňά ¬ Ń ÑźΊ ŀΈňά ¬ Ń ÑźΊ ŀΈ " " " " : Ś₧΅ θ ¢ Å ĶŪΫ ¢  ± ¢ Ä ¡ А Ĺźŵ΄ ¢ ÞķǾ Ķ¯ ‹Έ źǽ Ňέ ¢ Ä Á →ŧΈ
  Í ŀŷΏ ĶŶΉ  ╒ Ĺźŵ΄ ¢ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ±  śˆ  ķˆ őƒ Á Ķˇ  Ńųź·  śˆ  ľŠ¯ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ À ĶŤΈ ŚΊ ŀźˆ А ³ ¢ ÞБ  śΒ  ¬ ›ω

Ô ĶΌ ³ ¢ ķǾ Ķ¯ Ñź· ¢ Ä ŗŵΌ ¢ø śŻΕ ̄   Ńų  śΒ  Þ ι ν ¢ Ä  śŷΒ ¬ ›ω Ś₧΅  ± ¢ Ä ¡ А Ĺźŵ΄ ¢  śŻ· ³ ¢ ø›Ό  śŢ· ŗΦ ›Έ ³  
2����T( (�� ���'4 ��:<'� �) : 2qV� # %Q� ��ह� - 

  †�M	��� O�& �$�ह *�� 1!�� : ��, �,'�! ���'� ��%�F���� ��C�� '�! 
%�=����E'� ��!, 2004 %� .k 2� ह�0� �  ����-�ह� ह,- �� .��� –�- ��!��, ���� 2�C+� 
g�ह ��ह� �� 2�� ��6� �����P �� ��( �� �ह �C���� ��� 01��� � �C������� �� �ह� हE� 
%� ��! �� �s� �`�� �� - �ह ��! �हR�C=��� ��  ����R�� !�6P �� ��!�� ��  हC�E! ��  �!� 
��=�� ह�.�� ���6� $� 2�! ���� �� ��( �Cc� �� �हC� �;� 2������� #���� ��, 
����� %A�(�� �� 2��!��� #���� �ह�� –�ह��  !�6 ���� �हM ह,, !� ���6�- ��!�� ��  
�,��� �  ���� �� �D�C���� �� �V;�� ��(+  0���  �V;�� �� 2!��� �हM ह��� ह, �Ic� .ह 
��� ���� �  �ह�� ह,, ��� �Cc� �  �ह�� ह, , ��� ��हS! �  �ह�� ह, $� ��� #��-ह.� �  
�ह�� ह,, �� ���� �� ���� 4��  0��� �C����� ह��� ह, ���� �� �Cc� �� #.�� 26� G�-�!�� 
ह, �� .ह �Cc� ��!���  ���P �� �C������ � E�� �C���� �  2�� %m�� ��� हC# ���� ���� 
ह, - ���� �� ��s� �� '�� 26� ह��-��� ह, $� 0�� ��s� �� ��* '�� �E� �ह� ह� �� 
��!�, 4�� �� ���=� %� ��� �� �(u �  �ह�� ह, �� ��s� �� �E��E��� �� ���� p���� 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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�� ����� ��  �!� ��<� � ह��  ��� ��� ]� !�6 0� ��s� �� �E��E��� �� ह� p���� �� हC=�-
�-��� �� ���  - ह���� �हR�C=��� �� 4�� �� ह,���� ���� ह,- ��� ��� �� ह���� �C�C6X �� 
�ह� �� , ह���� #� ��  ������ !��� �ह�� ह�, #�� .�!� �S� �� ,�� .�!� �=!  �ह�� �ह 6� 
�हR�C=��� �Cs��!( �c4� �� �Cc� ह,, �Cs��!( ��=����� �Cc� ह,, �Cs��!( �ह���P �� 
�Cc� ह,, �Cs��!( #=��]� $� 2���P �� �Cc� ह,, %� �Cc� �� 2�����  �  ���� �� �� 
�'+� �C���� ����� ह,, %��� ��* �.�� �C���� ��  ����  �Cc� �� #� �� ������ p���� �� 
���� �� ह,���� �हM ह,- “���� �ह�� �� 2qV�, �हR����� ह����-” ����� �� �ह� �� $� ��0 
%���! �� �ह� ��, ��c�C ! �4 �ह� ��- 0RहP�� ��(+  '�� �हM G� ��, ��(+  ��.�� �हM �ह� �� 
�Ic� ���� �C���� ��  Q�+-��+, �� ���� �C���� ��  �Cc�P �  �हM �� ����, .� �हR��=�� �  �� ���� 
ह� - ���� �C���� �� �ह��� , �� ���� �� �Cc� �� 2���� ]� Q��ह� ��  �S� � �हM ��� ����, 
�हR�C=��� �  .� ��� ���� ह, %���!� �हR�C=��� �  �ह�� .�!� ह� ����  ��  ���� �� �हR�C=��� �� 
�C���%�6� ���� �� E��-E�� ह� ह���! ह��� 4��ह� $� ह�  �C'� ह� �� ���� �Cc� ��  %���(-
�.�, ���E�� हC&����P �� �Cc� �� �=�E� ���� .k �हR�C=��� �  �ह &!��� �� ���� �� �� %� 
��' �  Q�+-��+ �� �C����� �, ���-������� �� �C����� �, /�� ���� ��  �!� ���� �� 
�S�� �हM ���� ���6�- �� �� �हR�C=���� ह,, .ह �हR�C=��� �� ��%m�� 'ह�� ह� - �हR�C=��� �� 
�=�E� 0�� ��R�6� ��  ह� ��; � �ह�C��* �� �E� ���� ह� ]� ह���� �Cc� ��  ���E�-.-�=�E� �� 
����� �� ����( �� ��� �� हP6�, �6�.... 
 

  “���� �हM ह, �} �� `��� ��� �6,�, 
  ��� 0��� ������ ��6�हP �� ; 6�� -” 
 

 �� ��� �`� �ह�� ;�6� �� #� minorities ��  ����! � �� �C V ��4� �� �ह� 
ह,, ���� �� �ह� ह,, ���� ��ह �� 0� ��( ��  !�6P �� ��( �� �� �ह���� # �ह� ह,, ���z�� 
�� �� !�6 �C��!(� ���� ह�, 0��� ��( �� �� �ह���� # �ह� ह,, �E.�.�. �  �� !�6 ह�, 
%��� ��( �� �� �ह���� # �ह� ह,, !���� 26� %� �Cc� �  minorities damaged हC* ह�, 26� 
minority ��  !�6 ��!�� �  �V;� ह�, 26� minorities ��  !�6 #?�� p���� �� ��`ह $� 
�s�� हC� ह�, �� ���� �� ��h ��  a� %� %!��� �� #*� ���� ����� �� �q4�*�P �� 
��6�ह 4C���� ��  �C�����( ह�  - 26� %� �Cc� �� minority .��* #���� –�-gह� ��  ��� 2� 
�� 2�� !�� �� >�IU� �� �हM हC �4� ह� , 26� ��!��� p���� �� �ह 6��� हC* ह,, 26� 
�#'� p���� �� �ह ��`� $� ����� हC* ह� �� %� �Cc� ��  �Cs��!( �E�P �  $� � �� �  
���� � ���� ideology ��  ����� .�!� �� हC�E ��  �ह� ह� - ���� �� ��h �� %���  �!� 
��D����� ���� ����, �� ����� हE� �� ����� �� �q4�%�P �� ��6�� ह, - ���� �� 
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���� �?���� ��D����� ह� 26� .��* %� ��' ��  !�6P ��  ह� �c� हC� ह� $� ����� �c� हC� ह�, 
����  minority �हC� �V� �ह 6* ह, �� %���  �!� ��* �� ��h ��D����� �हM ह,- 2��-2� 
����(P ��  C! ���Q�� ��  ���� 26� !�6 2��-2�� '��� $� >'��� ��  �S� �� 0� ������� 
� '?�R�� हP, �� m���� ��ह�� ह�6�, ����� .�ह �� minority  #� %��� �V� �ह 6* ह� - #� 
��� !�6P ��  ��!�-����6 �  ���E�ह� �S� � minor tires ��  �!� ह���h ��, U��� ��, �� 
��6� 0�!� ह� - ह� 0� 0�!�� हC� ��6� �� =.�6� ���� हC� �ह �ह�� 4�ह 6� �� %� 4�� �� 
������ ����C� �  ����� हC� ����4�-�-2�(�! � ����� ���, �Ic� ��ह��� *������� ��  
���, �� ��! #�� ह�, %���  %�IU!� ��'� �� ��ह  ह�.�� �� ���� ]� ���'� �� �� 
2Is������ ��� 6� ह�, �� 0��� �C������� .���-�-��!�� ��ह� �� ���� 4�हE�6� �6� ���'� 
��  �� �� 2Is������ �हM ह, $� � ह��� �� '&! �  �ह ��!��� >�z�� �(� ����� �� ����� 
�ह ���6�, ���� 6C����' ह, �� 0� 2Is������ �� ��( �� ��6�ह-�-�.m�ह (����� ���'� 
%��� �.�(C ! ह��� 4��ह� �� �� �� %�IU!� ��'� ��  �!� 0��� s.��ह'�� #��  ����� #��, 
0� s.���ह'�� �� 2�!� ���� ह���� ��� ���� Minorities ��  �!� ��'� �C=����!  �� ��ह  
%c� ��  �,��� �  ह�.�� ह� ��  .��� %��� ह!� �� ��6� ���'R� #� ह�- 0� ���'R� ��  ह�! 
�� ���  6� ह� - 0��� ����� �हM, �Ic� ����! ���''P ��  ��.�E� #� �� �?!��� � ��  
���� 0� ���'�P ��  a� ��* ���+.�ह� हC* ह�6� �C V �, �6� ��C�� '� ��  ���!� �  .� ��6� 
���!� �  �हC� ���� ���'� %��� ह!� �� ��� �� - Minorities ��  �#'� ���'� � �� �हC� 
���'� ��� $� 0� ���'R� �� �� 0�� ��ह #� �� 6�+ 4�� �ह� ह,- 
 

(�� 2�������  ��D���� ह��) 
 

 ���� 6C����' �ह ह, �� ���!� %��� ��( $� '(�( ह��� 4��ह� , ��� ����-.-
2�!�� ��  ��� �ह ���'� #�� ह� , ���� 6C����' ह, �� %� ��! �� � ��(+  �� ���� ���, 
�Ic� ��!��� p���� �� Minorities  ��  �!� ह� .ह �CI3�! ��ह #��� �� ��� �����  ���� �� 
!�6 �� �Cc� �� �Cs� Q��� ��  ��� 4! ���  - 1947 �� ��� !�6P ��  4!�� ��  �m��� ह�, 0���  
�m��� #� �� '��+R��-�-����� �हM ह� ��� - ���� Minorities ��  2��� �ह �!��ह�� �S�E� 
ह�  Minorities ��  2��� �ह �C l.� $� ���� �S�E� ह�, 2�� ��' ��  ��� .(����� �� .ह �m�� 
�S�E� ह� �� ����� �� � !�6P �� Minorities ��  �,���  –2�! �  0���� 6��, 0RहP�� �हC� 2qV� 
��� ����  ���!��� ह�, 4�ह� .ह ��. 2d�C! �!�� �,�� �;� 'Is��� ह�, 4�ह� ��! ��  �,��� �� 
'Is��� ह�, 4�ह� ��!�� ��  �,��� �� 'Is��� ह�, ��* �� p�� �,��� �हM ह,, ��� �,��� �  
Minorities ��  !�6P �� 26� ��=� ���� ��  �!� 0���� 6�� ह, �� Minorities ��  !�6P �� �Cc� �� 
'?�R�� ���� ह� - �Cc� �� ��� Minorities ��  !�6P �� �������� �� ह� ��ह, �Cc� ��  
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#���� �� ह!� �� a� 4� ���� ��, �Cc� �� #���� ��  ��� �� a4�� ���� �� �m �� ���� ह�- %��!� 
���� 6C����' ह, �� # %� ��! �� �� ����� $� %��  �� ������� ह,, 0� �����P �� �_� ���� 
हC�, �C=����! �� ��( Minorities �� �� 2qV� ��ह �����, ����� 0��� हS�!� �C!�� ह�6�, 
����� �Cc� �  �� 2qV� ,6�� ���6� , 2qV� message ���6�- %��� ������� �� a� 01�� 
%�IU!� � ���� ��� , �हC�-�हC� 'C�u�� - 

 ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢  ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈ : œſ ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ŕŪδŶΟ œŷŪδΉ Þ Ńˆ2004 Ļя  ŃΎ ± ›Έ ³Ô ĶΌ  Ń ¢ Ĺ΄ Ä ³ ¢ 
  Ń  śΉ  Ķ₤ ¢ Á ŀ΄ ½ ̄  ĶŠΈ ÑΎ  śˆ  ª Ń˙  ╒ Ã ŗδ₣ Ķˆ  ŃŴΎ ¬  śŷΓ ¢  ŗ΅ ķǾ Ķ¯ ŘŴŷˆ ŕǼ ̄  ¢ £ ĶŷǼ ÞŔźŵůΨ  ŃΎ ± Ä ›Έ ø ι

ſ ³ ¢ øÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄   Í ¬  ¬ ĶŠ΅ ̄  ĶŠΈ  ╒ À ŗūǾ  ╒ ŔźŵůΨ А Ã ŗΆ ŗ· Ç ŀΉ ĶŶũΧ  ╒ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ œſ ÑΎ øŚ₣ ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘ Ĺ‚ А œ
 Ê ¬ Ķſ ¡ Дźŵ΄ ¢  śˆ  ¼ ĶűΨ ¢  ŗ΅ Ňά Þ ŗ΅ Ê ¬ Ķſ ¡ ДΎ ↔΅ ¢ Ê ńſ Ĺυ А őŵΈ » Ń˙ А  ŀūŲΈ œ¯ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ĶΡ  Í Ń΅  ̄  ¢ ŗŶΌ ÑŢˆ ¢ ̄   śŻ·

  ĶΟ ЕΉ ŗδŶΟ Śⁿ Śũ΅ ›Έ Â ¢ ŀźΈ  ╒ ŔźŵůΨ ø ĶΡ  śΏ  ĶǼ  ╔ Þ›Ό ›ω  śŢų₣ ¿ ŗ·  śŢΛ΅  śŢΛ΅  śΉ  ńŹѓ  ╒ ³ ¢ » Ń¯  ĶΉ ńŹѓ
 Þ ι  ĶŢΌ ̄  ›Έ À ŗǾ ĶΈ ŇǼ Þ ι  ĶŢΌ ̄  ›Έ őŵΈ ŇǼ Þ ι  ĶŢΌ ̄  ›Έ ¨ ĶŶˆ ŇǼ Ç Ä Ñųŵſ Þ ι Ѓ ŗΌ ›ω ĹΈ ύ˜ А
 ŚΊ ń  ŃΆ ¢ Á ¢ ŗ˜ А őŵΈ Śⁿ Śũ΅ ø›Ό Ѓ ŗΌ  Ńǻ ĶŢΈ  śˆ  ³ ¢ ŖΎ ≡ǽ Ê ̄  Ķˆ А Ê ̄  Ķˆ ÑΎ Þ ι  ĶŢΌ ̄  ›Έ  ¢ ŗΌ  Ä £ ¡ ŇǼ  ̄  Ä ¢

ŷſ А Ã Ä ̄  ŀ΄ ŚŶźŵůΨ őŵΈ Ç Ä  ŗΨ  ι ŚŹų· А Ĺǿ ̄  ¬ Śⁿ Śũ΅ ø ι  ĶŢŹ΅ ̄  Á ĶŲΈ  ¢ ŗΌ  ¢ Ńⁿ ¥ Ņ˜  Ķŷ ¢ ›Έ  ĶźΉ ¬ Ê ̄  ŗΧ  Ń  ¬ Ķź
 ›Έ  Ńų А ¥ Ķſ ³ ¢ Ĺˆ Ń Ńˆ  ĶΟ ŕŶǽ ν ĶΈ  ŗΨ  ι ŚΌ ̄  Ř΅ ŗˆ « Ķˇ Ј ŗ΅ А Ĺǿ ̄  ¬ Śˆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ι Ê Ńⁿ Ê ŃΌ  ŃΆ ¢ « Ķˇ

¿ ŗ·  ̄  Ä ¢  śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ ¬  śΉ  ŗΌ ÑΉ  ¬ Ķſ Ńſ  śŻ·  ╒  śŷŹųΎ ¬  śˆ   ̄  ĶŠŢ˜ ¢ Śũ΅  ŗ΅ Ѓ ̄  ŗūΦ ŗǿ А Ĺǿ ̄  ¬ Ñ΅  ι  ĶŢΌ ̄ А Ĺǿ ̄  ¬ ³ ¢ 
  ŗ΅ ¥ Ķſ ŇǼ ø ι  ĶŢŹ΅ ̄  ĹźŤźǾ А ŕŶǽ őΎ ¢ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ ø›ŹųΎ ¬  śˆ   ŃŮΫ ŕũǾ  śˆ   ̄  ĶŠŢ˜ ¢  ŃΌ  ŗ΅ Ѓ ̄  ŗūΦ ŗǿ
 ›ŵũΫ ν ¢ Ä  śΉ  ŗΌ  ¢ ŀź А  ̄  Ä ¬  ╔ ¢ Ä  śΉ  ¡ Þ›Ό  śŢΛ΅  ̄  Łź·  ̄  ¢ ŀŹťŶˆ  ╒ ¨ ¡  ŗ΅ ¥ Ķſ ŇǼ Þ Ķ₣  ĶŸ΅  śΉ  Ã ŗΆ ̄  Ņſ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ

ŨΈ Þ ι őŵΈ  ĶΟ  ŃŦŵ΅ ŏŵŢŨΈ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ øБ ›Ό ̄  ДŸ΅ Þ ι őŵΈ  ĶΟ Ã ŗήΎ łχ ŏŵŢŨΈ Þ ι őŵΈ  ĶΟ  ̄  ĶΞũγˆ ŏŵŢ
 Ј ŗ΅  ĶΟ ³ ¢ Þ ι ДŹųΎ ¬  ĶźΉ ¬ ŕˇ ̄  ¬  ŗǼ  ĶΟ  ĶŢųΎ ¢ ›Έ  ĶŢųźΉ ¢ А őŵΈ ³ ¢ ø ι őŵΈ  ĶΟ Ã Ä ŀźŲ˜  ̄  Ä ¢ ÃÔ Ķ℅ˆ ¡ ŏŵŢŨΈ

 Þ ι ›ω ĹźŤźǾ А  śŷŹųΎ ¬  śˆ   ̄  ĶŠŢ˜ ¢ Śỳ ̄  Ķƒ őƒ ¨ ¡  ŗ΅ őŵΈ Śũ΅  ╒  ĶźΉ ¬ £ ¢ ŗǼ" Þ ĶŹǽ ¢  śˆ  Ã ĶŸǼ  Í ̄  Ķˆ
 ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ Ã ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ"øø Ķ₣  ĶŸ΅ ъ œΞ· Ķſ Þ Ķ₣  ĶŸ΅  śΉ  À ĶŠ΄ ¢  ↓΅ ¢ ڈ  ̄  Ä ¢  Ķ₣  ĶŸ΅ Śⁿ  śΉ  ŇǼ   

  
  

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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 Ê ¬ ̄  Ķˆ  ŗǼ ÞÁ Ń΅ Á ŃΊ ¬  ╒ Ê ĶΉ ¬ Ê ̄  Ķˆ Ñųŵſ ÞŚ₣ ŚŸ΅ ›ω  ĶŢΎ ŗ΅ » Ń¯ Þ Ķ₣  ĶΊ ń ›ω  Ńůˇ » Ń¯  śΉ  Ã ŗω ¢
 ›ω ›Έ Ã ŗųŵΈ  ╒  ĶźΉ ¬ ŇǼ Þ›ŠΎ łχ  ╒  ĶźΉ ¬ Ê ̄  Ķˆ Þ›Ό  śƒ  ĶǼ  śΏ  Ķ ›Έ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ Ç Ä Þ śƒ  ĶǼ  śΏ  Ķ

 Śˆ ¢ ø›Ό Ѓ ĶǼ Ј Ķ Ç Ä ›Έ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ ÞЃ ĶǼ Ј Ķ ›ω ›Έ ¤ Ä ̄   ╒  ŃΌ Ä ŃΊ ¬  ̄  Ä ¢ ĹΉ ĶΈ ¢ ›Έ őŵΈ őΎ ¢ Śũ΅
 œ¯ ĶǾ ŐǾ  ¢ ̄  ŗΧ  ¢ ̄  ŗΧ  ĶΟ  śΉ  Ń΅ Б ŀŷΏ ĶŶΉ А Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ  ŗ΅ ¨ ĶŶˆ  ╒  śŲΘ˙  ŃΌ  ╔ ¢ Ä  śŷΕ ̄  ›Έ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ  śŻ·

 ŗΌ  ̄  ŗΰˆ ¬  ĶΟ őŵΈ  śΉ  Ã ŗΫ ¢ ŃŶΞǾ І ŗΫ Ķ΄ Þ ̄  Ä Ń » ĶūΫ ¢  ╒ őŵΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ Ñ΅  ι Śˇ ŗǿ ›ŶΌ  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ
 Þ Ń  ¬ Ķźŷſ А Ê ̄  ¬ ¢ Ńſ ¥ ¢ ® Þ Ń  ¬ Ķźŷſ А Á Ń΅ Á ŃΊ ¬ ›Έ ňά ¬ ³ ¢ Ñ΅  Ķ₣  ĶΎ ¬  Ń΅  źŵ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ Ĺ΄ Ä  śŢ∆ ¬

 ι І ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ Śⁿ  ŗǼ ø ĶΡ  śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ ¬ ›ω ō΄ ŗΈ Ŕ΅ Śũ΅  śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  Ń΅ ¥ ĶšŪų ¥ Ņ˜ Ķſ  ĶΟ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ Ç Ä Þ
 ³ ¢  ̄  ŗΰˆ ¬  ĶΟ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ  ̄  Ä ¢  ι  ĶŢΎ ¬  ̄  ŗΫ  ĶΟ Ј ┬Ό ̄   Ń  ° ŗΈ  ŃΌ  ╒ Б ŀΉ ±  śˆ  ¢  ̄  ŗΰˆ ¬  ĶΟ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ ø ι Ê ŃŸˇ

ø Ķƒ Ń΅ ›ω  ± ¢ ŀΉ ¢  ŃŮΫ ª Ń˙ Śũ΅  ŗ΅ І ĶũΫ ¢ ¼ ŗŲǾ  ╒  
ø ŃŴΈ ÞБ ŗΌ Ŕ΅  śΏ  ĶǼ А ŏά ŃůΨ Śⁿ ЗŢǼ А  ̄  ŗΰˆ ¬  Ä Â ŗΫ Ķ΄  ╒ őŵΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ Þ Ńˆ  

  ←¯  ι ›ω Дŷſ ↨ŰΦ  śŻ΅ Ĺūǿ ̄   ŗ΅  
 ĶźΆ  ń  śˆ  Ã ŗΌ ĶΠΉ  ̄  ¢ Ń΄  śΒ  А Â ¢ Á ĶΟ  

 Þ ι  ĶΌ ̄   ĶǼ  ĶŹťŶˆ  ι  ĶΌ ̄   ĶǼ  Ķǽ ŗˆ ŘŦ΅  ŗǼ  Ń œΏ ĶũΈ  ╒  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ¨ ¡ Ñ΅ Б  Í ń ЗŸ΅  ̄  Ä Ń˘ ¥ Ķſ őΎ ¢
 ¿ ŗ·  ŗǼ А Ňά ŃŴΉ ĶΟ Þ ι ŚΌ ̄  ¡ ĹΎ ĶŶǾ Śⁿ  śˆ  » Ń˙ А Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ╒ » Ń˙ ³ ¢  śˆ  ª Ń˙ Śũ΅ ÑΉ Śũ΅

ⁿ  śˆ  » Ń˙ А Â ¢ Þ›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ Ĺű· ĶŨΈ  śˆ  » Ń˙ А Â ¢ Þ›Ό ¿ ŗ·  ŗǼ ›Έ  Í ¢ Ђ  ŗά Þ ι ŚΌ ̄  ¡ ĹΎ ĶŶǾ Ś
Śⁿ  
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 ›Έ őŵΈ ³ ¢  ŃΆ ¢ ŕųź· Þ ι ŚΌ ̄  ¡ ĹΎ ĶΈminority damage ŔźŵůΨ ¿ ŗ·  ╒ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  ŃΆ ¢ Þ ι Ј ŗΌ 
Ό  śΏ  ŗΌ ŚŶǿ ±  ̄  Ä ¢ ª Ä ŃťΈ  śˆ   ̄  ĶŠŢ˜ ¢ ő₣ ̄  ¡ ¿ ŗ·  ╒  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  ŃΆ ¢ Þ›Ό  Í ńŹѓ ›Έ őΎ ¢ Śũ΅  ŗΨ Þ›

 А őŵΈ ³ ¢  ŃΆ ¢ ø ι » ¬ ¢ →Έ  ╒  śΉ  ¢ Ńǽ Ç ĶΠΉ  śˆ  Ã ŗδΏ Ķ‘ А з ̄  Ķƒ  ĶΉ Ń΅  ŀΏ Ķ˜  ŗ΅ Á ¢ Ņ· ¢ ³ ¢  Ń Ä ¢  ╒ Є ̄  Ķ
  śˆ   ̄  ĶŠŢ˜ ¢ ŚŶźŵůΨ  ŃΆ ¢ Þ ι ŚŦŷφ ›ω őƒ Д ¢ Ń А  śŪų·  śŷΓ ¢ őƒ £ ¢  ŀůΦ  ╒  ŀŷΌ Å ¬ ¢ ± ¡ Śů΄ ¢ Ä Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ

 ̄  Ä ¢ ª Ä ŃťΈ ÑΎ  śˆ   ̄  ĶŠŢ˜ ¢ Śˇ ĶůΈ  ŃΆ ¢ Þ ι Ј ŗΌ ¥ ̄  Ķ˝ ÑΎ ŏŵŢŨΈ  ╒ őŵΈ ³ ¢  ŗΨ  ι Ј ŗΌ  ̄  Ä ŅŶΟ 
 Є ̄  Ķ őΎ ¢ Śũ΅ ø›Ό ŚΌ ̄  ›ŢΈ ŗųǾ А Ã ŗ· ¢ Ä  śŷΉ ĶΈ  ╒ Ћ ŗ· ĶΎ ŁźΏ ¡ Śũ΅ ÑΉ Śũ΅ ›Έ  ↓ŷźˆ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Έ Ã ŗΦ ŗ¯
 Ê ̄  Ķˆ А Ê ̄  Ķˆ ø ι  ĶŷΆ Ķⁿ  śˆ  Ã ŗδΏ Ķ‘ А з ̄  Ķƒ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢŹťŶˆ ›Έ Þ ĶŷΎ ¬  ̄  ¢ Ń΄  ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ®  śŻ·  ╒ ³ ¢  ŗ΅

 ³ ¢ Śů΄ ¢ Ä  ŃΆ ¢ ›Ό  ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® Ã ĶźǺ ̄  Ķ Þ›Ό  śΏ  ŗΌ ķŵ¯  ĶŷźŲά  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  śΏ  ŗΌ ķŵ¯ ŐǾ  ╒ Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ╒ ňά ¬
 З ¢ З ¢ ø ι ›ω  ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® Є ̄  Ķ őΎ ¢ Ј ŗ΅  śŻ·  ╒ ³ ¢  ŗΨ  ι ЙΆ Ç ̄   śŹΝź Ĺυ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ›Έ ŇǼ
  Ń Ã ŗδſ ¢ Ńǿ Â ¢ А  ̄  Ä ¬  ╒ ŕˆ Ķˇ Ń  ̄  Ä ¢ ŕˆ Ķˇ  śŷΓ ¢  śŷΓ ¢ ¿ ŗ·  ŃΆ ¢  śΏ  Ķэ  ╒  śŷΊ ŀΉ Ķſ œ  ╒ Ã ŗűά ŃůΨ

Ç ¬ ĶΎ ±  ŗΨ ÞÃ ŗΌ Ç ŀŷΈ Ńˇ  ╒ Ã ŗΆ ŗ· Ś₧ˆ ¨ ¡ ø ι ЙΆ Ç ̄   śŹΝź Зƒ ¢ ¨ ¡ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  śˆ  ÑǼ Ä А ŇǼ Þ ĶΡ ŗΌ  →υ 
  śŢŵſ ¢ ³ ¢ ŔΌ ø ι  ύſ ¢  ŃΆ Ķˆ őΎ ¢ Þ ĶΟ  ̄  Ķź Þ ĶΟ Ê ¬ ̄  ŀŶΌ  śŻ·  ╒  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  Ń  ̄  ŗ˙ œſ ŗΈ Ķˆ ›Έ º ĶΈ ¬  Ä À ¬

Ώ  ŗΌ  śŢŹųΎ ¬ ›Έ  Ń˚ Ķŷƒ Śˆ Ķźˆ  ŗ΅  ≡ǽ ³ ¢ Ñ΅  ╓ ›Ό Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ  śΏ  ŗΌ  śƒ  Ń΅ ĹΆ ¢ ŗˆ  ĶΟ  ŃΆ Ķˆ  śΏ  ŗΌ Ñẅ ± Ķſ  ś
 ›Ό ¢ ̄  А ŕŪδţŷΈ ŚŵšΈ ¢  ╒ ³ ¢ Þ ι  ĶΎ ¡ œſ  ŗǼ Þ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒ Ê ̄  ¢ ŀΉ ĶŶΎ ¢ ĹΎ Ķω Ñųŵſ Þ śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ Ķŷſ ÑΉ À Ķű˙ ¢
  ŗ΅ ķǾ Ķ¯ ŔźŵůΨ  ŃΎ ± Ä  ¬ ĶŠ΅ ̄  ĶŠΈ А ³ ¢ ›Έ Þ›Ό  ╖  śΏ  ¬ ¥ ¢ ̄  ĶźŢǿ ¢  ŗǼ  ŗ΅ ŕŪδŶΟ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ώ ĶǼ А  ̄  ¢ ŗŶΌ

 śΉ  ŗΌ ÑΉ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό ›ω ¥ ¢ ̄  ĶźŢǿ ¢ ŇǼ ³ Ķ  ╒ ŕŪδŶΟ  ŃŴΈ ø ĶΠΉ ŗΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷΎ ¬ Á ¢ ŃΆ Ä Ń ŚŶźŵůΨ ÑΎ ›Έ œΞˇ А 
 ŕŪδŶΟ ›Ώ ĶΈ Ń ÑǼ ŗΨ Ç ĶΠΉ Śⁿ » Ń˙ А ¥ ¢ ̄  ĶźŢǿ ¢ Â ¢ Ñ΅  ι ´ ̄  ¢ łΆ Ê ↨Έ ø ĶΡ  śΏ  ĶǼ Ç ̄  ŉ΄ ĶΉ  ĶΟ ŉ΄ ĶΉ  Ń
 Â ¢ Þ›Ώ ¡  śŷΈ Ķˆ  ╒ ¤ ¡ ňΌ ¢ ŗǿ А ³ ¢  śŻ·  ╒ ŕŪδţŷΈ ŚŵšΈ ¢ Śⁿ  ŗǼ Ñ΅  śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ŗΌ œ  ̄  Ä Ķ  Ķŷƒ ¢

 ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ Ñ΅ Ķƒ  śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ Ķŷφ ÑΈ ĶǼ ŚŵŶ˜  ŗ΅ ¥ ĶŪΌ ¢ ŗǿ ›Έ Â ¢ ŀźΈ  ╒ Ŕŵ˜ ›Ό ¢ ̄  А œŠŲΰũΈ ŕˇ Ä ̄   śŻ·  ╒ 
 А Â ¢ ø›Ό  ╖  śŹųΎ ¬ Śⁿ À ĶǾ  ╒ ŕŪδŶΟ Â ¢ ø›Ό  śΏ  ¡ ŕŪδŶΟ  ŃŴΎ ¬ Śⁿ  śŵφ  śˆ  ³ ¢ ÑΉ ̄  Ä ›ųˆ  ŗΌ  ̄  ¢ ŗŶΌ

őƒ ¨ ¡  ¬ ŗǼ Ä Ķſ  ╒ Ã ŗŪˇ ŗ΅ œΈ ĶΟ Ñųŵſ ›ω ŉ΄ ĶΉ   
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Ã ŗγŪδŶΟ Â ¢ Ñůά ̄  ®  ╒ ĺŷŶź· ̄  Ķ  ŃŴΎ ¬ ›Έ ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ  ╒ ŕŪδ΅ ŗẄ ¢  ŃŴΈ Þ Ń ŘŦ΅ Б ŗΌ Ј ŗΌ Ј ¢ Ä ̄  ̄  ĶΟ Ј ŗ΅  Ń Ä ¢  ╒ 
 Â ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  śŷΒ ŕŪδŶΟ Ĺυ Śⁿ  Ń ŕŪά ± ŗΧ Śˇ ĶůΈ  ╒  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ø ś₣  śŷΒ  śŵφ  śˆ  ³ ¢ ŕŪδŶΟ  Í ̄  Ķˆ Ĺυ ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ

ø ι ŚΌ ̄  ¦ Ķǽ  ¬ ŃΆ őƒ ¨ ¡ ª Ń˙ Śˆ ¢ Śⁿ  ŗ΅ ŕŪδŶΟ  
)))) śΏ  ŗΌ ›ŪΫ  ̄  ŀ¯  Д  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ Ê Ńˇ śΏ  ŗΌ ›ŪΫ  ̄  ŀ¯  Д  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ Ê Ńˇ śΏ  ŗΌ ›ŪΫ  ̄  ŀ¯  Д  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ Ê Ńˇ śΏ  ŗΌ ›ŪΫ  ̄  ŀ¯  Д  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ Ê Ńˇ((((        

 ´ ̄  ¢ ŅΆ Ê ↨Έ Þ ι  ĶΎ ¡ ŕŪδŶΟ ÑΎ ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒ µ ύǿ ¢  Ä ĹźΉ ŇǼ Þ śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ŗΌ » Ķűˇ  ̄  Ä ¢ » Ķ¯ ÑŵΈ ĶůΈ ÑΎ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ
 Ç ¢ ̄  œΞŪΈ Ç Ä  ŃΌ  śŻ·  ╒ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  śˆ   ̄  ĶŠŢ˜ ¢ ŚŶźŵůΨ Ñųŵſ Þ śΏ  ĶǼ  Ķź΅ ³ Ķ » Ń¯ ÑΉ  ŗ΅ œſ ³ ¢ Ñ΅  ι ´ ̄  ¢ ŅΆ Ê ↨Έ

 ø›ųˆ œǽ ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒  ¢ ̄  ĶΊ ¬ ÑźŹųΈ А őŵΈ Śⁿ ¿ ŗ· ÑΎ Ñůά ̄  ®  ╒ ŇǼ  śΏ  ĶǼ А Â Ķˆ ¡1947  ╒ Ã ŗΆ ŗ· ŕǼ  śˆ  
 ĹźǾ ύ¯ ÑΎ  ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ╒  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ÑųŠǼ ø śƒ  Ķ  ŗΌ ›ω  ↨ŠůΨ Ç ŀŷΈ Ńˇ Śⁿ ¨ ¡ ¥ Ķſ łǼ  ╒ Â ¢ Þ›Ό ¥ Ķſ łǼ  ╒  śŷŵǽ
  ¬ ŗǼ ŗΈ Ñſ łǼ Ç Ä  ĶΟ Ê ̄  ¢ ¬ Ķ Ä ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒ ňά ¬  śŷΓ ¢ Þ ι  ¬ ŗǼ ŗΈ Ĺ΄ Ķ˙  ̄  Ä ¢ ¥ ŗ΄ ÑΎ  ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ╒  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ Þ ι  ¬ ŗǼ ŗΈ

 ¢ ŀźΈ  ╒  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ŀūδ  śŷŢǼ Ñ΅  ι ›Ό Î ĶŹ΅ ¬  ╒  Ń΅ Á ĶΟ  śŹΗ ¢ Ĺυ  śΉ  Ã ŗω ¢ Þ ĶźΆ  ¢ ̄  Ķƒ ¢ ›Έ œŶ˜ Â
  ╒ ŔźŵůΨ  ι Ķǽ ÞÃ ŗΌ Ĺźū„ А Â ¢ ŀźΈ  ╒ œźŹ΅  ι Ķǽ ÞÃ ŗΌ Ĺźū„ Ê ńſ ŚũδǼ Á ύ΅  ↓΅ ¢ ڈ Ç Ä  ι Ķǽ
  śΉ  Ń΅ ĺũδǺ  ŃΆ ¢  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ╒ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ ›Έ Â ¢ ŀźΈ ŇǼ  ι ›ω Â ¢ ŀźΈ  Ķũά ¢ Śⁿ Ј ŗ΅ ÞÃ ŗΌ Ĺźū„ А Â ¢ ŀźΈ

źΆ  ¢ ̄  Ķƒ ¢  śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ╒ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  Ńˆ  ĶΟ őŵΈ ø ŗΌ  Ķź΅ Ç ŀŷΈ Ńˇ  ŗ΅ őŵΈ  śΉ  Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ╒ Є ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ  ŗΨ  ι  Ķ
 Ñſ łǼ  ĶΟ  śΉ  Ń΅  Ķẁ Ä ¢ Śⁿ  ŀůΦ  ╒ Ê ¬ ¢ ± ¡ А őŵΈ Þ Ķ₣  Ķź΅  Ķẁ Ä ¢ Śⁿ  śŵφ  śˆ  Ê ¬ ¢ ± ¡ А őŵΈ ª Ń˙ ŚΌ А Є ̄  ŗťźΈ

Έ Ķǿ  ŗǼ ›Έ ³ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻΜź΅ ³ Ķ  ŗ΅ œſ ³ ¢ ¤ ¡ Ñ΅  ι ´ ̄  ¢ ŅΆ Ê ↨Έ  śŰ· ³ ¢ ›Ό  śŢŹ΅ ̄  ŗ΅ Ã ŗδΈ Ķǿ Â ¢ Þ›Ό Ã Ķź
  ĶŷźŲά ø ĶΡ ŗΌ  ŀŷŵſ Ñŵ¯ ŗǾ  ĶΟ Â ¢  śˆ  ŇǼ Þ śŻΜΎ ¬ Ç ¢ ̄  ŚŹǽ ¢ őΎ ¢  ŗ΅  ≡Ǻ ̄  ĶŷΏ ĶΈ » Ń˙ А œŠŲΰũΈ Þ śΏ  ŗΌ  śƒ  Ń΅ ŔŢǿ
 Þ śΏ  ĶǼ  Ķź΅ ĺŷΈ ŚŵšΈ ¢  Ń΅ ⅝ ¢  Ń Ä ¢  śˆ  ДźŷǼ ¢ ̄   ŗ΅ ³ ¢ ø ĶΡ  śΏ  ĶǼ ļźũδΈ  ĶŹǽ ¢ Þ ĶΡ  śΏ  ĶǼ Á ĶŰδ  ĶŹǽ ¢ őΎ ¢ ›Έ őŵΈ

øÑΎ Ńųˇ Ĺυ Ĺυ  
" ŀˇ ŔŢǿ"  
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SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN (Nominated): Sir, I rise to say a few things about the Bill 

particularly since we have been enlightened by what the hon. Minister said in 

introducing it—that it was the result of a consensus at a meeting of 

educational institutions, and that there was such a demand. 

My only reason for making submission here is not to enter into the 

politics of minorities, because there is a lot of politics about minorities 

today; i would rather eschew politics of minorities. I only wish to draw the 

attention of the hon. Minister to two or three facts of this Bill because it is good 

in conception, but I do not want it to be declared unconstitutional for any 

reason. And one of the reasons, which gives me some problem, is that Article 

30 does not empower Governments to define who are minorities. The Article 

says, all minorities, whether based on religion or language, shall have the right 

to establish and administer educational institutions for their choice. Therefore, 

Sir, the first comment that I would make it that, when you define "minority" in 

clause (f) of the Definition Clause and say that for the purpose of this Act it 

means a community notified as such by the Central Government, you have no 

power to do that. This is a constitutional right of all minorities. Therefore, one 

should not get into the situation of a good legislation sometimes going awry 

because of some problems that have arisen. Therefore, either this should be 

deleted or it should be prescribed by rules that 'all minorities' is meant by the 

word 'minority' whoever they are, because otherwise there is going to be a lot 

of problems between minorities, between linguistic minorities and religious 

minorities as well. The Supreme Court has not yet decided, although there are 

two views, namely, that religious minorities are, perhaps, national minorities, 

whereas linguistic minorities are State-based minorities. Therefore, that must 

be bom in mind when you frame rules; I think it all can be covered under the 

rules which are to be framed. 

Secondly, Sir, in the definition of minority educational institution, the word 

'or' is mis-placed. It means a college or institution established 'or' maintained. 

No. It must be established 'and' maintained; not merely established. Therefore, 

I accept the word 'maintained', although the correct word is 'administered'. 

Article 30 says 'administered'. But since you have put the word 'maintained', it 

is all right But this is a very important deletion that you would have to make, 

namely, the word 'or" is not to be there; that would mean even if you establish 

and do not maintain it or administer it, it would be 
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entitled. No, it cannot be entitled because this is not Article 30; the definition cannot, 

in any way, go contrary to Article 30 of the Constitution. 

The other aspect of this, which I would like to bring to the notice of the hon. 

Minister, is this. I may be wrong; but I have read this Bill twice. Now, the word 

'technical education' has been defined, but I do not find it anywhere else in the Bill, 

because it is defined "for the purposes of the Act." It says, "Unless the context 

requires in this Act, technical education has the meaning assigned to it", and I 

do not find that in any other clause of this Bill the word technical education is 

there. So, perhaps, on a subsequent occasion, this could be deleted, unless the 

Minister had some other clause which has been omitted for some reason or the 

other. 

The last thing that I would like to mention to the hon. Minsiter is that— Prof. 

Saif-ud-Din Soz, I think, mentioned it—when Section 4 says that you shall not 

be qualified unless you have been a judge of the High Court, it seems to exclude 

judges of the Supreme Court, which is probably not the intention. But that again 

should be made clear, otherwise they may take very high unction at being 

deprived of filling this place. 

The last thing 'that I would say is this, and there, Shrimati Sushma Swarajji 

has much more experience as a parliamentarian than I have. She has asked for a 

Select Committee. The surest way of defeating a motion for appointment, of a 

Select Committee is for the Mover to mention the names of the Members of that 

Committee, because the surest way then is that it is defeated. I know this 

because, Sir, whenever judges propose that matter should go to arbitration and 

they ask counsel for one party and we very foolishly mention names of certain 

arbitrators, very distinguished people, immediately the other side says, "No. We 

don't want them, only because you have mentioned the names". So, I would 

respectfully request thai the methodology should be that the Select Committee 

be appointed by the Chairman in consultation with the leaders of all political 

parties. Then, it may be more acceptable to all the Members of the House. That is 

all. 

SHRI M.P. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: Sir, at the very outset, I would like to 

mention here that this is a very important discussion on the National 

Commission for Minority Educational Institutions Bill, 2004. This is a very important 

national issue and, cutting-across political or ideological differences, it should be 

seen as a national issue. Sir, every country's welfare 
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is very much linked with the welfare of the minority community of that country. Even the 

United Nations Organisation in its resolutions has stated that every country has 

to do the maximum for the welfare and protection of the rights of the minority 

community of that country. This is my request to the hon. friends who are sitting 

on the other side of the House. The U.P.A. Government has taken the initiative 

within weeks of its coming to power to hold a Conference for the Welfare and 

Education of Minorities. That was mentioned by the hon. Minister on 3rd July. Sir, 

it is in the interest of the nation that all communities are brought within the fold of 

education. Sir, the largest minority community, i.e., the Muslim community forms 

15 percent of the total population of the country. Sir, bringing them within the 

educational framework means to bring them in the national mainstream. Among all 

other backward communities, the Muslim community is the most backward. The 

statistics show that It speaks only about their backwardness. It is just 

marginally ahead of the SCs and STs. 

Sir, I cannot understand why my friends who are sitting on the other side of 

the House are opposing such a great national move. Is it in the interest of the 

nation? So, I request them to understand the real situation of the backwardness of 

the community. Whenever some truth is disclosed by the hon. Minister, there is no 

meaning in making a hue and cry about that. I would like to remind them this. 

ह���� VC  �हM ���� ���.� ��  0�E!P ��  

�C'�E # �हM ���� , ��6� ��  (E !P �� - 

This was the hue and cry made during the speech of the hon. Home 

Minister. I would like to compliment the Government, the hon. Prime Minister 

and the hon. Minister for Human Resource Development, Shri Arjun Singhji for 

taking this historic initiative. 

Sir, it is very essential that the minorities should get their due share in the 

total welfare and in the education budget of the country. It is the responsibility 

of the Government to enable the minorities to play a constructive and productive 

role in the development process. So, I hope that this legislation will be a great help in 

attaining this great height of our ideas. 

Sir, my hon. friend who is sitting on the other side of the House while 

speaking on the Bill mentioned about the phenomenon of ghettoisatin. I am not 

entering into any controversy with him. But, everybody knows how 
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the term 'ghettoisaticn' was brought to our country. Certain boards were put in 

some cities of our country that rooms or flats will not be allotted to the persons 

belonging to the minority community. Everybody knows it. I am not entering 

into any controversy on this issue. 

Sir, I have a few suggestions to the hon. Minister. One objection which was 

raised against this Bill was that it does not give any power to the State 

Governments. There was some difference of opinion whether some powers 

should be given to the State Governments. There is a suggestion that some 

power should be given to the State Governments. But, Sir, that suggestion is 

not in the interest of the Bill. Because if the State Governments are given such 

a power, there is a chance for some of the State Governments to misuse or 

abuse that power. So, I humbly request the hon. Minister that it should be as 

envisaged in the Bill, and the status quo should be maintained. 

Sir, the Bill has a provision for affiliation to the Central Universities. I have a 

suggestion to the hon. Minister. It should not be restricted to the Central 

Universities alone. It must be applied to all universities in the country so that 

(Interruptions) No, no; as far as affiliation to the Central Universities is 

concerned, my request to the hon. Minister is to make it a universal one. 

Sir, the time is very limited and I am not going to reply to the objections 

raised from the other side. The functions of the Commission should not be 

restricted, merely, to giving affiliation to certain institutions. Sir, my request to 

the hon. Minister is that it should cover all areas of education of minorities. For 

example, their due share in the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and the obstacles 

faced by them-the obstacles faced by the minority communities in getting 

reasonable presence in the secondary and higher education professional and 

technical education, aided by the Government; also, Sir, getting the legitimate 

share in educational Budget of both, Centre and States—are to be removed. 

Sir, this kind of legislation needs a great moral courage, integrity, and a 

sense of justice. That is why we say that the UPA Government has taken a 

very great initiative. Sir, the Minister is here, the former Minister is also here; 

they all know that education of the minorities is in a pathetic condition. So, 

instead of making it a political issue, instead of making it 
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an emotional issue, please try to understand the real situation faced by the 

minority communities in the country. 

Sir, relative deprivation in specific areas has become a very important feature 

of the backwardness in minorities—backwardness in absolute terms. For 

example, Muslims are ten percentage points behind in the national literacy 

average, according to the Radhakrishnan Report. The percentage of 

matriculates in the community is only five per cent. Sir, many reasons are 

there—poor ambience, lack of motivation, dropouts at the school-level, poverty, 

etc. Sir, graduates are a mere 2.3 per cent as against 8-13 per cent in other 

communities. 

Sir, the position that is granted to Urdu is pathetic. It is the lingua franca of 

the country. The new Commission, I think, will definitely look into it There is a 

calculated neglect of Urdu language resulting in, again, educational 

backwardness and backwardness in literacy. 

Sir, finally, I have to mention here, it is our well-thought view that this Bill will 

re-establish the Constitutional right of the minorities to establish and manage 

their own educational institutions. Once again, it is under question. There are 

so many pronouncements from many judicial centres against the Constitutional 

right of the minorities to establish their own educational institutions. So, Sir, this 

has nothing to do with politics, this is in the national interest that this Government 

has brought in this legislation, and it is to reaffirm the Constitutional rights to the 

minorities for their educational rights. For this, I once again congratulate the 

hon. Minister. Whatever may be the opposition, I have to compliment Shri Arjun 

Singh, for his integrity, for his sense of justice. 

6� �CR� . ��� ह.� ����� �� �4��6 

2�� �!� �ह� ह,- 
�� ��+ ��.�' ����� �C�� �� ���� ह,- 

2R��� �C�.<�� - 

Thank you. 

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM (Andhra Pradesh): Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, I take 

this opportunity to thank you for giving me this opportunity. Sir, I rise to support the 

Bill. I want to thank, through you, the hon. Minister. 

Sir, this Bill will remove certain constraints, certain prejudices, the 
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minority community members are facing while establishing and then 

maintaining the educational institutions. Sir, you are aware that education is the 

key to so many problems the minority is facing. It is the key to their economic 

development. It is the key to their social development also. Much more than 

that, Sir, in the country today, we have to take the psychological aspects of the 

minority communities into consideration. When I psychological aspirations, I mean 

the whole effort of the Government has been to create confidence among the 

minorities and to psychologically empower them to remove that psychological 

reductionism. I am referring specially to development for the last fifteen years. 

There has been some situation where there is mistrust, where there is some sort 

of an absence of the trust. So it is possible only by improving their economic 

standards, economic conditions for which we have to have basic education and 

as mentioned by hon. Members, technical education and the professional 

education, with quality education. These days, if you look at the percentage of 

minorities in the civil services and in the important posts of Government, Sir, the 

delivery mechanism is very important. Whatever we may talk is okay but whatever 

happens in the field, whatever happens in the districts, whatever happens in the 

rural areas, where most of the minority community members are deprived of their 

real share is important. So the key lies in the basic education. I appreciate some 

of the suggestions made by the hon. Members where we have to take care of the 

dropouts. We have to give them proper inputs. We have to run some extra classes. 

This will be possible not in the existing structure. It has to be done through this 

Commission because the Commission I suppose will have its own prejudices. 

So, while doing so, the Commission should also take care of specific needs of the 

community which are rural based. Many points have been raised and clarified on 

the issue relating to the Muslim community. Sir, I would like to point out to this 

august House that there has been a traditional practice in South India. The 

Christian minorities are the pioneers in running educational institutions. They are the 

one's who govern the entire South India for imparting quality education. All the 

leaders who shaped this country's future have been educated in minority institutions. 

Sir, now if you look at the status, the situation, the conditions of those minority 

institutions are very deplorable because they have been treated with prejudices. 

They have been deprived of their rights. Their Fundamental Rights have been 

violated from time to time. This Bill will help to remove those anomalies which 

have crept in because of our discriminatory attitude, because of our 
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indifferent attitude, to the problems of the minorities specially the educational 

requirements of the minorities. Sir, I would like to point out here that certain 

deficiencies have already been pointed out by the hon. Members. I stand to agree 

with the points made by some of our Members specially, enhancing the Schedule 

where the affiliation could be sought for and I would like to draw the kind attention 

of the hon. Shri Laljan Bashaji from Andhra Pradesh. He was speaking about the 

Neeyat of the previous Government. �� 0Rह  o��� ��!��� 4�ह�� हE�, 0��� ���� &�� ह,, 
.ह �� ����� 4�ह�� हE� - 0��� 6C����' ���� हE� ...(�
���).... ����....���� ��( �हM ह, 
...(�
���)....you are giving doles on one side and stabbing at the back.. You are 

creating terror among the minorities. Is it ��( ���� ह,, ��( �� �� ह,?You started 

doing this dualism. You started doing double talk. That is why I appeal to my 

friends that you realise the truth. That is why people have rejected you outright. I 

would like to invite the attention of the hon. Member..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY: Sir, this is unnecessary 

provocation. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please speak on the Bill. 

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM: Let me point out that ...(Interruptions)...Sir, let me 

point out one thing. I would like to point out one thing in this connection... 

(Interruptions)... 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : ��, .ह  ��! � ��!  - 

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM: Sir, I am not talking about individuals... 

(Interruptions)... 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : ��, .ह ह���� ��* ह�, ��������� �  #�� ह�, �� 0� �� ��� �� 
�C�� �हM ����� &�P�� 0RहP�� #*0�0��0 �� ����%� ���� $� ���z�� ��h ��  ���� �� �;� 
ह� 6�, !���� ह�� 6� - ...(�
���).... 

��. �	� � ��0 ��!�� ��� (#R� >��') : ��, 4Rn���E ����E  ��ह� �� ���������� ��  �!� 
����� ����, ��' �  ��* �हM ���6�- �ह ���� 4,! � ह,, �हM �� �� ����%� �� ��  ��a� 6� - 

Our leader, Shri Chandrababu Naidu has done a lot for the minorities 

...(Interruptions)... You have to learn a lot from him...(Interruptions)... 
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�� 2������� : �ह ����� #�� ��  ���� �  �हM ह,- # �,1 ��%�- �ह ����� #�� �� �हM ह, - 
...(�
���).... �,�1�, U!�� - 

Mr. Seelam, please conclude...(Interruptions 

��0 �����Y����, # �,�1�- # �,�1� - ...(�
���).... 

��0 �	� � ��0 ��!�� ��� : ��, ह,������ �  �(�E+ �ह�� ��, ��6�-(��� 4!�� �� 
...(�
���).... 

�� ��. ��. 	�	!� ���� : ��, &�P�� ���� ��� !��� ��!� 6�� ह, $� �� �� 2�� =�4 �  
�� �ह� ह, �� ��!6C ��'� ...(�
���).... 

��0 �	� � ��0 ��!�� ���  : ��, 9 ��! �  �हM ��* ��6�-(��� �हM हC# - 

�� 2����T( : 2�� ��6�-(��� � ��=��� �हM ह� �ह� ह,- 

��0 �	� � ��0 ��!�� ��� : ��, 9 ��! �  !F ��� 5�+� ���+=� �� - ...(�
���).... 

�� 2������� : ��0 ��!�, # ��&!E� ���� - 

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM: I am concluding, S\r...(lnterruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Seelam, please conclude 
...(Interruptions)...Please confine yourself to the Bill, ह�C��� ��. ��, �,�1�- Nothing will go 

on record except Mr. Seelam's speech...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY:* 

SHRI S.M. LALJAN BASHA:* 

SHRI V. HANUMANTHARAO (Andhra Pradesh):* 

SHRI NANDIYELLAIAH (Andhra Pradesh): * 

DR.ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR:* 

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM: Sir, I wold like to appeal to the hon. Members to see what will 

happen after five years...(Interruptions)... That is all... (Interruptions)... 

Sir, secondly, I would like to draw the kind attention of this House to the genuine efforts 

made by the hon. Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh,  

*Not recorded. 
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Dr. Y.S. Rajasekhara Reddy. The Government of Andhra Pradesh have taken 

sincere efforts, for the first time, in reserving 5 per cent of jobs in all institutions for 

the development of minorities...(Interruptions)... I do not want to argue with 

them on this issue...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Seelam, please conclude. 

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM: I was only referring to ...(Interruptions)... I don't 

want to make this House the A.P. Legislative Assembly ...(Interruptions)... I 

was only referring to peoples' response... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You please speak on the Bill. 

SHRI JESUDASU SEELAM: Sir, I would like to conclude by saying that I 

support this Bill and request the hon. Minister to make an amendment to enhance 

the scope of the Schedule and also to take cognisance on some of the 

suggestions made by the hon. Members of this House on the definition. 

Secondly, while dealing with the cases relating to minorities, a lot of 

suggestions were made by the Supreme Court. It has also given some 

guidelines. Those guidelines have to be incorporated. I am happy that a 

separate clause has been introduced to regulate grants to minority 

institutions. 

With these few observations, I thank you very much again. 

SHRI SHANKAR ROY CHOWDHURY (West Bengal): Mr. Deputy 

Chairman, Sir, in this context, I would like to address a few queries to the hon. 

Minister in furtherance or in continuation of the point raised by my hon. friend, 

Shri Fali Nariman, as to why the definition of 'minorities' is restricted to 

religious minorities. If you truly mean this to be a National Commission for 

minorities' education, you should ensure that it covers not only religious minorities 

but also linguistic minorities in various parts of the country. 

Sir, the Bill provided to us here does not contain the Statement of Objects and 

Reasons. 

But I have got a copy of the Bill, as presented in the Lok Sabha, in which 

the Statement of Objects and Reasons is there. In the Statement of Objects and 

Reasons, it particularly and apparently refers to running of 
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technical colleges. Amongst the various issues raised by the representatives of 

the minority community was the difficulty faced by them in establishing and running 

their own educational institutions despite the constitutional guarantee accorded 

to them in this regard. But the main thrust of the Statement of Objects and 

Reasons, it seems, pertains to technical universities, technical colleges, 

technical institutions. And, as Mr. Nariman pointed out, though 'technical 

education' has been defined in the preliminary chapter of the Act, there is no 

reference to technical education inside the body of the Bill itself. Again, it has 

given a scheduled list of universities, in which certain universities occur. I would 

like to know the basis on which these selected universities have been included in 

the schedule and not others. It is again mentioned in the Statement of Objects and 

Reasons that the territorial jurisdiction of the State universities and the 

concentration of the minority population in some specific areas invariably meant that 

institutions could not avail the opportunity of affiliation with the universities of their 

choice. What are the problems of minority institutions located in South India face 

in affiliation with, let us say, Madras University or any other established university? 

Why should it be necessary for such an institution to seek affiliation with the 

Mizoram University? The hon. Minister may please clarify this. 

Another aspect of even religious minorities is its applicability region-wise. 

For example, will an institution, being run in the State of Jammu & Kashmir by 

the Hindu pandit community, would qualify as a religious minority in that State? 

This point would have to be specified because if you go by the Statement of 

Objects and Reasons, and particularly where the Act says 'concentration of 

minority population in some specific areas', I think, it fits the other way round 

also. And, the Hindu community is not defined as minority. So, these things have 

to be catered to. 

I would also like to say a few words about the madarsa system of 

education, and, my comments, if you like, are particularly addressed to my 

Muslim colleagues in the House because I do think this is a system which has 

got to be looked into great detail by all of us. And, the answer, if any, has to 

come from within the Muslim community. It cannot come from outside. Now, 

again, I am taking the example of the State of West Bengal. There are three types 

of madarsa in West Bengal —high madarsas, senior madarsas and kharijee 

madarsas. As far as the high madarsas are concerned, they are governed by the 

West Bengal madarsa education 
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Board. They are like any other educational examination, with the exception of one 

additional language of Arabic. There is no problem in it. I had myself studied in a 

minority institution. I had studied in a Christian institution. In that institution, I had 

learnt lessons from the Bible. It has done no harm to me. In addition to that, I have 

learnt so many other good things from many best teachers in the world, as far as I 

can understand. The senior madarsa system is also under the control of the 

Government, in which, perhaps, the general subjects are in lesser proportion. 

But that is the business of the system. They can adjust it because to my 

understanding and my feeling, the type of education and degrees given by senior 

madarsa system do not fit the students for employability in modem society. But that is my 

personal view. The Hig madarasa system is like any other system. These are small 

private or kharijee madarasas, which have to be looked into. Because the Kharijee Madrasa 

system, exclusively, teachers religious texts. What is more, I will use the word, 

'dangerous' in today's environment. These religious texts are taught by people, who 

themselves, do not know these things very well. As a result they interpret and project 

the text in such a manner which, perhaps, is not conducive to maintain the type of 

environment that we require in this country. 

SHRI MP. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: But, Sir, regarding Madrasas, this 

allegation is coming up again and again. Many times it has been clarified. 

...(Interruptions)... Without going into the depths of the matter. 

...(Interruptions)... It is very unfortunate. ...(Interruptions)... It is very 

unfortunate. 

SHRI SHANKAR ROY CHOWDHURY: I will repeat what I have to say though I 
have the greatest regard for my friend also. It is not about the first two types of 
Madrasas, which are well-regulated, well-controlled, well-administered, and 
well-looked into. Their standard of education is of the type in any other school. 
Good, bad or indifferent is a different matter. It is not a question of what is being 
taught. It is the people who are teaching it, who do not really have any deep 
knowledge of ...(Interruptions)... They are not scholars. ...(Interruptions)... these 
are small ....(Interruptions) These are not really ...(Interruptions)... in a manner 
which they themselves do not understand, in a village. I have seen this. 
...(Interruptions)... ��, .� !�6 %��� 1�� �����  �� ����� �हM ह,- .� ����� �हM ह,- 
...(�
���).... 

SHRI M.P. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: Sir, this is controversial. 
...(Interruptions)... This is something very objectionable. ...(Interruptions).... 
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�� 2����� �� :  # �,�1�- �����, there is a severe constraint of time. ... 

(Interruptions).... Please conclude now. ...(Interruptions).... There is a severe 

constraint of time. ...(Interrutpions).... 

 †�� ��0 1��� 1!�� :  ��, �ह 6!� ���� हC# ह, - ...(�
���).... 
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�� ���� �� 6M��� :  �� �C���� �ह�� 4�ह�� हE� - ...(�
���).... 
 

 †�� ��0  1��� 1!�� : ����P �� &�� ��!�( ह,? ����� ��* 6!� 4�� �� ������ 
�हM ह� - # E�� �हR�C=��� � , ����  4�� ��� !����, %���!���R� �� 4�� ��� !���� - E�� 
�हR�C=��� �  �� ����� p�� �हM ��!�6� - ...(�
���).... 
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 ŚŵźţΉ ¢ Þ śŻΜź· ¢ Ń΅ őźǽ  śˆ  ̄  ŀΈ ›Έ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ  Í ̄  ŗΧ őΎ ¢ ›Έ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ  Í ̄  ŗΧ ø śŻΜź· ¢ Ń΅ őźǽ  śˆ  ŇγǼ

 ø ĶΡ  śŵΈ ›ω  Ķũά ¢ Ñˆ ̄  ŀΈ.....Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ......  
�� 2����� �� : # �,�1� - 4��� �� ���'� !��� ��� ���� 1�� �ह�6�, �हM �� ���F�+ 

�  �हM ���6� - 

SHRI M.P. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: Sir, I have a humble submission to 

make. ...(Interruptions).... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Samadani, you can raise your point later 

on when you are speaking. ...(Interruptions).... 

�� ���� �� 6M��� : ��, �� ��(+  �ह �ह�� 4�ह�� हE� $� �C���� �ह �ह� हE�, �,�� ����P �  
0��� =����+ &�� ह,, .ह�� &�� G��� ���� ह,, �S� G��� ह,, .ह =��� 6.�+� � 2qV� ��ह 
��6���� ���� ह,- ���� ��(+  �ह�� �ह ह, �� �� �ह �E��� ����� ह� ,������, �����, %� � 
=��� 6.�+� � �हM ...(�
���).... 

�� ��. ��. �. ��  �� ��� : �ह ������ ����� &�� ह,, �ह �ह�� ह, ? ...(�
���).... 

�� ���� �� 6M��� : ह���� �ह�� ह��� ह, , ह���� =��� �  �ह ��� ह,- ...(�
���).... ������ 
�����, �� ह� �ह �ह� ह�  �ह ह, - ...(�
���).... 

�� 2������� : 2� # ��&c�E� ����� - ...(�
���).... 

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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SHRI M.P. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: Sir, I have a humble submission to make. 

...(Interruptions).,.. Sir, one minute. ...(Interruptions).... Sir, please ....(Interruptions)... Sir, during 

the regime of the last Government; during the NDA Government's time, some MPs gave a 

request to the Government to please identify those Madrasas where there dangerous, so-

called dangerous things are being taught, and that all the MPs will be with the 

Government to flight those centres. But the reply Was, "No such Madrasa was identified." Sir, 

this is only a propaganda. Sir. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please, please ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ���� �� 6M��� : ��,  ����P �� =�� 1�� ह�, %� � &�� #IA ह,? 
...(�
���)....  

�� 2������� : U!�� , # �,�1� - 

�� ��0 1��� 1!�� : ��, �� ���� v�, �ह ������ �� 6!�(ह�� ,�� ह� �ह� ह, - ������ 
�� ��!� �.��' - �ह �.��'� ����� &�� ह,?What is this Videshi Madarsa'? p�� ��* 
����� �हM 4!�� ह,- 2!(�� 6!� ह,, %��!� �� ��� �� �ह� हE� - 

 

ˇ̌̌̌ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Ŕ¯ Ķ˜  ŗΦ ¢ Ê Ń ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Ŕ¯ Ķ˜  ŗΦ ¢ Ê Ń ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Ŕ¯ Ķ˜  ŗΦ ¢ Ê Ń ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Ŕ¯ Ķ˜  ŗΦ ¢ Ê Ń:::: ÑΎ øňά ¬ Ä ķŵŭΈ  ĶΟ Ћ ̄  Ķǿ ø ι ŚΌ ̄  ŗΌ  ¢ ŀź ŚŶŸ ŋŵ˝  śˆ  Ћ ̄  Ķǿ ÑΎ Þ Łŷųźˆ őΎ ¢  Ńˆ 
 é ι  Ķź΅ Ñˆ ̄  ŀΈ ŚŪά ¬ Ä"Ñˆ ̄  ŀΈ ŚŪά ¬ Ä ³ ¬  ± ¢ ¦ ¢ Ä "  śŻ· ³ ¢ Þ ι ŋŵ˝ ¸ Ķű· ¢ ø ι  ĶŢŵǽ ›ω Ñˆ ̄  ŀΈ Ј ŗ΅  Ķũά ¢

øÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄   Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ ›Έ  
 
 

�� ���� �� 6M��� : ������ 0����� ��, �� �C���� ��! �ह� हE� - �� !r� �� �ह �ह� 
हE�, .ह ह���� ��m� �  %=����! ह��� ह, - �, I34� ��6�! �� 0��ह�Y �� �� ह� �ह �ह� �� - �C�� 
��(+  �ह� �ह�� ह, �� �� �D�C���� ह, 0���  2�� %�=����E'�� �� ����� ���+ ह�, 0� � �� 
��6���� ��� ���� 4��ह� ��� >��� ह���� ��m� �  ह, - .,�� ,�ह �� 2�� ��! �� ह� �ह� ह,, %��� 
��  ���+� ���� हE�, !���� %��  �� ��!� 6�� ह,, 0��  �� �Cs� ������ #* ह�, It is not clear 

enough. There should be clarified. And, I support the Bill.  

�� ���&� ���W�! (�ह��4! >��') : 0����� ��, QR�.�� - �� 2c��s�� �'/Y 
��=��]� ��  �!� ��[@�� #��6 �.Q��� 2004, ���� ������ 2�C+� g�ह �� %� ��� �  !�� ह�, 
0��� �.��Q ���� ��  �!� �;� हC# हE� - ...(�
���).... ������ 0����� ��, %� �.��Q ���� 
��  �V� �C V ���Y ह�, &�P�� � �� �ह �.Q��� ��' ��  �ह� �  ह, $� � ह� �ह �.Q��� 2c��s��P 
��  �ह� �  ह,- !6�� ह, �� ������ ��"� �� �� .! .�� ��� �� ������� ���� ��  �!� $� 
2c��s��.�� �� ���.\IA �� z��� ह� �� %� �.Q��� �� !�� ह�- ������ ��"� �� 2�� 0� 
�ह�� ����]� $� C��Q�]�, ��RहP�� ���.Q�� �� ���<Y ���� ��, ��RहP�� =.��"�� ��z�� �  
��!��� ���� ��, 0� !�6P ��  �.4��P �� �� %� >��� �� ���.\IA ��  ���  

† Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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!��� 4! �ह� ह�  - .� 0Rह  �� �E! 6� ह�? ���.Q�� �� Q��� 29 ��. 30 �  2c��s�� �'/Y 
��=��]� ��  �!� ��(6��+ �� l�.=�� �� 6* ह�- �� �हR�C=��� �� �.���� हC#, 0��� E.+ ह� 
���.Q�� ��� �  %� � 44< >��D� ह� 6* �� $� 0� 44< �  0� ��� ��  ���.Q�� ��� ��  
������ ��=� �� T� �ह�.�� _��6� �� - 0RहP�� #?��! 29 ��  �.W� �  &�� �ह� �� �� ह!� .ह 
����� 4�हE�6� –'He had said that the Assembly should not commit itself to a particular 

policy towards the minorities without first knowing whether the country was to be partitioned, 
and, if so, what treatment would be meted out to minorities in Pakistan or any other part of 
the India which might organise themselves separately." �ह T� �C��W �3� �� ��  U!�g�6 
5( ���=����'� �� 0�� ���� 6�� ह, - ���.Q�� ��� �� ��%�F���� �� �����Q� �� ��=�� 
��, ����C ���� 2�\� �S� ��, 0RहP�� %� �.W� � &�� �ह� ह, –  Raj Kumari Amrit Kaur had 

expressed her strong objection to grant of freedom to minorities to establish and 
administer educational institutions of their own and becoming eligible to State aid. She 
wanted deletion of such a provision and cautioned that it could perpetuate communal 
institutions in the country. %� �.W� � �हC� !D�� 44< हC* $� 2�� �  #?��! 29 ��. 30 �, 
���.Q�� ��� �  |��r�6 ����� ��  2o�/ ��. �����. 2D����� �� Z���, 1�� >��� �� 0� Q��� 
�� %=����! ���� 6��, �����  ��� 0�� ���.Q�� �  �ID��!� ���� 6�� - 

 

������ 0����� ��, �� ���.Q�� ��� �  2c��s  ��P ��  �.W� �  �.4�� ���� �� 
�ह� ��, 0� ��� �� �!�ह��� ����� �� 61� ���� 6��, �����  2o�/ �ह�C`W ����� 
��! �� - 0� ����� ��  ��=�P �  g�� 6���R� .c!� ��, T� 6����� �����!�*, T� ��.�. 
�C��h �,�� �ह�� =.��"�� �,���� �,�� ��=� �� $� �_��!�� >Q����"� T� �.�ह�!�! ��ह` 
�� 0� ����� �  �.'�W #���"� ��= � ��  ` �  0I=�� �� - 0� ��� 0� �.W� � �� �.4�� 
हC# , �,���� ���� 'C` �  �ह� ह, �� �ह 2c��s��P ��  �.��Q �  ह,, 0��� #� �� ���.\IA .�� 
��� ��  ���Y 4! �ह� ह,, 0��  ���.\IA ��  ���Y 2c��s��P �� ��' �� �Cs� Q��� �  ��;�� ��  
=��� � .� 0��� �� 2!6 ह4�� ���� ���� 4�ह�� ह� - �ह �� .! ��" �������� ���YP �� 
ह� - �� .! ��" �������� ���YP �� 0� ��� ��  �� ह���� C��Q� ��, 0Rह��  ह� 0!� ��" �.4�� 
���� �� $� �� ���.Q�� ��� �  %� ����� �� ����+ ��� 6* �� 0� ��� ����� ��! �� �� 
�ह� �� �� – 

 in the long run, it would be in the interest of all to forget that there is anything 
like a majority or a minority in this country. At that, in India there is only one community. 
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!���� #���� ��  %��� ��!P ���, ����  2�Q���' ��� #� ��  ह� ����� ��  �� ���� ह,, 
0RहP�� '��� l�.=�� 4!�* ह� $� #� 57 .WX ��  ��� �� %� ��! �� !��� .� �C���� �� �ह 
����' ���� �� >�_� �� �ह� ह�  �� ���� �  2c��s��P ��  ��� 2R��� ह� �ह� ह,, 0��� 
��C�� '� %�=���E'� 4!��� �� �ह��� �हM �� �� �ह� ह,, 0��� ��(�!�'� ���� �.3. – 
�.��!� �� �हM ह� �ह� ह,- %� >��� ��  >�.��� %� �.Q��� �  !��� ��  >��� ���� �� �ह� ह�- �� 
����� हE� �� %� ��! �� !��� �� #� #.3���� �हM ��, &�P�� %� >��� ��  >��.�� ���� 
��  �!� ���� �  �E��.?��� z���� ���'� �� 61� हC# ह, - �E��.?��� z��� �� ��R� � %�  
�.Q��� �� 2!6 �हM ह,- ...(�� ��  घ�%�)... �E��.?��� z��H� ���'� �� ��R��� ह� – 

The UGC has the unique distinction of being the only grant-giving agency in the 
country which has been vested with two responsibilities that of providing funds 
and that of coordination, determination and maintenance of students in 
institutions of higher education. 

%� �.Q��� �� !��� ��  %� �E��.?��� z���� ���'� ��  � R��� �� ��6�� ���� �� �ह� ह, 
�� #� �ह�� � �.Q��� ������ ��"� �� �� >=�C� ���� ह, 0��� Q��� – 13 �  �ह .?Y� ह, �� 
%� ��'�! #��6 �� ����� �� ]� �� z��� �� ���6� $� .ह %� >��� ��  �F!���� �� z��� 
� 6�, ���� ह!� �� ���.Q�� �  #?��! – 387 �  �� .?Y� ह,, &�P�� 0� ��� ��  �� ���.Q�� 
���<�� ��, 0RहP�� ��4��� �� �� %� >���  �� �C�.Q���  �� �� �ह� ह,, �� �C V ��� ��  �!� हP6� 
$� 0� �  ���!P %����� ��  �!� z��� ���� �� >��.�� ���� 6�� �� %�=����E'� ��  �!�, !���� 
.ह z��� �� 10 .WX �  ���U� ह��� �� - ...(�� �� घ�%�)... 

�� 2������� : U!�� ���&!E� । 

�� ���&� ���W�! : ��, �� ���� - ह� �हC� �� ��!�� ह�, ह� �हC� �� ��!�� ह�, ���� 
�V!�  �,4 �  �,1�� ह,, ������ 0����� ��, %���!� ��;� ��� $� �� ����� - 

�� 2������� : ��� �� 2��. ह�, ह� �C V �हM �� ���� - 

�� ���&� ���W�! : %��!� Q��� – 337 �  �� �� l�.=�� �� 6* ��, 0���  �� �.��Q �  �� 
>�.Q�� �ह�� � ���� 6�� ह,, %� ��'�! ���'� ��  Z���, .ह 0���  �� ��!�( ���� ह,- 
������ 0����� ��, �हR�C=��� 1947 �� E.+ ���� 2c��s��.�� �� ���.\IA �� 0�� हC� 
IZ��[@.�� ��  ������ �� ���.\IA ��  ���Y, #� �� �� 0� �.���W�� �  �� �ह� ह, - #� �� 
�हR�C=��� %�� �F�������m�  $� %�� �,������m� ��  ���Y .ह �� ��[@� �  ����� हC# ह, - #� 
���P ��[@ 2�� �.��� ��  ��� �� V�; ����  �� �E��� �� �C� ���� ��  �!� �;�-�;� �D�C��'� 
$� (, &@�� $� 0�� >��� �� R�EI&!�� F.� ���� �� �ह� ह,- !���� #� �� 
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4.00 P M 
 

57 .WX ��  ��� �� ह� 0�� ���.\IA �� ��' �  ��R�� ���� �� >�_� ���� ह� - �� %� ��! �� 
���+� �� ���� ��, 26� ������ ��"� �� �� %� �  >��.�� ���� ह��� �� �हR�C=��� �  �� 
�ह�� � �C�!��� �ह�� ह�, �� �ह�� � %��* �ह�� ह� �� �� 2c�s��� �ह�� ह�, 0��� �� 
��ह!��� ह,, 0���  �!� 1�� >��� �� �'/� �� >��Q ���� ���6� -26� �ह %� >��� �� >�.Q�� 
���� �.Q��� �  ���� �� %� �D�C���� �� �D�RQ ���� .�!� �S�.��P �� ह� #*0��0#*0  � , 
%������g�6 �F!�� � , �����! �F!�� �  %� >��� �� l�.=�� �� 6� ���� %��� �ह� �'/� ��! 
���  $� .� ��' �  ��&�� �� ��� , ��' �  �4��_�� �� ��  - �ह�� � ����P �� ��� हC*, 
����P �� ह�  ��* ����� �हM ह,, !���� �� .!��" %��� %� >��� �� ���!���� ��C�� '� ह� 
�� ���� ह, - 0� ����P �  ;�� .�!� l�Ik � ��&�� �� ���� ह,, � �4��_�� �� ���� ह,, 
� %�M���� �� ���� ह, , � .,����� �� ���� ह,- %��!� %��  %� >��� �� >�.Q�� ���� 
���� 4��ह�� ��, %� >��� �� ��� ������ ��"� �� ����, ���� �����  �!�� �ह �.Q��� �ह�� � 
#�� ह,, 0��� �� ����' �� ��� �� ह� #�� �!�* ��  �!� ��� �� �ह� ह� - �ह 2c��s��P 
�� #��P �  घE! �P��� �� >��� ���� �� �ह� ह,- %� ���E� �  �� $� >�.��� ह,- 
 

 �� 2������� : # �R&!E� ����� - 
 

 �� ���&� ���W�! : �� 4������ ह�6� ��%������� �� $� �� ��D��+ हP6� - (�� �� 
घ�%�) �,�� �� �C��� E.+ �ह�� � �� ������ ��=� �� �ह� ह,....- 
 

 �� 2������� : # �R&!E� ������ -  
 

 �� ���&� ���W�! : ��, �� �� ���� �  �R&!E� �� �ह� हE�- 
 

 �� 2������� : �हM, # �� ����, �� ���� �ह �ह� ह� - 
 

 �� ���&� ���W�! : ��, �� �� ���� �  �R&!E� �� �E�6� - ��, �� �R&!E� �� �ह� हE� 
- ��� >��� �� �� >��.�� ���� 6�� ह, �� �� 4������ $� �� ��D��+ हP6�, �� #�� 
��%������� �� Vह �D�C����� ���.Q�� �  �&��U� �� ��� ह,, �� ���� �� ��.��� ह, �� 
������ ��"� ��, 0� ��� Vह �D�C����� ��  ��-�� ��D�� �� %��  l�.=�� ���� - !���� 
������ ��"� �� �� �� .! �� ���� �� ��� ��, %���  ���� �  %RहP�� =.�� �ह� ह, �� �हR�C=��� �� 
��� ��h� �C!�*, ����� �� V�;�� ��  $� ����� �� Vह .WX �� �ह�� ��� ���� �ह� ह,, 
'��� l�.=�� 4!��� �ह� ह, ��' �� �� ���� �;� 2���'� ��h ह�- ��� ह� ��� 
2c��s��� ��   ���ह� �C!��� g�ह �� ह� , 0��� �� %RहP�� 0� ��g�6 �  �हM �C!��� - &�P�� 
�� =.�� 2�� ��h ��  2���....(�� �� घ�%�)... ��' �  2c��s��.�� ��  #Q�� � ���\_. zहY 
���� 
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4�ह�� ह� - ....(�
���).... �\ �� %��� ��� �� o��� �  ���� हC�, �ह ��! !��� 6�� ह,, 
%��!� ������ 0����� �ह���, �� %� ��! �� C���� �.��Q ���� हE� - 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Shri Sanjay Raut. You have three minutes. There 

are six speakers and we have to conclude this debate 4.20 or 4.25 p.m. So, 

only three minutes for each speaker. 

�� ��!  ��!���� ��2� (�ह���[@) : ��, �� #�� #���� हE� - The National 

Commission for Minority Educational Institutions Bill, 2004 �� ��� ���E� �� �ह� ह, - �� 
%� ��! �� ���+� �� �हM � �̀ 6� !���� 5����! ���� T� !�!�� ��'� T�, ��If�� $� 
������ ��=� ���! 4SQ�� �� �� ��� �ह� ह,, .ह ���+��� ह, - �हC� �� p�� ���  0RहP�� �ह� 
ह, ����� �.4�� �� �?��P ��, ����� �� ���� 4��ह� - %� ��! �� �� ह� ���+� �हM �� �ह� 
ह� , 0���  �हC� �� ���Y ह, !���� .k �हM ह, - #�� �ह� ह, �� .k �हM ह,- 1�� ह, - ������ 
��=�, T� #U�� �� �� �ह� �� �� ��! ह,, %��  ��%�F����� ��  ��C�� '� �� g4�� �हM ह, This 

is the matter of institutions' vested interests. �'/� �� ����� ह� 6�� ह, , 0��� �� 
��6 ह, - ��, %� ����� �  ��%�F���� ��  ��� � �� ��� �C��� ��! �� 6�� ह, , p�� �� ����� 
हE� - ������ ��� ��ह� �,1� ह� , 0RहP�� �हC� 2qV� ��WY ���� - �� 0��� >.4� �हM �हE�6� - 
���E� ��  �;� ����� ह�, ���E� �� ����� !��� �,1�� ह�, 2qV� –2qV� &!F��� ���� ह�, !���� 
&�� ��' �4�C4 #� ���E� �� 4!�� ह,? 26� ��' ���E� �� 4!�� �� %� ��' �  �F�� ���.! 
��� # ����   - �F�� ���.! ��� # ���� �� ��.�� ������ �� ��� ह��� - ��.�� ������ 
�� ��� ह��� ��  ����s�� �����"� ह��� - ����s�� ����"� ह��� �� �ह �,������, ��%�F���� 
�� ��� �हM #�� $� ���� 2qV� �'/� ��! ����, ���� 2qV� ��!�� ��! ���� !���� p�� 
�हM ह� �ह� ह, - #� �� �'/� ��  ��� �, ������� ��  ��� � Q�+ �� ��� ह� �ह� ह,, ��%�F���� 
�� ��� ह� �ह� ह, - 4�� ��! ह!� %� ��' �   ��� ��%�F���� �� ��s�� �� ���; ��, 2� 
5�(�'�!� 15 ���; ह� 6�� ह,, 2�5�(�'�!� ��� ���; ह� 6�� ह, �(� �� ह� ��%�F����� 
ह�, p�� ��!�� ह�- �ह �� ��%�F���� �� ��� �हM ह,- 26� ����s�� �� ह��� �� ���� �'/� 
��! ���� , �ह �� Q�+ �� ��� ह,, �ह ��'�! �.4�� ह,, ��[@�� �.4�� ह,- ��, ���� �ह �ह�� ह, 
�� �'/� ��  /�" �  �� ��%�F���� $� �,������ 'd� �� %=����! �हM ह��� 4��ह� - ह� ������� 
�  ह!� Q�+ !�� ह� $� Q�+ �� %� ��' �� ���� $� 2������ �� 1�� हC4�* ह, - 0��� ह� �� 
�C6� �ह� ह�, ह� �� 0���  ��/� ह�, �.���� ह� - 2� �ह ��� �'/� �  #�� !6� ह,, �ह �हC� 6!� 
ह,- ��, ���� �ह ����� ह, �� %� ��' �  ��*  ��������� �हM ह,, ��* �,������ �हM ह,- ��� ��' 
��  ��6��� ह, - $� ��� ��  �!� ���� R��� ह,, 4�ह� .� ���� �� Q�+ ��  !�6 हP - ���E� �� 
2�Q��� $� 
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�'/� �� 2�Q��� �� ��  �!� ���� ह��� 4��ह� - Q�+ ��  #Q�� � ���� �� ���� �� �हM 4!�� 
4��ह� $� �'/� �� ��� �हM 4!�� 4��ह� - �� �� 2c��s��P �� ��� #�� ह, �� 0��� ����Q 
ह���� �C�!��� ��%�P �� ��;� ���� ह,, �ह 6!� ह, - 26� %� ��' �  ��������� �� ��� �ह� 
���� ह,, �� p�� �हC� �� Q�+ ह� ����� ����s�� �C�!���P �� �हC� �� ह,, �,�� �,� Q�+ ह�, ���� 
ह,, �uI3�� ह�, ��� ह,, !���� 0��� ��� %� ���P �� �`�� �हM ;� - %��!� .� � �� Q�+ ��  
��� � ���� 4�ह�� ह� $� � ��� �������� �S������ ���� 4�ह�� ह� - .� 2�� #���� 
�����"� ���� � �.3.�� ���� ह� - 26� ����s�� �� ह�6�, घ� �  �� �� ��� �q4� हP6� �� 
��.�� �C�� �ह�6� $� 2qV� �'/� ��!�6� - .� %� ��' ��  2qV� ��6��� �� 6� $� 0��� ���-
�D��� �G�6� - �C�� !6�� ह, �� �ह �� Q�+ ��  ��� � �� ��.�� �;� ह� �ह� ह,, �ह �_� ह� 
���6�, �E� ���6� - ��������� �� ���, Q�+ � �हM ह��� ह,, �,�� ह!� ���!�� � ह��� ह,, ��� 
�  g!I�.I=�� ह��� ह, - ��� ��ह� ��, �� ��� �ह� ��, %� ��! �   �ह� ह,, This Bill extends to 

the whole of India except the State of Jammu and Kashmir. �� EV�� 4�ह�� हE� �� &�� �D�E-
�3��� %� ��' �  �हM ह,? &�� .ह�� � ��* ��������� �हM ह, - �D�E-�3��� �  �� �हR�E ���� 
��* ह�, .� ��������� �  ह�, �'���� ���� ह�, 0��� �� %� ��! �  44< �हM ह,, ��* �� 0���  
a� ��� �हM ���� 4�ह�� ह� - (��� �� घ���) p�� &�P ह,? �� ������ ��"� �� �ह �� EV�� 
4�हE�6�  �� �D�E-�3��� �  �� ह���� �हR�E ���� ��* ह� .� �� ��' ��  ��6��� ह�, 0���  ���� �  
#�� &�� �.4�� ह,? 1�� ह, #�� ��m� �� �� 2!6 =���� ���� ह, , !���� �(� �� 0���  
�!� 2!6 �� ��4�� 4��ह� - �E��� ��� g!I�.I=�� ��������� �� ह,- �� �ह���[@  �� #�� हE� 
%��!� �� .ह�� �� �� ��;� ��� �`� � �̀ 6� - ��, �CD�* 'ह� �'/� �� �� 0q4 'ह� ���� 
���� ह,- �ह �ह���[@ �� ���Q��� ह,, !���� #� .ह�� ���1� ��W� 2c��s�� �� 6� ह�- .ह�� � 
�� .! 22 �� � ह� ���1� ��W� �ह�� ह� - �ह�� � ��R�-��R� ��, ह� Q�+ $� ह� ���� ��  !�6 #�� 
ह�, $ E�� ��' �� #�� ह�, ह�  %��� ��* �C� �हM ह,, 1�� ह,, �ह�� � #�� - !���� �� # �� �ह 
EV�� 4�ह�� हE� �� 26� �ह ��!��!� %�� ��ह ���� �ह� �� &�� # �CD�* ��  ���1� ���W�P 
�� �� ��������� ��C�� '�! %�I=���E� �� ��< � 6�? &�P�� #� �CD�* �  p�� ��� ह� �ह� ह, 
$� .ह�� � 125 �F!�� ह,- ...(�� �� घ�%�)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please conclude. 

�� ��! ��!���� ��2� :  ����  �� 25 >��'� �F!�� �� ����, Q�+ ��  #Q�� � 
��������� ��C�� '�! %�I=���E� �� ��< ह���! �� �!�� ह, - 0��  �� �C V �F!�� ह���� 
6C����� ��%�P ��  ह�, �C V ��RQ� ��%�P ��  ह�, �C V ��/Y ��%�P ��  ह� $� �C V �C�!��� ��%�� 
��  ह� - 0� ��!��P �  ���� $� Q�+ ��  #Q�� � >.�' ���� ���� ह,- 26� %�� ��ह 
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�� ह��� �ह� $� ���� $� Q�+ ��  #Q�� � �'/� �� l���� 4!�� �ह� �� .ह �'/� �हM �ह�6� - 
�ह���, �� #��  ��o�� �� ��� �  �E��� ��� �ह ���� 4�ह�� हE� �� �� �� ��������� 
��C�� '� %�I=���E� ह� , 0��  ����P �� �!� �हM ह��� ह,- 

 0�����  ��, p�� ���� ह, �� ��%������ ��C�� '�! %�I=���E� (�
���)...  

 �� 2������� : #��  ��� ���� �� ��4 ���� ह� 6� ह�- 

 �� ��! ��!���� ��2� : ��, 2�� ��4 ���� �हM हC� ह�, �� ���� ���� ह� - 

 �� 2������� : �ह�� ���� �� घ;� ह,- 

 �� ��! ��!���� ��2� : ���� ����� �� घ;� ह, ��- 

 �� 2������� : 2qV� �_� ����� - 

 �� ��! ��!���� ��2� : "Minority Educational Institutes should be based 

on their religion, caste and culture. They should keep their religion, culture, 
language and values in the educational system. The Government has made it 
mandatory for these institutes, but this is not happening in various minority institutes. 
There must be compulsion of education in their own language." 

!���� p�� �हM ह� �ह� ह, - �E��� ��� �ह ह, �� 

"There is no reservation policy for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. The 

Government has no control on their accountability." 

"And there is a rule for getting more than 50 per cent students of same 

religion in a minority institute. But this is also not implemented." 

.ह�� � �E��� ��!��R� ��  =�E��RH� �� �� >.�' ���� ���� ह,, 0��  ,�� $� ����'� 
�� l���� ह��� ह,- 

�� 2������� : # �R&!C� ����� - 

�� ��! ��!���� ��2� : 0����� ��, ��(+  ��!��R� $� Q�+ ��  #Q�� � ��=�� 
����� �� %� ��' �  ��.�+� �हM #�6�- ��.�+� �� #�6� �� 0Rह  ��' �� �Cs� Q��� �  
!��� # 'C` �� 2qV� ��!�� � 6� $� �ह g4�� ����� �� ह,, ह� ���� ह,- 26�, ��.� ��  
p�� ��; � # �S�.��P �� �;� ���� �ह� $� 26� # 0���  �� �  2c��s�� $� 
�हC��s�� �� ��� ��; ���� ह, �� �C�� !6�� ह, �� �ह 2qV� �'/� �हM �� ���� , ह� 
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2qV� �'/� �हM �� ���� - �� ����� �� >��+�� � �̀ 6� �� .ह %� ��! ��  ���� �  �� ��� �(� �� 
��4�   - QR�.�� - 
 

 �� ����� ��
� :  0����� ��, �� ��'�! ���'� (� � ��*������� ��C�� '�! 
%�=����C� ��! ��  ���+� �  �;� हC# हE� - �� %� ��! �� ���+� %��!� �हM �� �ह� हE� , &�P�� 
�� 2c��s�� ��C��� �� #�� हE�, �Ic� �� �q4� ��[@.��� ह��� �� ह,���� �� �� �ह �ह�E� 
���� हE� �� �ह ��! �� !��� 6�� ह,, �ह ��� ��  2�C�E ! ह� $� %��� #.3���� �� - 2�� 
ह���� ��" ���� ��0� �� �� �ह�, 2��� �ह �C��� �  #�� ह,  �� %� ��' ��  2c��s�� 
��C��� �� �ह �!�ह �� ���� ह,  �� .ह ��' �� �Cs�Q��� �  #�-  �ह ��' �� �Cs�Q��� �ह�� 
�ह�� ह,, �C�� �हM ��, !���� �ह�� �� ��' �� �Cs�Q��� �� ��  ��!� ����� हE� .ह �ह ह, �� 
%� ��' �  �ह�� .�!� �� ���� !�6 ह�, 4�ह� 2c��s�� ह�, ��!� ह�, �V�� ह�, ���� ��  ����� 
.6+ ��  !�6 ह�, ��� �� ������ �� 2.�� ��!�, ��� �� #6� �G�� �� �S�� ��!�, ��� �� �'/� 
��!� $� .� =.�� �� �ह �ह�E� ��  �� .� %� ��' ��  2qV� ��6��� ह� $� %� ��' �  0��� �� 
�� �ह=�� ह,, 0��� �� �� ��D������ ह,, 0��� �� �� ����_. ह� - ���  !�6P �� ह���� ���.Q�� 
�� �4�� �� .�, %� ��� �� 2qV� ��ह �� ����� ��, .� �E��'h !�6 �� $� %��!� ह���� 
���.Q�� �  %� ��� �� >�.Q�� ��� 6�� �� �� 2c��s�� ��C��� ��  !�6 ह�, 0��� �'/� ��, 
0���  ��.,Q���� 2�Q��� �� �/� ह� ���  - %��!� #?��! 30 ��  2��6+�, �� 2c��s�� 
��C��� �� �'/� �� >�.Q�� ह�, 0� � ह���� ���.Q�� �  E�� ��ह �� ��� ���� ह,, 0� � ��'�� 
��!� ह,- ह���� ���.Q�� �� �4�� ���� .�!P �� #�/Y �� >�.Q�� ��� ह, - #��� &�P ��� ह,? 
�ह %��!� ��� ह, �� 26� ���� ���Y �� ���� �� ��* .6+, �V;� �ह 6�� ह,, �V; 6�� ह, 
�� 0�� ��' �� �Cs�Q��� �� ��;� ���, 0���  �!� �.'�W >�.Q�� ���� ���- %���!� ह���� 
���.Q�� ����� .�!P �� %� ��� �� o��� �  ���� हC� #�/Y �� >�.Q�� ��� $� ह���� ���� ��  
�� ����� .6+ ��  !�6 ह�, ��!� ह�, 0��� #�/Y ���� 6��, ह� /�" �  #�/Y ���� 6�� - 
 

�� ������ ��D���� ह�� 

 ����� �ह���, 2�� ह���� ������ ����� ���! 4SQ�� ��ह� �� ����P ��  ���� �  
�C V ���  01�* - 2&�� �ह �ह� ���� ह, �� ����P �� modernization ह��� 4��ह� !���� �� 
�ह  �ह�� 4�ह�� हE� �� !6���� �ह 2�_� propaganda ह��'� ह��� �ह� �� ����P �  �� G�* 
ह��� ह,, .ह�� fundamentalists ,�� ह��� ह�, .ह�� #���.��� ,�� ह��� ह,, ����� ISI ��  2�� �� 
4C��  ह� - %� ��ह �� ���  !6���� �ह� 6* !���� �� %��� ���4 हC* �� �ह =[� ह� 6�� �� 
%� ���P �  ��* �q4�* �हM ह, !���� #� �� �ह ��� 2&�� ��ह��* ���� ह, - ह� �� %� 
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/ �  ह, �� 2c��s�� ��C��� ��  !�6P �� ����+ �'/� ��!�� 4��ह�, 2qV� �� 2qV� �'/� 
��!�� 4��ह� - !���� �� 0��� 6��. ��  =�� � �� �ह�� .� �ह�� ह,, �ह �'/� >�U� �हM ह��� ह,, 
0��� >�.Q�� .ह�� �हM ह��� ह,, �� .� ���E�� �� ह�!� � , ����P �  2�� �q4P �� ����� ह� - 
0��� p�� !6�� ह, �� �हM ह���� �q4� 2�'�/� � �ह ���� - %��!� �� �� ��!�� .ह�� ��! 
���� ह,, 0���  �!� .� ���'' ��� ह,, 26� Q�+ �� ������� >�U� ह��� ह,- %��!� .� 2�� 
�q4P �� ����P �  ����� ह� - !6���� %� ��� �� >4�� ���� ���� ह, $� %� ��� �� �ह� 6�� 
�� ����P ��  2��� �� G�* ह��� ह,, .ह #���.��� ����� �� G�* ह��� ह, 
 

 �����  �ह���, ह� 2�� ��.�� �  �� ����� ह� �� �� �q4� ����� ह��� ह,, 0��� 
��( ���-�� �� o��� m���� ह��� ह,-  1�� %�� ��ह �� �� ��' ��  2c��s�� ��C��� ह� �� 
��!� ह� �� �V;� .6+ ��  !�6 ह�, .� ��� हC� ह�, 0��� ���� �  0�4� =��� ���� �� #.3���� ह, 
$� 0��� 01��� ��  �!� ���� �`�� ह, �� 0��� ��!�� �� ���, 0��� �'/� �� ��� &�P�� 
���� �� ��C��� �� �� ���� �� l�Ik �� ��� ह� a� 01��� 4�ह�� ह� �� �� 0��� �� 
�C����� ह,, 0��� �� #_�� ह,, .ह �'/� �  ह, - �� �� .ह �'�/� �हM ह�6�, �� �� .ह ���� 
�� /�" �  #6� �G�� �  �(! �हM ह� ���� ह, - 
 

 ����� �ह���, .ह�� � .�� ��� �� ��� �� �ह� 6* - .�� ��� �� �ह�� �� �.�! 
ह,, �,�� �ह� 6�� �� %� ��' �  15 >��'� �� 16 >��'� 2c��s�� �ह�� ह� !���� ��* �� 
�������� �!, 2c��s�� ��C��� �� !��� 2�� .�� ��� �हM ��� ���� ह,- 26� .�� ��� 
����� ह�6�, �� �हC�� �� .�� ��� ����� ह�6�, &�P�� �� ह���� 85 >��'� #���� ह,, 0��� 
��� �ह�� ह� .�� ��� ��� ���� ह� - !����" �  �हC�� ह� ��Y+� ���� ह,, �हC�� ह� ��Y<�� 
ह��� ह,- %� �I[� �� 26� ���� ��� �� 2c��s��P �� �C' ����  ���� �� �������� �! �� 
�हC�� �  #�� ���. �हM ह, - %��!� p�� ��� �ह�� 2c��s�� ��C��� ��  >�� �� 
6!�(ह�� ,�� �� ���� ह, , 0���  ��!�( घ\Y� ,�� ���� �� ���'' �� ���� ह,, �ह �हM 
ह��� 4��ह�- 
 

 ����� �ह���, �� �ह� �CW�� �� �� �� QR�.�� �E�6� �� 0RहP�� ��!�&� ����� �� 
घ�WY� �� $� 0��  ह���� ��� ����, %���  �!� �� 0��� �हC� #���� हE� - %���  �!� �� 0��� 
'C�u�� 2�� ���� हC� �ह�� 4�हE�6� �� �ह  �� ��! !��� 6�� ह,, %� � ��(� �.4��-�.�'+ ह� 
4C�� ह,- �������� �!P ��  2!�.� �'/� �6� ��  �� eminent !�6 ह�, �� 
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G�-�!�  !�6 ह�, �'/� �6� �  ����� �� �C��� ह�, p�� !�6P ��  ��� �.4��-�.�'+ ���� ��  
��� ह���� ��"� �ह��� �� $� ह���� UPA ����� �� �ह ��! �ह�� �' ���� ह, - %��!� 2� �� 
�हM ����� हE� �� 2� .ह ��� �ह 6�� ह,, &�P�� !�� ��� �� �� �ह ��! �� ह� 4C�� ह,- 
%��� ��* #.3���� �हM ह, �� 2� %�� ��!�&� ����� �� ���� ��� - �� 2�� ��( �� $� 
2�� ��h �� ]� �� %� ��! �� ���+� ���� हE� $� 0D��� ���� हE� �� ह� ��! ��  ���� ��  
��� 2c��s�� ��C��� ��  2��� �� �.3.�� ,�� ह�6�, ह���� ��' ��  ���.Q�� ��  >�� �� $� 
%� ����� ��  >�� ��, �� 0��� ��' �� �Cs�Q��� �� ��;�� ��  �!� ����� �� ]� �� 
>��.'�!� ��6 �� ��� 01��� 6�� ह,- QR�.��- 

SHRI N. K. PREMACHANDRAN: Mr. Chairman, Sir, thank you forgiving 
me this opportunity to speak on the National Commission for Minority 
Educational Institutions Bill, 2004. The contribution of minorities in India to the 
field of education has to be appreciated. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have to conclude by 4.30 p.m. 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: Sir, 1 will try. So, it is a social obligation 

on the part of the majority as well as all the people of this country to protect 

and safeguard the interests of the minorities in our country. I am also inclined 

to support this Bill because the spirit of this legislation is to protect the 

interests of minority educational institutions. But I have so many doubts in my 

mind. Therefore, I would like to seek some clarifications from the hon. Minister 

so far as this Bill is concerned. This legislation pertaining to the welfare and 

protection of the interests of minorities should be for the benefit and for the 

progress of that particular community. I would like to know whether this 

Ordinance or this legislation would serve the prupose. As far as minorities are 

concerned or the minority educational institutions are concerned, the main 

problem is not the problem of affiliation. Maybe, it is correct, affiliation is also a 

problem. So far as recognisation, of courses is concerned—there are so many 

councils or boards like the All India Council of Technical Education, AICTE, 

Medical Council, Teachers Council, CBSE and so many educational boards 

and councils—the problem is, it is very difficult to get a course recognised in a 

particular council or a particular board and there is nothing about it in the 
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Bill. In the Bill, only the five Central Universities have been scheduled and any 

college of minority or any institution of minority can have affiliation to that 

particular University. That is the only thing which is enunciated in this Bill. This 

is why I am saying, if it is for the betterment of the minority community as a 

whole, whether it is linguistic or religious minority, this Bill will not serve the 

purpose. That is my humble submission. 

I would like to know from the hon. Minister whether a serious thought was 

given to the Bill while drifting it. I think no serious thought was given to this Bill. 

They have not applied their mind properly while drafting this Bill. Sir, I am not 

supporting the manner in which this Bill was introduced. So far as the 

Ordinance is concerned—it may be part of the discussion which was held on 

3rd July— if this House was to meet in December for the Winter Session, the 

necessity of constituting a National Commission for Minority Educational 

Institutions through an Ordinance can never be justified. 

Now I come to clause 2 (f) of the Bill. I need not explain it because it has 

already been explained by Shri Fali S. Nariman. It is regarding definition of 

'minority'. Even in the TMAPAI's case, eleven points were raised before the 

eleven-Judges Bench of the Supreme Court. One of the main issues was as 

to who is minority. Even the Supreme Court has not properly discussed and 

defined it. But in this Bill, we are giving a clear definition and clarification. 

Clause 2 (f) of this Bill says, "'minority' means a community notified as such by 

the Central Government" What is the criteria for notifying a particular 

community that this is minority community? The hon. Minister has to explain 

the criteria or the norms that are to be followed while considering a particular 

community as a minority community. I come to Clause 2(g); what is meant by 

a minority educational institution? Suppose an individual established and 

maintains a particular institution; he belongs to a minority community; it is a 

minority educational institution The question is whether that institution is 

benefiting that particular community. I belong to a particular community and I 

am very rich; I have all the facilities and the infrastructure to start an 

educational institution. In such an institution, all the admissions may be going 

to people coming from elite 
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sections, after payment of capitation fee. So, such an institution will have 

nothing to do with minority education. No admission is given to minority 

communities. Hundred per cent admissions are given to those who pay 

capitation fee. The question is, whether according to this Bill that is a minority 

education institution. That institution will get benefits under this law. So, my 

submission is that the minorities should be protected; their rights should be 

protected; their education should be promoted; if they have to be promoted 

educationally, we should evolve a mechanism to see that that particular 

institution is benefiting the minority community in education. Otherwise, it will 

only help certain individuals who have influence in the society, or, in a 

particular community. That is my second submission. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you. 

SHRI N. K. PREMACHANDRAN: Sir, I will make the rest of my speech 

after PM's statement. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No, no. You finish it. 

SHRI N. K. PREMACHANDRAN: Then, I will take two or three minutes 

more. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You can have the advantage of two more minutes. 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: Thank you, Sir. I come to Clause 4; the 

chairman and members of the Commission will be from the minority * community. 

I accept it. But, here, as far as other national commissions are concerned, they 

are all recommendatory in nature. This Commission will have adjudicating 

powers which is given in Clause 12. If any dispute arises between a university 

and a particular educational institution, the decision of the Commission shall be 

final. That means it is an adjudicating authority to resolve the disputes. 

Therefore, the question arises whether it has secular credentials, whether it 

meets the requirements of the salient features of our Constitution, the secular 

features of our Constitution, the basic features of the Constitution. This may be 

looked into by the Government 

I come to clause 4(2). The qualification is that it should be a person of 

eminence, ability and integrity. Who wilt determine it, and how will it be 

determined? I come to Clause 10, on the role of the State Government, which 

has been amended by the Lok Sbaha. We have 
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strong reservations in respect of this because Education is in the Concurrent List 

and if Education is in the Concurrent List, and if a particular educational institution 

in the southern or northern part of the country has affiliation with a North-Eastern 

university, what is the role of the State? In my State, majority of the higher 

education institutions are run well by minorities, especially by the Christian 

community. The standards of institutions run by Muslims are also going up. They 

are also starting so many institutions. So, if all these institutions are being affiliated 

else where then the State has no role in the field of higher education. Also, a new 

amendment has been incorporated now. I welcome the amendment. But I would like to 

know this from the hon. Minister. If, as per Clause 10, sub-clause (2), when the State 

Government is being consulted, it says, "No. Affiliation shall not be given to that 

particular institution", what would be the position and what would be the role of the 

State Government? Also, there are private colleges or minority educational 

institutions which are being aided by the State Government. So, the State 

Government should have some say. Under the original Act, there was no say. We 

had proposed some amendments and those amendments have been carried out by the 

Government; I congratulate the Government for that. But the issue still remains 

that if a dispute arises between a State Government and the affiliating university, 

then, who will resolve that dispute. Does this Commission has the power? As per 

the present Act, and even in the amended Act, there is no such power for. the 

resolution of the dispute between the two. 

Sir, these are the clarifications that I seek from the hon. Minister. I would take this 

opportunity to say that we, the people of India, whether we are a majority or a minority, have 

this social obligation on our part to protect and preserve the interests of the minorities in 

this country. With these words, I conclude. 

 MR. CHAIRMAN: The debate will continue after the Prime Minister's Statement. 
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